FCC outlaws option time, but deed may come harder than the word.

ARB voids Green Bay TV survey when station tries to contact diary keepers.

The 'no longer needed' plan for drop-ins gets an FCC burial.

Networks face a headache aspirin can't cure: negotiations with nine labor unions.

COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7
ONE POWERFUL STATION GIVES YOU COMPLETE COVERAGE IN AMERICA’S 40TH RADIO MARKET THAT’S . . .

WNAX-570

1963 AREA PULSE®—In each of the 36 half hours reported by Pulse (6 a.m.-midnight) WNAX was number one in Big Aggie Land.

1963 AREA PULSE®—From 6 a.m. to Noon and from Noon to 6 p.m. WNAX’s share of audience is almost as large as the next two stations combined. From 6 p.m. to midnight it takes six stations combined to match powerful WNAX.

1963 AREA PULSE®—WNAX has the largest number of adult men, adult women and total listeners in every one of the 18 hours reported by Pulse.

In 5 state Big Aggie Land, there are over 2 million people who annually spend in excess of 3 billion dollars. You can reach and sell this huge portion of mid-America with one radio buy . . . that’s powerful WNAX-570. See your Katz man for coverage in America’s 40th radio market.

© WNAX, Yankton, South Dakota, 84 County Area Survey—January, 1963.

WNAX-570 CBS RADIO

PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa, Sioux Falls and Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz
Hey Pops,
wasn't that you
I heard on the
Big Band
sound of
WAVI, Dayton?

You're hip, chick,
but now I'm
blowing my horn about
The Bolling Company's
appointment as
exclusive national
representative
for WAVI.

If I wasn't
a mute
I'd tell his fife*

*And the whole world that WAVI is Dayton's most listened to radio station, according to the largest survey ever taken in the market.

New York/Chicago/Atlanta/Boston/Dallas/Denver/Detroit/Kansas City/Los Angeles/Memphis/Minneapolis/Philadelphia/St. Louis/San Francisco
In this multi-city market, an advertising schedule without WGAL-TV is like a TRAIN WITHOUT AN ENGINE. Put the full sales power of Channel 8 back of your product. WGAL-TV is the only single medium that reaches the entire market and delivers viewers in far greater numbers than all other stations combined.
CLOSED CIRCUIT

KTVU to Cox

Negotiations looking toward sale of ch. 2 KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco independent to Miami Valley Broadcasting Corp. (Cox stations) for in-neighborhood of $10 million are underway. Transaction contemplates retention of present management and staff under new ownership. Station, on air since 1958, is owned by Ward D. Ingrin, president and general sales manager (25.005%); William D. Pabst, executive vice president and general manager (25.005%); Edwin W. Pauley, (25.005%); Willet H. Brown (19.79%); Stoddard P. Johnston (9.49%) and Harry R. Lubcke (2.5%).

Negotiations are being conducted principally by Messrs. Pabst and Ingrin with J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of Cox broadcast properties. Miami Valley stations are WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, WSGC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte and WOOD-AM-FM Miami. WSB-AM-TV Atlanta is affiliated in ownership.

Preparation H appeal

Whitehall's Preparation H, hemorrhoid treatment that got extra dose of publicity several years ago by having its advertising banned by television code authorities, is due back in headlines soon. Ted Bates & Co., its agency, has been allotted time to make presentation for removal of ban at TV code board's meeting in New York next Monday and Tuesday. Bates and Whitehall are also involved in another protest that conceivably may reach TV code board level: efforts by Anacin, another Whitehall product handled by Bates, to upset interpretation that would ban Anacin's well-known descriptive line, "like a doctor's prescription," when code's so-called "men in white" prohibition goes into effect July 1. Most advertisers are said to be conforming their commercials to new rules, but Anacin is resisting prescription prohibition.

Limelight for code meeting is on code's commercial time restrictions (which FCC has proposed to adopt in own rules), and there'll be no shortage of proposals. In addition to some already disclosed, one would keep present TV limits but allow prime-time commercials to be redistributed within that period so long as given "average" is observed. Another, considered by some to be most far-reaching of all, would retain present standards but authorize code director to make "exceptions" for stations individually on showing that they can't afford to adhere strictly. If expert advertiser advice is needed, that, too, will be nearby: Association of National Advertisers' broadcast committee meets tomorrow and will lunch with code group, though its concern is expected to relate mainly to so-called "clutter," with which it has been preoccupied for past 18 months.

'Local live' now SOP

Stand by for biggest bombshell yet in FCC's drive to force local live programming in prime time. Three of New York City's six commercial TV outlets (WABC-TV, WCBS-TV and WPIX-TV) won't receive regular license renewals as of June 1 but will get letters asking them to explain what they have done in way of local live programming for viewers in New Jersey which constitutes part of their service area. In addition, WCBS-TV, WAST-TV and WTNF-TV Albany, and WKBW-TV Buffalo, last two owned by Capital Cities, will get letters asking them to explain paucity of local live programming. Letters will be similar to those sent five New England stations (BROADCASTING, May 27).

New York actions indicate FCC will make local live-prime time letter-writing standard operating procedure. Vote at last Wednesday's meeting was 5-1 (Minow absent; Hyde dissenting). Staff was instructed to process other applications among June renewals with similar letters where staff raised questions about local live programming. Although letters are aimed at prime time (6-11 p.m.) they do not confine responses to that period but seek descriptions of programming for each segment of broadcast day, thereby trying to dodge charge of attempting to influence programming.

Question of credits

Threat of injunction that could stop show faces June 9 broadcast of du Pont's Show of the Week on NBC-TV—all because of technicality in Writers Guild rule on air credits. James Ambanos, associate producer of June 9 play "The Triumph of Gerald Q. Wert" (starring Art Carney), rewrote original script submitted by Ernestine Barton, and wants to share credit with Miss Barton. But Writers Guild requires that at least 75% of script must have been written by producer if he is to get credit.

Question: how to make so precise a measurement of Ambanos-Barton contributions. Guild officials will try to solve it at meeting in New York today (June 3). If they rule against him, Mr. Ambanos threatens suit for injunction.

Is double billing fraud?

Remember double billing? It may be back in news soon in way that wouldn't help radio's image. U.S. Post Office Department has been investigating subject for over year and may soon file criminal court action charging fraud by mail. Post Office is known to be about ready to move against practice of submitting two bills, one for local client and larger one to be sent to national co-op advertiser. FCC warned stations against "represensible practice" over year ago and threatened "appropriate proceedings" against any guilty licensee (BROADCASTING, March 12, 1962). Several stations have admitted to FCC that they engaged in practice in past.

Bargain minutes

Heat's on network sales staffs to get rid of still-unsold portions of 1963-64 schedule. Reportedly NBC-TV now is offering commercial minute in Espionage (hour show that is slated for Wednesday, 8:30-9:30 p.m.) for about $21,000 for time and talent. Selling rates for commercial minute (time and talent) in prime time on TV networks are usually in $35,000 to $38,000 range. This is nothing new in network selling. Similar patterns have developed before as networks moved into hot-weather season with time still unclaimed. In such cases, if show clicks, it's traditional for prices to advance.

Code pressures on buyers

Agencies and advertisers are getting the word that they, perhaps more than anybody else, hold firm answer to question of "overcommercialization" in radio-TV. Perhaps nobody's gone so far as to ask them not to buy time on stations that exceed National Association of Broadcasters' code limits, but they're free to reach that conclusion not only from NAB President LeRoy Collins' recent request for "cooperation" but also from position some station reps are taking. CBS Radio Spot Sales' Maurice Webster, for one, has just returned from meetings with agency and advertiser people in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver and St. Louis where, as in New York, his presentation urged that buyers, to give thought to "the problems of overcommercialization."
**Acquisitives**...buy more food in Cleveland

7th TV market...2nd in food purchases (per household).

WJW-TV's programming is for acquisitives—people with food money to spend.

*Ac-quis’-i-tive—given to desire, to buy and own.

---

**ACQUISITIVES WATCH**

WJW-TV

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
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WEEK IN BRIEF

Option time is banned by the FCC; it's an "artificial restraint" and an "abdication of licensee responsibility," says commission in 6-1 vote. News received calmly by networks, agencies and producers. See . . .

GOODBYE OPTION TIME . . . 31

Agencies upset by disc-to-cartridge tape practices of radio stations. Fear quality of commercials may suffer in transference. Move is underway to impress stations with need for quality control. See . . .

HOW TO KEEP QUALITY . . . 34

Fraudulent promotion contests lose KWK its license. FCC says it may have been the fault of the manager, but owners must bear responsibility. Revocation is by 3-2 vote, reversing examiner. See . . .

KWK LOSES LICENSE . . . 46

Green Bay TV ratings survey called off by ARB when station broadcasts call to diary keepers to contact station. WLUK-TV claims move was effort to ensure accuracy of records. New survey possible. See . . .

RATINGS MONKEY BUSINESS . . . 70

Radio code board holds line on commercial time limits at this time, but names committee to look into question of quality. Board decries FCC proposal to use code standards as basis for regulation. See . . .

RADIO CODE BOARD MEETS . . . 72

Union negotiations loom for networks, with six crucial contracts on the line this year and three others, due in 1964, sure to be influenced by arrangements. Summer-fall will be the bad period. See . . .

HEADACHE PERIOD AHEAD . . . 64

British TV programers up in arms at proposed profit tax. Associated TeleVision says it is ready to bow out of field if levy is imposed. Government warned of big production cuts, unemployment. See . . .

TAX MAY BE TOO MUCH . . . 85

Commission makes final judgment on VHF drop-ins: t'aint necessary anymore. By one vote margin, FCC denies requests to move VHF channels into seven major markets because they might inhibit growth of UHF. See . . .

DROP-INS END UP IN GRAVE . . . 44

CBS-TV and NBC-TV split 12 Emmy awards, with ABC-TV garnering three. "The Tunnel" (NBC) and "Dick Van Dyke Show" (CBS) are top winners, with WCBS-TV and Granada TV receiving special citations. See . . .

CBS, NBC IN DEAD HEAT . . . 68

Direct television to brain, bypassing visual senses, seen as possibility by Allen DuMont. Electronics expert foresees three-dimensional color, receivers with own tape recorders, one pound cameras. See . . .

TELEVISION SYSTEM FOR BLIND . . . 78
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They laughed when I told them about our rating system

"I know my station had at least 3,246 listeners last month," I said.

"Do you use the diary or the recall method... and how big was your sample?" they said.

"We use the order system," I said. "And it wasn't a sample. It was our OPRY HISTORY BOOK, which goes at $1 per. We've sold over 185,000 copies, offering it only on our station. Last month, 3,246 people ordered it (114 from Texas, 133 from Michigan, 230 from Illinois, 247 from Ohio... 43 states all told, plus D.C. and Canada). Isn't this some kind of a rating... like, maybe. AAA-1?"

And they laughed.

But then, so do our advertisers... year after year, sale after sale. The difference is, they laugh with us!

HENRY I. CHRISTAL, National Representative

the WSMpire

WSM CLEAR CHANNEL 650
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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Could UHF air shows affiliates reject?

FCC WANTS MEETING WITH NETWORKS TO FIND ANSWER

FCC has asked for meeting with representatives of three TV networks to determine feasibility of making network programming available to UHF stations in intermixed markets. Programing involved would be that rejected by affiliates.

Commission Friday disclosed it has written ABC, CBS and NBC, asking them to send representatives to meeting at commission offices “in near future.” Action is part of FCC campaign to foster development of UHF.

Commission said it’s concerned with availability of network programing for UHF stations which may come into existence in intermixed markets as result of all-channel-receiver legislation.

Public interest issue is involved, FCC said, when network affiliates refuse programing that might, therefore, be fed to competing UHF stations.

Not only would this make more network programing available to public, FCC said, but it would “obviously promote development of UHF stations in the intermixed markets such as those involved” in drop-in case (see story page 44).

Commission said issue involved “is somewhat analogous” to that concerning availability of network programing to small-market stations. Agency noted some network programs have been provided such stations “under various special arrangements.”

Question of how network programing can be made available to UHF stations is already under study by committee of FCC-sponsored Committee for the Full Development of All Channel Broadcasting.

GAB adds Oren Harris for editorial conference

Labeling broadcast editorials “a matter of national importance,” House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) Friday accepted invitation to participate in first National Broadcast Editorial Conference July 25-27 in Athens, Ga.

Conference, sponsored by Georgia Association of Broadcasters, received added interest with disclosure two weeks ago that Communications Subcommittee of House Commerce would hold July hearings on editorializing (BROADCASTING, May 27). Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), chairman of subcommittee, also was invited to participate and indicated Friday that he may attend.

Representative Harris will speak July 26 at conference on University of Georgia campus and also is expected to participate in panel discussion. Others on program include FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox, ABC commentator Howard K. Smith, Washington attorney W. Theodore Pierson and Mary Ann Cusack, special assistant to president of National Association of Broadcasters. Dick Mendenhall, editorial director of WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, is conference chairman.

Bureau says Pape guilty for WALA-AM-TV actions

FCC’s Broadcast Bureau last Friday told commission that licensee must be held responsible for actions of station’s manager, and opposed request by WALA-AM-TV Mobile, Ala., that revocation proceeding against it be dismissed. Bureau also said Mobile station failed to supply commission with adequate information concerning station’s own investigation of its staff’s actions.

WALA-AM-TV allegedly demanded “large sums of money” to refrain from editorial attacks on engineering firm and candidate for sheriff. Station has requested charges be dropped because violations were committed by licensee’s nephew and general manager Wadsworth B. Pape (AT DEADLINE, May 20). William O. Pape is sole owner of station.

Bureau said that Mr. Pape neglected for eight years to inform FCC that effective control of station had been transferred to licensee’s nephew, and is to be held responsible for administration during that period.

ABC to go to court in FCC VHF denial

Unhappy ABC said Friday it will ask FCC to reconsider its May 29 decision denying short-spaced VHF drops-ins in seven cities (see page 44).

FCC’s decision, ABC said, will affect 5 million people who will “continue to be denied at least three different entertainment, news and public affairs services. . . .”

Network took courage from concurrent statement by outgoing FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow who said commission’s decision shouldn’t end effort to equalize competitive opportunities of three networks.

In concurring statement issued Friday, Mr. Minow said decision to vote with majority was most difficult he faced in his 27-month term.

Effects of all-channel receiver legislation, which is intended to stimulate UHF growth, won’t be felt for several years, he said. During that time ABC’s competitive disadvantage will persist, he added.

FCC finds ‘no strings’ on NBC gift to WNDT

FCC last Friday said it found no conditions attached by NBC to $100,000 grant to WNDT (TV) New York, educational station on channel 13. Commission also reiterated its belief in independent programing decisions by licensee in closing WNDT investigation.

Commission began its investigation of donation last month after story appeared in New York Times dealing with correspondence between Robert Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, and Dr.

Sneaky Moppets

Recent study in Helsinki, Finland, has proven truth of old adage that forbidden fruit is most desirable.

All Finnish TV shows banned to children, report released last week indicates, have been seen by half of 4,903 youngsters, aged 9-11, covered by survey. Every child had seen at least one of the proscribed programs.
WEEK’S HEADLINERS

Lee B. Bartell, executive VP and treasurer of Macfadden-Bartell Corp., Milwaukee, elected president of the company, succeeding Gerald A. Bartell, his brother, who continues as chairman and chief executive officer. Lee Bartell continues as corporate treasurer. Frederick A. Klein, formerly executive VP-publishing, named corporate executive VP, and Jack Podell was elected VP-editorial. Macfadden-Bartell publishes magazines and owns and operates WADO New York; WOKY Milwaukee; KCBQ San Diego, Calif.; Macfadden Teleglobe pay television system in Denver, Colo., and Telecuracao, Netherlands, Antilles.

Donald L. Bryant, former president and director of Q-Tips Inc., division of Chesebrough-Pond’s Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., joins Miles Products division of Miles Laboratories, Elk hart, Ind., as executive VP. Walter B. Roberts Jr., account manager at J. Walter Thompson, New York, joins Miles as product manager of One-a-Day (brand) vitamins and with supervisory responsibility for Chocks. Mr. Bryant had been associated with Q-Tips since 1959. Earlier, he was with Warner-Lambert’s Hudnut division in various posts including VP-advertising director, and later executive VP of division. Mr. Roberts joined JWT’s research department in 1952 and later was assigned to media and new business departments before becoming an account manager.

Robert Taylor, veteran motion picture actor and star of former network series, Robert Taylor’s Detectives, elected VP of Four Star Television, North Hollywood, Calif. Mr. Taylor became fifth largest stockholder in firm earlier this year (Broadcasting, Feb. 4) through exchange of interest in his series for Four Star stock.

Beech-Nut’s $8 million goes to Benton & Bowles

Estimated $8 million Beech-Nut account, formerly held by Young & Rubicam, has been assigned to Benton and Bowles. Appointment of B&B comes in five weeks after announcement of dismissal of Y&R.

Account covers Beech-Nut chewing gum, cough drops, baby foods, Life Savers and Pine Brothers cough drops. TV billing on account has been approximately $7 million, mainly in network, but future allocation is unknown.

Beech-Nut-Y&R split was reportedly over disagreement on marketing policies. Other Beech-Nut agencies are Ogilvy, Benson & Mather (Tetley tea), Grey Advertising (Martinson’s coffee), Charles W. Hoyt Co. (Beech-Nut coffee) and Furman-Roth & Co. (Bustelo coffee).

‘Life Line’ snarled in $64,500 legal suit

J. Wayne Poucher, voice of ultra-conservative Life Line radio-TV program for past 4½ years, filed suit Friday (May 31) in U.S. District Court in Washington for more than $64,500 in back salary, severance pay and other compensation.

Mr. Poucher alleges he was summarily discharged April 6 after dispute with H. L. Hunt, Texas oil millionaire and major contributor to Life Line Foundation Inc., over compensation terms for TV appearances. Mr. Poucher says that up to April 6 he was receiving $1,650 month and had been promised $100 for each TV appearance.

He also charged that Life Line, without payment to him, made use of his commentaries and inspirational talks and that H. L. Hunt Food Products used his radio and TV broadcasts to advertise its products.

In release issued same time as suit was filed, Mr. Poucher said Life Line received net income of $446,784 in 1962 fiscal year, of which more than $250,000 came from radio and TV programs plus additional $150,000 from sale of his radio and TV scripts and other materials.

Dan Patterson, director of Life Line Foundation, said Friday he would have no comment until he has time to study complaint.

Fisher Body buys Thomas


For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Samuel Gould, president of WNDT, concerning grant from network (Broadcasting, May 6).

Commission, in letter to WNDT, said it is "satisfied that no grant of funds was conditioned on any understanding or commitment by you with regard to WNDT’s programing."

FCC still divided on TV program forms

FCC was unable to reach agreement on revision of TV program reporting form despite all-day meeting on subject Friday. Commission had hoped to resolve issue—which it has been considering since 1960—in advance of out-going Chairman Newton N. Minow’s June 1 departure from agency.

One official said “some progress” was made in effort to reach concensus on how form should be modified to implement commission’s 1960 program policy statement. But another source said seven commissioners “seemed to be pulling in seven different directions.”

Commission had under consideration three proposed versions submitted by Commissioners Frederick W. Ford, Robert T. Bartley and Kenneth A. Cox, members of special program-form committee (Broadcasting, May 27).

Committee will go back to work in effort to resolve conflicts in light of commission’s discussion Friday.
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FAIR SHAKE... we quote ratings... but we sell everything else—coverage, rates, personalities, merchandising... and most important... the integrity of the station management.

Our salesmen visit our stations.

June 8-11—Georgia Association of Broadcasters’ convention, Holiday Inn motel, Callaway Gardens, Pine Mountain, Ga. Speakers will include FCC commissioners Rosel H. Hyde; Representative William E. Miller (R-N.Y.); chairman of the Republican National Committee, Peter Neymeyer of Corinthish Broadcasting Co.; Miles David, administrative vice president of Radio Advertising Bureau; Lionel Baxter, Starkey Broadcasting Co.; Bruce Merrill, Ameco Inc. (CATV); Robert Mason, All-Industry Music Licensing Company; J. Gordon Cervone, Gates Radio Co.; and Lee Mehlig, Broadcast Clearing House.

June 10—Reply comments due on FCC proposal to bar applications under multiple ownership rules unless applicant first disposes of one of his minimum ownership interests.

June 10-11—Representatives of the legal profession, the social sciences, and the mass media will discuss “The Right of Privacy and the Mass Media” at Pennsylvania State University. Conference is co-sponsored by Pennsylvania Bar Association and Pennsylvania College of Journalism and Center for Continuing Liberal Education. Speakers and participants include Alan L., member of New York law firm of Greenbaum, Wolff & Revson; Cred C. Black, vice president and executive editor of Winnipeg News and Evening Journal; Morton J. Simon, Philadelphia communications attorney; and Robert V. Cahill, legal counsel for National Association of Broadcasters.

June 10—Sixty-sixth annual convention of American Federation of Musicians, Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Fla.

June 10-11—NAB TV Conference Review Board meeting, University Club, New York.

June 10-21—Radio Workshop, co-sponsored by Abilene Christian and Texas Association of Broadcasters, Abilene Christian campus. Additional information about the workshop is available from Dr. L. G. Perry, Radio Workshop, Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Tex.


June 11—Annual stockholders meeting, United Artists Corp., Astor Theatre, New York City.

June 12-14—Thirty-third Institute for Education by Radio-Television, sponsored by Ohio State University Telecommunications Center, Nationwide Inn, Columbus. Theme is “The Program; The Heart of Broadcasting.” The April-May Betty Broadcasts meets June 12 in conjunction with the Institute. Keynote speaker will be Dr. Edward W. Rosenheim Jr., professor of English at University of Chicago.


June 13-14—Television Affiliates Corp. programing conference, Sheraton, Chicago. Speakers include: Sylvester L. (Pete) Weaver Jr., board chairman of McCormick Erickson, and Jules Power, executive producer of ABC-TV’s “Discovery Series.”


June 14—Wyoming AP Broadcasters Association meeting, Torrington.

June 14-15—Annual meeting of the Wyoming Association of Broadcasters, the Great Falls, Mont.


June 16-18—Annual spring convention of the North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Holiday Inn, Durham.

June 15-18—Summer workshop in closed circuit television teaching by the Department of Radio & Television, Indiana University, Bloomington. James D. Perry, instructor of PR, will direct the I.A. closed circuit teaching program, will be director of the workshop.

June 17—Effective date for new FCC rule allowing automatic programming requiring daily, five-times-a-week inspection of transmitting facilities of AM-FM stations.

June 17—Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at the Hollywood Roosevelt, AAW day, ushering in the convention of the Advertising Association of the West, to be held June 22-27.


June 18-20—Annual convention of Electronic Industries Association, Pick-Congress hotel, Chicago.

June 19-21—Annual meeting of Virginia Association of Broadcasters, Williamsburg Inn, Williamsburg, Va. Miles David, vice president of Radio Advertising Bureau, will head a team which will propose successful and interesting ideas for local selling, programing and sales-audience promotion. Speakers include FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford.

June 20-22—Florida Association of Broadcasters convention, Robert Meyer hotel, Jacksonville, Fla. Speakers include LeRoy Collins, president of National Association of Broadcasters; Florida Governor Fahrney Bryant; Jack L. Crum, president and general manager of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland; Harold Krelsteln, Plough Broadcasting Co.; Robert Heald, Spearman and Roberson; and Tom Wall, Dow, Lohnes and Albertson.

June 21—Colorado AP Broadcasters Association meeting, Durango, Colo.

June 21-22—Colorado Broadcasters Association convention, Strater hotel, Durango. Speakers will include: Donald McCannon, president of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; FCC General Counsel Max Pagnini. Don Daley and Tom Bostic, presidents of the Missouri and Washington State broadcasters associations, respectively, will also address the CBA meeting.

June 21-Aug. 17—Twenty-First Stanford Radio-Television Film Institute, sponsored jointly by Department of Communication of Stanford University and San Francisco stations: KPIX (TV), K'; KQED (TV), Bay Area Educational Television Association and KCBR-AM-FM, NBC. Courses meet alternately on the campus of Stanford University and in the San Francisco studios of the cooperating stations.

June 22-27—Advertising Association of the
HANDY DO-IT-YOURSELF RATING KIT

Complete on this page. Takes only 3 minutes to assemble, using this most important of all information. Simply fill in high score as you read:

☐ 1. What do the local businessmen think of the advertising effectiveness of the Des Moines TV Stations?

ANSWER: Nearly 80% of all local TV advertising is placed on KRNT-TV.

☐ 2. What station do local civic, cultural and religious groups count on for the most eager cooperation and support?

ANSWER: All know that KRNT-TV spends the most hours meeting with committees, helping write their copy and counseling them. Over 5,000 community service announcements, almost 500 program hours, last year.

☐ 3. What TV station do most people depend on for their news?

ANSWER: People look to KRNT-TV most for News. They know our nine, full-time, fully professional newsmen will get it first . . . and get it right. Our viewers have "rated" our 10 PM News by making it one of the most watched newscasts in a multiple-station market in the country.

☐ 4. Is the same true of Sports?

ANSWER: The daily sportscasts people watch most are on KRNT-TV. Our two top sportscasters beat the competition by a country mile. The three football coaches of the largest universities in Iowa are seen exclusively on Channel 8 in the Des Moines market.

☐ 5. What personalities do viewers know and trust the most?

ANSWER: KRNT-TV Personalities are "Old Friends" to everybody in Central Iowa. Folks know them as highly trained, highly accepted, adult personalities. People are reminded of them and get to know them even better because of frequent exposure on KRNT RADIO and live appearances out in our area. It's an important plus in their merchandising and sales effectiveness.

☐ 6. What station is the most promotion-minded?

ANSWER: KRNT-TV. We constantly publicize our activities, our people, our aims and aspirations. In this area we make no little plans and we carry through what we start. People here-abouts know everything about all we do.

VALIDATION TEST

This six-part questionnaire can be verified anytime, anywhere in Central Iowa. No rating period required . . . it's a 12-month continuous survey. To check the results above, simply send for a free page of the Des Moines telephone directory, take any number or numbers at random, and call yourself.

KRNT-TV
Des Moines Television
An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
St. Constantine’s Greek Orthodox Church, Chicago
It happens on Sunday in Chicago—WGN-Television takes one of the country’s few mobile color units to church. Thus the beauty of worship in Chicago’s churches is faithfully mirrored in thousands of homes.  
Over the last four years, Sunday church has become an honored television tradition. Yet, it is just one evidence of the depth of interest WGN-Television has in the expanding world of color. This year we will televise 124 major league baseball games in color, also for the fourth year.  
In 1962, WGN-Television—as an independent station—programmed more than 1800 hours of color, much of it locally produced. More than was originated by any other station in the nation. And we welcome the opportunity to increase our color programming in Chicago this year, as more advertisers turn to color and its growing audience. WGN believes that color holds television’s brightest promise for the future—and we’re not waiting.

WGN TELEVISION
2501 BRADLEY PL., CHICAGO 18, ILL.
TOMBSTONE TERRITORY

...one of 268* syndicated TV film series which use BMI licensed music and were telecast locally during the past year

*out of a total of 390 syndicated TV film series

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.

589 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • NASHVILLE • TORONTO • MONTREAL
DATEBOOK

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications
*Indicates first or revised listing

JUNE

June 2—Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at the Hollywood Roosevelt, 12 noon. Max Factor, founder of the cosmetic firm bearing his name, will receive the club's Founder's award. Marvin L. Mann, director of advertising for Max Factor & Co., will be program chairman.

June 4—Annual stockholders meeting, MCA Inc. (parent company of Revue Studios), Sheraton-Blackstone, Chicago.

June 4—Senate Commerce Committee public hearing on the appointment of Lee Loevinger as FCC commissioner.

June 4—Board of Broadcast Governors hearing, Ottawa.

June 4-6—National Visual Presentation Association, Hotel Commodore, New York.


June 5—Canadian TV Commercial Film Festival and Workshop, Royal York hotel, Toronto.

June 5—Annual meeting and premium round table of Premium Advertising Association of America, Hotel Roosevelt, New York City.

June 6—Special meeting of stockholders, Walter Reade/Sterling Inc., to merge Sterling Television Co. into Walter Reade/Sterling, which already owns 96% of Sterling TV. Coronet Theatre, New York.

June 6—Award luncheon of the Broadcast Pioneers' Washington chapter to honor Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, 12:30, International Inn, Washington.

June 6—Chicago Copywriters Club's dinner preview of 1963 winners in American TV Commercials Festival, 6:30 a.m., Bernard Shaw Room, Sherman House hotel.

June 6-8—Los Angeles Advertising & Marketing Materials Show, Shrine Exposition Hall, Los Angeles.

June 7-14—Annual convention of National Community Television Association, Olympic hotel, Seattle. Senator Warren G. Magnuson, Commerce Committee chairman, will be the keynote luncheon speaker June 11. June 8—UPI Broadcasters of Upper Michigan, Dee Park Lodge, Manitowish Waters, Wis.

June 8-9—Annual meeting of Tri-State TV

The wondrous bee does plan and plan the filling of the comb

Your advertising planning can be greatly simplified by using BEE-LINE RADIO. You reach the vital markets of Inland California and Western Nevada with the four McClatchy stations. These stations have a record of program excellence. That's why they have the listeners you want to reach with your sales message.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company

delivers more for the money in Inland California-Western Nevada

BROADCASTING, June 3, 1963
What makes a great salesman?

America became a gum-chewing nation because of a soap salesman. William Wrigley, Jr. made himself well known as a premium distributor by offering gifts to jobbers who bought his soap products. One of the most popular premiums was chewing gum. When the cry for gum surpassed the demand for soap, he wisely changed course. It was a momentous decision, for Wrigley was just the man to bring salesmanship to a product few adults had even thought about twenty years before.

A firm believer in doing things on a big scale, Wrigley contracted for $1 million in advertising during the panic of 1907 and practically doubled sales within a year. Twice he mailed free gum to every name listed in every telephone book in the country! His outdoor sign along the Trenton-Atlantic City railway tracks was nearly a mile long. For years two sticks of Wrigley gum were sent to as many American children as possible on their second birthday.

Because William Wrigley thought big, chewing gum emerged as big business. "Thinking big" accounts for the great selling ability of the Storer stations, too. Responsible management and operating efficiency are part of the story. So is programming keyed to individual audience attention and respect. Your message means more on a Storer station! In Cleveland, Storer's great salesmen are WJW-Radio and WJW-TV, two important stations in an important market.
"For Distinguished Service in the field of television reporting," the citation read, "the Sigma Delta Chi Award is made for 1962 to KWTV, Oklahoma City."

For KWTV's Newsman Ed Turner and Cameraman Bob Mathews, this represented the crowning achievement in a series of awards resulting from their initiative and enterprise in reporting "The War at Oxford."

Along the road the KWTV news team of Turner and Mathews has been honored . . .

- as Oklahoma's News Team of 1962 by the Oklahoma Professional Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi;
- by a special citation from The Department of Justice on behalf of the 24 Special Deputy U. S. Marshals who served at Oxford;
- for the Best Television News Story of 1962, by United Press International Broadcasters of Oklahoma;
- by Commendations for dedication to duty from Oklahoma's Governor, State Senate and House of Representatives.

Looking toward the future, the staff and management of KWTV, Oklahoma City, pledge even greater initiative and enterprise in serving its 48-County Community.
The Clock and Mr. Paar

It was a question you heard whispered ominously last summer all the way from Madison Avenue to Madison, Wisconsin: “Will a prime-time show mean a less informal Jack Paar?”

Then along came the September premiere of Jack’s Friday-night series, and all speculation stopped at once. Obviously, Paar’s unstuffiness and irreverence were delightfully intact.

They’ve remained so all season long. And no one doubts they’ll be otherwise in the Fall when the full-hour color show begins its second year—as part of NBC-TV’s ’63-’64 lineup. For in a world that often equates slickness with talent, Jack and his “gemutlich” guests insist on being themselves.

On the current series, it’s seemed the most natural thing in the world for Richard Nixon to play a piano solo; for Nat (King) Cole to chat about a recent trip to the Orient; for Liberace to launch
into a spirited demonstration of the twist.

Can there be anything more free-wheeling than an agenda that ranges from the far-out flippancies of the “Beyond the Fringe” cast to the wonderfully unsophisticated home movies of Jack and family touring the Holy Land?

During his approaching Summer vacation Paar and camera will be visiting such areas as Africa, Hawaii and Tahiti. So this Fall, Paar viewers will not be too surprised if they see films covering everything from Dr. Schweitzer’s feelings about Raymond Massey to a newly-discovered galley-menu (soaking wet) from HMS Bounty.

But best of all, there’ll be Jack himself on stage—tossing off one-liners, swapping anecdotes with guests, and ribbing (but never deceiving) his audiences. You know something? We don’t think the fellow realizes he’s on prime-time. And you know something else? We’re not going to tell him.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, information and entertainment.
Nothing like it in broadcasting-
ANYWHERE
ANYTIME
ANYHOW!

We're the national color TV leader. And our big color TV survey startled the industry when we proved that color programs rate double the popularity of the same programs in black and white. And color commercials rate 3½ times the impression as the same commercials in black and white.

WLW Television is ranked at the top in all phases of color TV—programs, production, talent, direction, sales, engineering. So let us tune your products to color programs and color commercials with all their golden rewards!

Call your WLW TV man!

CROSLEY COLOR TV NETWORK

WLW-D WLW-C WLW-T WLW-I
Television Television Television Televisions Dayton Columbus Cincinnati Indianapolis

WLW Radio—Nation’s Highest Fidelity Radio Station
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
a subsidiary of Alva

West annual convention at Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles. Junior conclave, June 23; business sessions, June 24-26; president’s dinner, June 26; and farewell dinner, June 27.


June 24-29—Fourth national convention of New York State Broadcasters Association, Gideon hotel, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.


June 26-29—Second annual executive conference of New York State Broadcasters Association, Gideon hotel, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.


June 27-29—Wisconsin Broadcasters Association, convention, the Northernaire, Three Lakes, Wis. June 28 speakers include FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford; Radio Advertising Bureau President Edmund C. Bunker, and John Hurbut, owner-manager of WYMC Mt. Carmel, Ill.

June 27-29—Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters Association, Sea Scrape hotel, Ocean City, Md.

JULY


*July 10-20—Fourth International Festival of Documentary Film, Venice, Italy.


July 14-16—Summer convention of South Carolina Broadcasters Association. Location to be announced.

July 14-26—Fourth annual NAB Executive Development Seminar, Harvard Business School, Cambridge, Mass. The general outline of subject matter includes: (1) development of the executive; (2) formulation and execution of competitive strategy; (3) organization and delegation of work; (4) budgeting, background and controlling costs; (5) management of people; (6) review and appraisal of management performance.

*July 20—Florida AP Broadcasters annual meeting, Cape Colony Inn, Cocoa Beach, Fla. Keynote speaker is Howard K. Smith of ABC-TV. Participants include FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox; communications attorneys Theodore Pierson of Washington, D. C.; Dr. Mary Ann Cusack, National Association of Broadcasters; and Ralph Renick, vice president of WTVJ(TV) Miami; and George Campbell Jr., executive vice president of Peoples Broadcasting Corp., Columbus, Ohio.

*Broadcasting* Magazine was founded in 1931 by Broadcasters Publications Corp., using the title, *Broadcasting*—The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate. Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1933, Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast in 1953. *Broadcasting-Telecast* was introduced in 1944.

*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1963: Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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Radio the keystone of Chicken Delight's growth

Advertising is the life-blood of any business. But in Chicken Delight's operation, it's the guts, muscle and nervous system as well. Broadcast advertising has swelled our chain of franchised stores in the western states from one location to 185 locations in just under four years, and in that period individual store volume has tripled.

We have 400 franchised stores from coast-to-coast, selling ready-to-eat chicken, shrimp, rib and fish dinners. Gross sales last year topped $20 million. The price of the Chicken Delight dinner is $1.39, and chicken makes up about 80% of our total volume. There's no eating on the premises, but we deliver one dinner or 100 dinners to a customer's home free.

Naturally, if customers prefer, they can pick up their dinners at one of our stores. And the dinners stay hot for about 45 minutes because of our patented packaging. The quality of the product, which is prepared and cooked like no other chicken, combined with our packaging and free delivery service are the three elements that make us unique in the food business.

A Factual Start - These were the facts we dropped in the lap of Tilds & Cantz Inc., our Los Angeles-based advertising agency, almost four years ago. Their approach to our problems, as well as their knowledge of both the franchising and food handling business, has encouraged us to include Walter Tilds, president of the shop, and Alan Berger, our account executive, in most key management decisions, both in and out of the marketing/advertising areas. They are truly synthesized into total over-all operations.

Here's what they did. Without our knowledge, they researched volume patterns, customer attitudes, economic profiles of our marketing areas, frequency of purchase data and the dozens of other facets that contribute to winning and winning a potential customer. Then, with our guidance, they related the data to sales figures in the few stores we had operative in August 1959. A flexible formula, applicable to virtually any market, was then developed and put into operation.

The concept from the creative and media aspect was both logical and dynamic. The agency was quick to spot the impulse factor linked to a purchase from us, or any restaurant, for that matter. By the weekend, the housewife has run out of ideas for menus and is tired of cooking. Choices are, she's due for a supermarket shopping trip and the cupboard is moderately bare. Most of our market shopping is done on weekends here, and after a housewife has spent over an hour surrounded by food, pushing a shopping cart and fighting crowds, she doesn't feel much like cooking. Coincidentally, about 75% of our total weekly volume comes on the weekends.

Weekend Saturation - The agency recommended we restrict our advertising to just two days, Saturday and Sunday, to squeeze impact from a severely limited budget. Our stores don't open until 4 p.m. and the peak traffic spans the 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. area. So we went on one station, a "middle-of-the-road" music, news and sports operation with 50 kw coverage and an excellent staff of on-air personalities. We ran 60-second or 30-second spots every half hour during our peak time and nothing else. Classic vertical saturation.

Commercial content was simple. At the time we started on the air, the Twist was the rage, so the agency created a 30-second musical jingle in a twist tempo. The next 30 seconds were aimed squarely at the housewife, with live copy delivered by a station personality, pointing out the convenience of not having to cook dinner or wash dishes. It's summed up by our slogan, "Don't cook tonight, call Chicken Delight."

Consumer response was almost immediate on the store level, but something we never expected was a welcome sideline. People became so Chicken Delight-conscious that our franchise inquiries increased almost more rapidly than we could handle. The fact that we have opened 104 stores in just three years in Southern California alone speaks for itself. This market is almost sold out, as are many of our West Coast medium and major cities.

Time To Expand - As we grew, so did our ad budget. The agency then applied what they call their "Stratified Media Technique." The middle-of-the-road station appeals to a broad segment of audience in the middle-to-high-middle income area. Next a "hard rocker" was added, shooting for the younger middle-to-middle-low income group. Finally, to get the upper income end of the population, and perhaps an older audience, an all-talk station was added. Listening trends and demographic research indicate we cover our market efficiently, with little duplication.

In the past three years, Tilds & Cantz has applied this formula (with some modifications) to San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle and, recently, New York as well as about 25 smaller markets. "Long Distance" media selection is never used. Our key account team visits every market at least twice yearly, with more frequent trips to key markets.

The sound of our commercials has changed with new musical arrangements of the same lyrics and melody. So has the live copy. The "nuts and bolts" approach has been modified to dwell more on the sensual areas of taste, appearance, warmth, etc. We have tested spot TV in selected markets, and the direct sales response indicates that television will be an important part of our future advertising.

But the foundation of our media approach, radio advertising, will not change. It will be expanded to every major market because we are convinced that radio convinces people, "Don't cook tonight, call Chicken Delight."

Werner H. Maahs left the White Fish Bay, Wis., police force in 1954 to open a Chicken Delight store in Milwaukee. In 1956 he was appointed vice-president of Chicken Delight Inc., Rock Island, Ill., and sent to Los Angeles in 1959 as president of its California corporation. He is one of the few business executives to be listed in "Who's Who in the West" at just 36 years of age. An avid hunter, fisher and golfer, he resides in West Los Angeles with his wife and four (soon to be five) children.
You can't cover Indianapolis with Indianapolis TV!

*The Indianapolis Market, we mean!

WTHI-TV in combination with Indianapolis stations offers more additional unduplicated TV homes than even the most extensive use of Indianapolis alone.

More than 25% of consumer sales credited to Indianapolis comes from the area served by WTHI-TV, Terre Haute.

More than 25% of the TV homes in the combined Indianapolis-Terre Haute television area are served by WTHI-TV.

This unique situation revealed here definitely suggests the importance of re-evaluating your basic Indiana TV effort... The supporting facts and figures (yours for the asking) will show how you gain, at no increase in cost...

1. Greatly expanded Indiana reach
2. Effective and complete coverage of Indiana's two top TV markets
3. Greatly improved overall cost efficiency

So, let an Edward Petry man document the foregoing with authoritative distribution and TV audience data.

**WTHI-TV**

CHANNEL 10
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

*An affiliate of WTHI AM & FM

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

WTHI-TV delivers more homes per average quarter hour than any Indiana station* (March 1962 ARB)

*except Indianapolis
Blue chip client's reading

EDITOR: . . . Anyone who has anything to do with broadcasting is aware of the vital part your publications have played in the history of broadcasting. Certainly, Alberto-Culver finds rare newsworthiness in both Broadcasting and Television.—Morris Wattenberg, Alberto-Culver Co., 2525 Armitage Avenue, Melrose Park, Ill.

A matter of semantics

EDITOR: YOUR MAY 20 CATV STORY OK EXCEPT THAT NO NCTA COMMITTEE HAS BEEN APPOINTED TO "NEGOTIATE" REGULATORY LEGISLATION WITH FCC. MALIN'S COMMITTEE WAS NOT AUTHORIZED BY NCTA BOARD TO NEGOTIATE BUT TO PRESENT OUR INDUSTRY'S VIEWPOINT TO FCC AND REPORT BACK TO BOARD. LET'S KEEP THE RECORD STRAIGHT.—B. J. Conroy Jr., secretary, National Community Television Association, 220 North Getty Street, Uvalde, Tex.

(Our reporter interpreted a statement in the NCTA membership bulletin that a "special task group will meet with the FCC to discuss issues involved in proposals for CATV legislation" to mean that this group was "negotiating.")

Monitored?

EDITOR: In keeping a parallel account of the radio coverage versus the wire coverage of the recent space orbit of Major Gordon Cooper, I was beginning to wonder where the wires were getting their news. While sitting in the news room, watching the wire and listening to a network account, at the moment the announcer described the capsule touching the water, one wire service stopped in the middle of a word, spaced about ten lines, rang the bell at least ten times, then wrote tersely "Cooper's down." This was followed by another similar clatter, and a repeat of the same performance.

Now I can understand that they have

correspondents close at hand, but to get the word back to the home office in an instant, when dozens of other services would be competing for the limited facilities available seems highly unlikely. And I wonder how many radio stations actually made use of this gem of information? They probably also got their information from other network stations.

All of which seems to point up one thing. Everybody listens to radio. Even radio stations. And wire services.—R. S. Houston, Box 48-1148, Miami 48.

Against daily inspection

EDITOR: We wonder if station operators realize that effective June 17, the FCC proposes to require their engineer to make a daily trip to the transmitter (five days a week), even though remote control equipment indicates that everything is operating properly.

The National Association of Broadcasters has a petition on file opposing the inspection portion of the rule. But if stations aren't aware, and don't file their opinions, the rule may become effective on schedule.—Hayward L. Talley, president, XXXI Fort Madison, Iowa.

Leads and suggestions

EDITOR: I wish to deeply thank you for the very splendid article you did concerning my proposed broadcast facility to be staffed by the physically disabled (Broadcasting, May 13).

Through the article I have received many excellent leads and helpful suggestions concerning this enterprise. I'm sure it will be some time before I reap the full benefits from this article, but I am sure that the role [you] performed has been quite sufficient.—Kenneth A. Iacuzzi, 1239 Upper Happy Valley, Lafayette, Calif.

BOOK NOTE


It has not been too many years since the documentary film passed out of the travelogue class. Today's documentary-makers do more than take pretty pictures of streams, lakes and mountains. Documentaries have become "factual films," according to the author and in this volume he deals with all phases in the production of these films, from initial idea to distribution.

Mr. Baddley, who heads one of the few companies producing educational and classroom films regularly in Great Britain since World War II, has written an essentially practical book; one which spells out the experienced judgment and practice needed to skillfully make documentary films.

The author has delved into his personal experience to offer practical hints and suggestions, valuable to novice and veteran.

Film making is a professional job, and Mr. Baddley's book is a text which can make professionals even more the masters of their cameras.
Beneath all the business and bustle is Charlotte. More than 100,000 cars enter this booming city on an average day. And you'll find more people in the Charlotte 75-mile radius than in a corresponding radius around Atlanta, Indianapolis, Kansas City, and Minneapolis. 8th in per family sales in the United States... 5th in the wholesale distribution of industrial chemicals. With building permits exceeding even those of Pittsburgh and Buffalo in 1961. With major installations of 40 out of the 50 larger corporations in the United States. What better way to get at this thriving market than through WBT Radio Charlotte? For over 40 years, WBT has had the largest adult audience for the 37-county basic area. And this is the audience that receives and spends most of Charlotte's $2,612,784,000 worth of spending money.* Reach them with the station they turn to for responsible programming, outstanding service, and finer entertainment. 

*Source: Survey of Living Homes
Better Than Ever

There's a world of difference between the passionate posturing of Theda Bara and the childwoman blandishments of Brigitte Bardot. And it's a world well worth the exploring.

But, fascinating as it is, the evolution in screen sirens is just one of the movieland developments to be examined in the new series tentatively called "The Hollywood Story." Scheduled right after NBC-TV's Monday-night movies, the weekly program becomes a highlight of NBC's diversified schedule in the Fall.

The series—created by David L. Wolper and produced by him and Jack Haley, Jr.—offers a kaleidoscopic look at five decades of films. Wolper and his subject have already kaleided three times, and the happy results were "The Golden Years"; "The Fabulous Era"; and "The Great Stars"—a warmly received trio of television specials.
Among the myriad filmland phenomena slated to come under the new show’s fond scrutiny are:

The gangster movies—with such beloved public enemies as Bogart, Cagney and Robinson brass-knuckling their way to top billing.

The monster cycle—in which the likes of Chaney, Lugosi and Karloff proved that looks aren’t everything.

The comedy approach—from the Keystone Cops taking a corner on two reels, to Doris Day and Rock Hudson swapping sotto voce pillow talk.

In all, “The Hollywood Story” shapes up as an out-of-the-ordinary portrait of the silver screen. As such, it’s a fitting entry in NBC-TV’s way-out-of-the-ordinary Fall schedule—a varied lineup that ranges from proven favorites like “Hazel” and “The Eleventh Hour” to such newcomers as “The Bill Dana Show” and the “Mr. Novak” dramas. We’ve never looked forward to so dazzling a season.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, information and entertainment.
NO OTHER STATION CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT
5 CONSECUTIVE YEARS

Exception To The Rule

WKRG-TV—Mobile—Pensacola

has averaged 50% or more share of audience in every March ARB measurement since 1959, from 9 a.m. to midnight.*

Represented by H-R Television, Inc. or call
C. P. PERSONS, Jr., General Manager

*3 station VHF market.
GOOODBYE OPTIONS; HELLO WHAT?

- FCC kills TV option time in hopes of curbing network power
- But some predict the deed may come harder than the word
- In companion action CBS-TV station payment plan is queered

The FCC outlawed television network option time last week—but years too late, in the opinion of some opponents of the practice.

The action was originally proposed to curb the growth of network influence in program origination. It came after the networks had become firmly established as the dominant suppliers of all kinds of programs except those that stations produce themselves.

Program syndicators, who were among the most vociferous advocates of option-time reforms several years ago, greeted last week's action mildly. Most of them doubted it would achieve what they hoped it would achieve when they were actively encouraging it. The syndicators, who were motivated originally by a desire to gain access to prime time for the first-run programs they were then producing, are mostly engaged now in distribution of network films in off-network runs.

Advertising agencies that at one time believed that a curtailment of option time would enormously increase their difficulties in obtaining station clearances on their network lineups reacted calmly to the news last week. Although some felt the elimination of the options would complicate their network buying, none saw the possibilities of network fragmentation on the scale they once feared. The prevailing view was that the networks' grip on program sources was strong enough to assure a continuation of network clearances in desirable hours.

The networks themselves reserved official comment, but some of their executives appraised the FCC action as one that could be lived with—if it survived the inevitable court appeals—but would create new problems in maintaining stable lineups of stations.

Double Edge: The outlawing of option time was one of two actions the FCC took last week to encourage competition in television program supply. The second was an order holding that the CBS-TV plan of graduated compensation for its affiliated stations violates commission rules. Both actions had been anticipated (broadcasting, May 27).

The rule banning the networks' traditional method of assuring station clearances was adopted by a vote of 6-1, with Commissioner Robert E. Lee the lone dissenter. The commission vote declaring the CBS-TV plan a violation of the rules was 6-0, with Commissioner Frederick W. Ford abstaining.

Need For Competition: In both actions, the commission indicated its purpose is to strengthen the ability of non-network program producers to compete with the networks by giving television stations greater freedom in choosing programs from competing suppliers.

Both issues are likely to be settled.

Nobody can say the FCC took hasty action

The drive for restriction or elimination of television network option time may be dated from 1954 when the Senate Communications Subcommittee attempted to find out why VHF was developing faster than UHF. Harry Plotkin, special counsel to the subcommittee (and now in private practice in Washington) wrote a report urging, among other reforms, the abolition of option time which he said was restricting competition.

The next year, at the prodding of influential senators and with a special appropriation from Congress, the FCC set up a special network study staff under the direction of Roscoe L. Barrow, dean of the University of Cincinnati law school.

In March 1956 Richard A. Moore, then president of the unaffiliated KTTV (TV) Los Angeles which was having trouble finding enough programming from film syndicators and other non-network sources, made a major presentation to the Senate Commerce Committee in opposition to network practices. Option time, he asserted, was a violation of the antitrust laws and ought to be prohibited. (Mr. Moore left KTTV a year ago to develop a pay TV system. By coincidence, the FCC last week approved the sale of KTTV, at the highest price ever paid for a television station [see story page 75], on the same day it outlawed the system of option time.)

In the summer of 1957 Kenneth Cox, then special counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee, issued a denunciation of option time and called for its restriction as a means of freeing prime time on television stations for non-network programing. Last week, six years later, Mr. Cox got a chance to act on his original proposal. Now a member of the FCC, he was one of the majority that decided to kill the option.

Also in the summer of 1957 a House Antitrust Subcommittee urged the FCC to restrict option time and said the practice raised antitrust questions.

In October 1957 the FCC's network study staff issued what came to be known as the Barrow Report—a 1,485-page indictment of network practices. Included was a firm recommendation that option time be outlawed.

In 1960 the FCC ruled that option time was necessary to network operations, but it reduced the permissible amount of it from three hours per broadcast segment to two-and-a-half hours. That order was appealed to the court by Mr. Moore. Upon the installation of Newton Minow as FCC chairman, the FCC asked the court to send the case back for commission reconsideration. Last week, more than two years later, the commission took final action to throw option time out.
Option time reaction: so what?

AGENCIES CALM; SOME NETWORK BRASS FEARS STATION UPRISING

The FCC's abolition of network option time was viewed by leading advertising agency executives last week as a potential rather than an immediate influence on their television buying practices.

Some alarm was voiced, along with frequent assertion that the networks henceforth may have to "guarantee" satisfactory clearance of programs. But for the most part these views appeared to be overshadowed by the feeling that significant changes will be slow in coming—and may not come at all.

The networks, which have protested that option time is essential to their operations, had no official comment last week on the FCC's move. They indicated they would have none—until they have had a chance to study the FCC's order.

Privately, however, network officials who were willing to talk about the move took somewhat differing positions.

They felt the effects would be harmful—that affiliates will be more inclined to substitute local or syndicated programing for network shows, so that network advertisers would be less certain of getting the lineups they want and therefore more reluctant to buy.

Timing in Question • They disagreed, however, on the extent to which this may happen, and on how soon it may come. Some predicted flatterly that the structure of network television will be changed almost beyond recognition. Others thought the changes might be erosive and less drastic.

Station representation company executives, who depend on network programs to provide some of the best adjacencies they sell to national spot advertisers, seemed inclined to think that little or no real harm will result on that score.

Film companies, which were among the original agitators against option time, appeared to side with those who warned of the effects, if any, will be slow in emerging.

A few agency executives told broadcasting without qualification that the abolition of option time "will destroy the networks." One, who refused to believe the FCC would ever go so far, felt this "destruction" would not be long in coming if the FCC ever did.

Guarantees Seen • Several thought they would require guarantees or at least firmer assurances that the networks will be able to deliver the station lineups that their clients want.

Others felt that existing arrangements, in which networks sometimes get informal clearance commitments from their affiliates in advance, or make rebates to the advertiser for unsatisfactory clearance, will suffice at least until there's time to see what the effects actually are.

A number of agency executives said it was possible they will have to step up their own station-relations work in order to expedite clearances. Others doubted that this need would arise soon.

It was emphasized by many executives that clearance problems traditionally have been linked to the number of stations in a market, and that this probably will continue to be the case.

It is in the one, two and sometimes three-station markets—where networks have less chance to switch affiliation away from a recalcitrant affiliate—that most of the clearance problems have centered.

Even among those who foresaw the possibility of long-range bad effects on network advertising, a certain wait-and-see attitude was evident. And many executives felt that even the long-term effects were not overly apt to be damaging either to the networks or to their use of networks.

The broadcast supervisor of a large agency, for example, argued that stations will still need top-flight programs for which the networks are the major source. "They have no place else to go to get the prime-time quality shows they need," he said. "Frankly, I can't take this abolition of option time too seriously."

The radio-TV vice president of

GOODBYE OPTIONS; HELLO WHAT? continued

in the courts. CBS has already appealed an FCC action declaring an earlier version of the compensation plan a violation of the rules. And an official of that network said the commission's decision last week might be appealed also. In addition, the Justice Department has brought suit against the network, contending the plan violates the antitrust laws.

In the option-time case, the commission points to one Supreme Court decision it says upholds the agency's authority to rule on the practice. This was the 1943 decision sustaining the agency's power to promulgate rules affecting network relations with their affiliates.

The new option-time rule (designated Sec. 3.658 [d]) becomes effective Sept. 10, 1963. It applies only to television—the present rules permitting the practice in radio are not affected—and doesn't consider the legality of option time under the antitrust laws.

The commission, in adopting the new rule, said it finds that "time optioning in television is not essential to networking, is both an artificial restraint on access to TV station time and an abridgment of TV licensee responsibility, and is contrary to the public interest."

The commission also said the rule, as adopted, prohibits "any arrangement between stations and networks having the same restraining effect." The new rule covers the CBS compensation plan.

Commission About Face • The commission's action reversed the position it adopted in 1960 when it held that TV option time was necessary to network operation and in the public interest. That finding was in the order reducing the amount of time an affiliate could option to a network from 3 to 2½ hours in each segment of the broadcast day.

Commissioner Lee is the only member still with the commission who was in the majority three years ago when the FCC upheld option time by a 4-3 vote. In his dissent last week, he said he adheres to his original judgment that "option time is reasonably necessary to the successful operation of a network."

The commission has been considering the option-time question since July 1961, when the U. S. Court of Appeals remanded the issue at the agency's request. The question was in the court following an appeal taken by KTTV(TV), which argued that option time should be abolished on the ground it violates the antitrust laws. Coincidentally, the commission last week approved the sale of KTTV from the Los Angeles Times and Mirror Co., to Metromedia Inc. [see story page 75].

CBS Plan • The CBS "incentive com-
nother agency anticipated “little immediate effect” although he thought it might accentuate the hitherto intermittent efforts of a number of advertisers to get some sort of “cost-per-thousand guarantee.” He explained:

“Obviously, some kind of minimum guarantee will have to be made by the networks. If, say, 85 or 90 or 95% of the station lineup cannot be delivered, then some sort of cost adjustment will have to be made.

“In the long run,” he added, “inability on the part of the networks to clear major stations would weaken the entire network system.”

Others mentioned the possibility of guarantees figured “on a percentage basis” or calculated to “provide specific clearance levels in terms of stations and specific markets.”

Another by-product seen as a long-term possibility by one agency executive was that “the rich networks may get richer and the poor networks poorer,” with those having stronger affiliates and stronger programming more apt to get the clearances they need.

“Such a ban on option time,” he asserted, “should be enacted only coincidentally with stepping up every market to three stations. The two actions should be married.”

FCC Opposed • The FCC was criticized by the media director of another agency on the ground that it is “out to get the networks.” This executive held that the commission has consistently spurred the networks to produce better program fare and yet now seem to be trying to “cut the financial legs out from under them.” If network finances suffer, he contended, network programming—and especially public affairs programming—will suffer.

This executive speculated that network clearances ultimately would be 10% below what they are now.

Film syndicators queried last week indicated for the most part that they don’t expect the option time deletion to benefit them materially, for the same reason some of the agencies cited: The networks are the major sources of new programs of prime-time quality.

The director of syndication sales for a large film company speculated that there might have been a big difference six or seven years ago, when syndicators were distributing first-run programs.

He reasoned that if networks continue to produce hour programs that “eat up” schedules and continue to sell minute participations, the syndicator will still have to battle for time and for the type of national or regional advertiser that is likely to buy a first-run syndicated show.

Other executives of leading syndication firms were even more emphatic. They pointed out the abolition of option time in itself would make “very little difference” because stations, for competitive reasons, need a large supply or fresh programming in prime time. If the ruling not only banned option time but also forbade stations to take more than two or two and a half hours of network programs in prime time, that could spur the production of first-run syndicated properties, they asserted.

Pensation plan” was found to be a violation of two rules: One prohibits stations from entering into contracts that prevent them from rejecting network programs. The other is the new option-time rule which not only bars time optioning contracts but any other arrangement “which has the same effect.”

The commission ordered CBS and its affiliates who have signed incentive-compensation plan contracts to report on “steps taken to ensure compliance with its ruling. Some 24 stations are affected, according to network officials.

The CBS plan is an amended version of one the commission rejected last year as a violation of the rules. The FCC said the earlier plan ran counter to a prohibition against affiliates entering into contracts that hinder them from taking programs from other networks.

The amended plan satisfied the commission on this count. But the agency tentatively held last fall that the new version was contrary to the rule penalizing affiliates for refusing network programs—a position it affirmed last week.

Under the incentive plan, CBS affiliates are paid 10% of the station network rate for the first 60% of the programs they carry and 60% of the rate for the balance of the programming they accept.

Frustrates Rule • The amended plan, the commission said, “frustrates the purpose of the rule to reserve to stations freedom to reject network programs which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory, unsuitable, or contrary to the public interest, or to substitute for CBS programs others of greater local or national importance.”

The commission also said the plan, “both as originally tendered and as modified, involves a restraint which has a like effect as does option time. It follows that the plan is inconsistent with the basic policy judgment arrived at [in the option-time decision], namely, that the networks cannot properly be afforded a restraint upon, or a ‘shield’ against, competition of the nature of option time.”

Pharmacraft makes biggest summer buy

Pharmacraft Laboratories has bought $4 million worth of summer business on NBC-TV, the largest summer order ever placed on that network by a single advertiser.

Included in the Pharmacraft order are the finals of the International Beauty Pageant, Friday, Aug. 16 (10-11 p.m. EDT); two other specials during the week of Aug. 11, and participations in programs in NBC-TV’s regular summer nighttime schedule.

The order was placed through Pharmacraft’s agency, Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York.

Advertising by brewers is industry’s main need

Beer advertising and lots of it is a prime need of the American brewing industry, Jack Samuels, marketing director of Lucky Lager Brewing Co. of San Francisco, told the Hollywood Advertising Club last Monday (May 27).

Beer consumption in the U.S. today is at a high of 90 million barrels a year, worth $3.2 billion, Mr. Samuels reported. But, he noted, it has failed to keep pace with the population increase. Between 1950 and 1962, the nation’s population rose from 151 million to 186 million (23.2%), while beer consumption rose only 8.4% (from 83 million to 90 million barrels a year).

More than 60% of all beer sold today is packaged in bottles and cans and sold in food stores for home consumption, a radical change from the days when most beer was draft beer, purchased in restaurants and bars, and consumed on the premises.

These two facts make advertising of utmost importance to brewers, Mr. Samuels stated. Lucky Lager, he said, is the only beer to start in California and move east (while Eastern beers were invading the West Coast) and he said this had been possible only because “Lucky Lager is a quality, well-advertised, well-merchandised beer.”

The company’s new advertising campaign, with the theme, “Go lively, get Lucky,” was previewed by William L. Calhoun Jr., vice president of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, Lucky Lager’s agency. Radio and television commercials, outdoor posters and magazine pages will soon let the public know that “thirty days are here again” and that Lucky Lager is the answer.
TAPE OR DISC FOR COMMERCIALS?

Agencies concerned over radio station transfer practices

A number of advertising agency executives disturbed last week by the disclosure that most radio stations are transferring their commercial messages from agency-supplied disc transcriptions to tape cartridges, seemed poised for a campaign of "friendly persuasion" with the local stations (CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 27).

The agencies were apprehensive that in the transfer from disc to tape the quality of the sound was being diluted. A survey conducted among 476 of the country's top 500 stations by agency D. P. Brother & Co. revealed that 406 of the stations did make transfers from disc to cartridge, and that among the other 71, there was considerable evidence that most of them used some sort of taping process for the broadcast of commercials.

Thus, the agencies felt, the careful attention they had given to quality supervision in the production and actual pressing of the records was lost in some cases by the not-so-careful transfer by the local station from disc to tape cartridge. "In one case," said an agency executive, "we found that a message had been recorded at 60 seconds, but after being transferred to tape, actually ran 64 seconds. You can imagine the loss of quality in that one."

Quality Concern - The concern of the agencies, however, was not in the use of tape itself. ("I have heard excellent tape transfers," said one executive, "and really couldn't tell it from the original disc recording.") Their expressed aims in a current series of agency meetings—thus far held in New York—is to seek a method of maintaining quality supervision over the commercial message through the transfer from disc to cartridge. Now the agency supervision ends with the pressing and shipping of discs to the stations.

"We realize that it is not feasible for many of the stations to use the actual disc. They are in a period of transition now and have spent thousands of dollars switching over to tape," said Mel Furney, the Brother agency executive who supervised the survey. "Nor is it feasible, though, for us to supply tape cartridges instead of disc recordings to the stations. They simply cannot be produced on the mass volume as disc recordings can."

Thus the stations are committed to tape, the agencies to discs. Out of such an impasse, the agencies hope to find an area of cooperation with the local stations by making specific technical recommendations to engineers who carry out the transfers to tape so that certain quality standards can be met.

Even here, however, the issue is clouded. The Brother survey indicated that among the 406 stations using tape cartridges for commercials, six different systems are widely used, and various others are used to a lesser degree. Thus the matter of making specific technical recommendations is complicated by the diversity of the equipment employed by the stations in making the transfers.

Hoping to reduce this diversity, representatives of various sound studios have contacted the tape manufacturers themselves seeking to bring about a greater uniformity of tape cartridges. A third phase involves an NAB study which has been going on for a year concerning such technical items as frequency response uniformity, flutter and wow and speed accuracy.

Several suggestions designed to bring stations and agencies into closer cooperation on the use of cartridges were advanced at a meeting last week in New York of several agencies who handle a large percentage of radio transcription work. The concern of the agencies, however, was not in the use of tape itself. ("I have heard excellent tape transfers," said one executive, "and really couldn't tell it from the original disc recording.") Their expressed aims in a current series of agency meetings—thus far held in New York—is to seek a method of maintaining quality supervision over the commercial message through the transfer from disc to cartridge. Now the agency supervision ends with the pressing and shipping of discs to the stations.

"We realize that it is not feasible for many of the stations to use the actual disc. They are in a period of transition now and have spent thousands of dollars switching over to tape," said Mel Furney, the Brother agency executive who supervised the survey. "Nor is it feasible, though, for us to supply tape cartridges instead of disc recordings to the stations. They simply cannot be produced on the mass volume as disc recordings can."

Thus the stations are committed to tape, the agencies to discs. Out of such an impasse, the agencies hope to find an area of cooperation with the local stations by making specific technical recommendations to engineers who carry out the transfers to tape so that certain quality standards can be met.

Even here, however, the issue is clouded. The Brother survey indicated that among the 406 stations using tape cartridges for commercials, six different systems are widely used, and various others are used to a lesser degree. Thus the matter of making specific technical recommendations is complicated by the diversity of the equipment employed by the stations in making the transfers.

Hoping to reduce this diversity, representatives of various sound studios have contacted the tape manufacturers themselves seeking to bring about a greater uniformity of tape cartridges. A third phase involves an NAB study which has been going on for a year concerning such technical items as frequency response uniformity, flutter and wow and speed accuracy.

Several suggestions designed to bring stations and agencies into closer cooperation on the use of cartridges were advanced at a meeting last week in New York of several agencies who handle a large percentage of radio transcription work.

One proposal would have transcriptions labeled with instructions to the individual station contact the agency in regard to taping procedure; another would have the agency insert a test cut on each transcription to allow station engineers to check out their tape cartridge equipment at the level at which the recording was made.

"We talked mainly in the area of communicating the situation to other agencies and to such groups as the Station Representatives Association, Radio Advertising Bureau and the American Association of Advertising Agencies," Mr. Furney said. "We eventually hope to have the 4A's issue a bulletin on the problem."

"Right now we are concerned with informing the stations that we are aware of their problem, and trying to find a manner in which we can help them. The stations have been very helpful so far, and we hope to find a way to solve this problem in a spirit of cooperation."

RADIO SUCCESS STORY

Household appliance firm's sales up 20-30% in 60 days

A campaign combining radio jingles with outdoor boards has achieved its intended goal. Re-establishing Mr. Gaffers and Mr. Sattler as readily recognizable advertising characters, identified with the household appliances marketed under the Gaffers & Sattler trademark, Robert Brandson, vice president and account supervisor, Charles Bowes Advertising, Los Angeles, told how it was done Thursday in a talk to the Southern California Broadcasting Association.

There has been a decided increase in consumer sales of the products—ranges, dishwashers, water heaters and air conditioners—which are running about 20-30% ahead of last year, he said. And it has been done in a period of 60 days.

Mr. Brandson and three other staff members of the Bowes agency—Harvey Pool, account executive; Mrs. Van Carlson, copy director, and Patricia Hale, media buyer—told SCBA that the characters had been introduced on television about 1958, but had not been advertised for some three years. The current campaign, they explained, was designed to re-establish recognition of these characters and their identification with the Gaffers & Sattler line of household appliances. A question-and-answer approach was adopted to tell the housewife what a Gaffers & Sattler appliance would do for her.

"Who bakes the cake? Gaffers and Sattler," a pair of male voices inform the radio audience. "Who keeps the water hot? Gaffers and Sattler." The rhythmic duet goes on to explain that "Gaffers & Sattler is the ultimate in cooking and no other range is so good looking" and that they are "skilled in..."
WHICH IS THE IOWA FARMER’S?

You think farm people are pretty much alike, all over the U.S. — or even in all “good farm states”?

Well, in Iowa, if you divide the farm population into gross farm income, you get $4,214 per person. In rich Indiana, it’s $2,869. In rich Ohio, it’s $2,402. And Iowa has a lot more farm people than either!

We’re not boasting. It’s just that Providence gave us more than our share of Grade A land. Then the Grade A farmers came naturally — and prosperity, too, of course.

WHO Radio has been an enormous factor in the lives of Iowa farm people for generations — and WHO-TV is now. We believe we rank first in their confidence. You ought to come out and check it at their agricultural meetings, the Iowa State Fair, etc. You’d get some new insights on “audience loyalty.”

CHANNEL 13 • DES MOINES WHO-TV
Cosmetics, toiletries up TV spending 33.1%

The 10 leading cosmetics and toiletries advertisers increased their television billings last year to $171,319,730 from $88,169,497 in 1961. Alberto-Culver Co., with network and spot billings of $24,477,005, led the 33.1% gain in TV expenditures. The company, which rose from third to first place in product classification, spent $12,319,093 in TV in 1961.

Procter & Gamble and Gillette were second and third, respectively, in television billings, with each showing increases of nearly $1 million.

Other large increases reported last year were: Bristol-Myers, to $14,677,433 from $8,957,682; Chesebrough-Pond’s to $6,712,802 from $3,626,473; and Armour & Co. (Dial soap and shampoo) to $5,299,750 from $2,691,663.

### 1962 COSMETICS & TOILETRIES TIME AND SPACE BILLINGS LEADING ADVERTISERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Total TV</th>
<th>Network TV</th>
<th>Spot TV</th>
<th>Magazines TV</th>
<th>Outdoor TV</th>
<th>Newspapers</th>
<th>Total TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberto-Culver</td>
<td>$24,477,005</td>
<td>$13,322,015</td>
<td>$11,154,990</td>
<td>$20,424</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$2,497,429</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>17,926,628</td>
<td>11,054,358</td>
<td>6,872,450</td>
<td>871,567</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>74,937</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillette</td>
<td>17,402,587</td>
<td>13,550,447</td>
<td>3,852,150</td>
<td>527,707</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>513,309</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol-Myers</td>
<td>14,577,433</td>
<td>10,186,603</td>
<td>4,490,830</td>
<td>6,741,391</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,675,032</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate Palmolive</td>
<td>13,829,439</td>
<td>9,152,649</td>
<td>4,676,790</td>
<td>588,205</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>230,606</td>
<td>90.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheesebrough-Pond’s</td>
<td>6,712,802</td>
<td>4,030,352</td>
<td>2,682,450</td>
<td>2,477,489</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>204,544</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Products</td>
<td>5,014,682</td>
<td>2,804,632</td>
<td>3,210,600</td>
<td>221,070</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>6,257,762</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helene Curtis Industries</td>
<td>5,788,242</td>
<td>2,748,472</td>
<td>3,048,770</td>
<td>1,381,524</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>541,214</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armour</td>
<td>5,299,750</td>
<td>3,141,840</td>
<td>2,157,910</td>
<td>2,279,360</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>8,120,324</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Bros.</td>
<td>5,180,942</td>
<td>3,882,572</td>
<td>1,298,370</td>
<td>769,414</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>5,961,153</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total | $117,319,730 | $67,319,494 | $40,404,790 | $15,888,151 | $100,800 | $3,822,626 | $137,131,307 |

### Sources:
- Television: TyB-Rorabaugh and LNA-BAR
- Newspapers: Bureau of Advertising
- Magazines: Leading National Advertisers
- Outdoor: Outdoor Advertising Inc.

---

The sciences of making fine household appliances and "our mission in life is making things easier for the housewife." The outdoor boards follow the same Q-and-A theme by showing an appetizing cake, a girl luxuriating in a hot tub and other pleasant results of the use of Gaffers & Sattler products, together with pictures of the two characters, but not of the appliances. "Nobody wants to buy a water heater," Mr. Brandon stated. "What the purchaser wants is plenty of hot water, for bathing—or dishes, so that's what we try to talk about in the advertising."

The 13-week campaign began March 25 in five markets, using four radio stations in Los Angeles, two in San Francisco, two in Sacramento, and one in San Jose (all California) and one in Houston, Tex., ("The distribution of Gaffers & Sattler products is spotty," the agency group commented.) The schedule calls for 10 to 20 spots a week per station. ("We'd like to use more, but that's all the budget permitted.")

### Agency appointments...
* E. F. Hutton & Co., Los Angeles, names Interpublie's McCann-Marschalk Division to handle advertising for the brokerage firm's Southern California, Arizona and New Mexico offices.
* West Coast Trade Schools appoints Asher/Gould Advertising, Los Angeles. WCTS has budgeted $200,000 for fiscal year ending June 1, 1964, to increase student enrollment through local newspapers and TV.
* Perfect Photo Inc., Los Angeles, has named Donahue & Coe, that city. Perfect Photo, which claims to be the largest independent photo processing firm in the nation, will have an estimated 1963 billing of over $500,000. Donahue & Coe has already produced a series of radio and TV commercials featuring Art Linkletter.
* Orbar International Ltd., Aurora, Ill., proprietary manufacturer, has named Olin & Bromner Inc., Chicago, as agency. Radio will be used.
* Avery Adhesive Products has named Boylhart, Lovett & Dean, Los Angeles, to direct advertising and sales promotion for the company's new Rotex division, which is introducing on-the-spot marking equipment for home, business and industrial use. W. J. Boylhart is account group supervisor.
* National Mutual Benefit (life insurance firm), Madison, Wis., appoints Baker, Johnson & Dickinson, Milwaukee, to handle advertising and sales promotion.

### Also in advertising...

AAAN is new name = Affiliated Advertising Agencies International is the new name for the Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network. Approved at the organization's annual meeting in Los Angeles, the change reportedly reflects the organization's increasing international character, according to Virgil A. Warren, managing director. AAAI has members in 25 states and 13 countries.

**ABB messages** = The Association of Better Business Bureaus has released a series of seven public service messages —color slides with related copy of 8, 20, or 60-second length—for use by TV stations. Following test airing of the announcements, the three networks have advised all their affiliates of the series. It's priced at $25 a set and is available at local BBB offices.

**Agency expansion move** = Kudner Agency Inc., New York, has moved to larger quarters at 605 Third Avenue, occupying the eighth and ninth floors. Kudner had been at 575 Madison Avenue for the past 12 years.

**AFA seminar** = Advertising Federation of America's fifth annual seminar in marketing management and advertising will be held at Harvard University June 30-July 12. Fee is $590. For information, contact Professor George T. Clarke, AFA, 655 Madison Avenue, New York 21.

### Business briefly...

Xerox Corp., Rochester, N. Y., will sponsor a repeat of NBC News's The Kremlin Tuesday, June 4 (7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT). Xerox also sponsored the original May 21 telecast, which was reported to be the most expensive TV documentary ever produced. The cost: about $250,000. Agency: Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York.

Tidewater Oil Co., through Grey Advertising, Beverly Hills, Calif., has doubled its advertising on ABC Radio.
Nine times out of ten, discretionary income is spending money — and there’s 27% more of it (on the national average) in Ohio’s Third Market. No medium — but none — covers it as thoroughly as WHIO-TV, AM, FM. George P. Hollingbery will be pleased to tell you more.

Additional morsel for thought:

Good Labor-Management Relations. Less idleness through work stoppages than any city its size, last ten years. (Source: Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce.)
COMMERCIAL PREVIEW: Artra cosmetics starts second series

Bettye Mason applies Artra beauty base during one of the commercials.

Pharmaco Inc., of Kenilworth, N. J., has begun its second flight of commercials using all-Negro talent. The spots for Pharmaco’s Artra cosmetics line are used on TV Gospel Time, a weekly half hour program with all-Negro talent, shown in 24 East, South, Southwest and Midwest markets.

Patricia Ann McCoo demonstrates Artra hair dressing and conditioner product.

Among models used in the commercial series are Marlene Rankin, 1960 homecoming queen at Ohio State University; Bettye Mason, who has appeared in USO and summer stock shows, and Patricia Ann McCo, a ballerina.

Pat Connell, the announcer and Miss Mason, who has appeared for another Pharmaco product, are the only members of the group with prior experience in TV commercials.

The spots, shot at Wilding Inc., Chicago, are for five Artra products, skin cream, soap, hair dressing and conditioner, moisture cream and medicated foundation cream. Agency is Tucker Wayne Co., Atlanta.

Marlene Rankin and Bob Anderson dance in Artra moisture cream spot.

West by assuming full sponsorship of Weekend West of which it was originally co-sponsor, starting June 1. The five-minute human interest program is broadcast four times Saturday and four times Sunday between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Tidewater promotes its Flying A Paris contest on the shows.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., through Young & Rubicam, and Wilson Sporting Goods Co., through Campbell-Mithun, will sponsor NBC-TV’s coverage of the final day of the United States Golf Association Open Tournament Saturday June 22 (4:30-6 p.m. EDT) from Brookline, Mass.

The Marathon Oil Co., through Campbellbell-Ewald, Detroit, has signed for 52 weeks on Storer Broadcasting Co.’s WS0 TV Toledo, Ohio, as sponsor of a 40-second news summary five nights a week in prime time. The show, developed by WS0-TV and Campbell-Ewald, is being placed in 11 Midwest markets, according to Jack Phillips, Marathon advertising manager.

Pabst Brewing Co. (through Kenyon & Eckhardt), Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. (Young & Rubicam), P. Lorillard (Grey) and Georgia-Pacific Corp. (McCann-Erickson) will sponsor CBS-TV’s coverage of the Professional Golfers Association (PGA) tournament. The tournament’s last two days will be aired Saturday, July 20 (5-6 p.m. EDT), and Sunday, July 21 (4:30-6 p.m. EDT), and if a playoff is necessary, coverage will be carried 5-6 p.m. Monday.

RADIO BUSINESS UP

Gallagher surveys radio management

Radio’s gross billings are on the increase. Of 1,003 station executives responding to a questionnaire, 77.3% said their gross for 1963 would be an average of 18.8% higher than 1962. Only 63% predicted the billings would drop an average of 7.6% and 16.4% said they would be constant. The figures were published by The Gallagher Report, a New York media-advertising newsletter.

The majority of stations said their 1962 gross income was between $25,000 and $99,999 with 45.6% falling in the $25,000 to $99,999 category and 28.6% from $100,000 to $199,999. Only 5.1% reported gross of less than $25,000 and 1.9% reported more than $1 million.

Little more than a third of the executives (35.4%) planned to increase their rates during the year an average of 13%, while 63.2% said they would keep the same rates. Only 1.4% said their rates would drop, but that average was 14.0%.

Ratings services and the National Association of Broadcasters were represented in the survey and broadcasters had many opinions on both.

Slightly more than half the stations...
COVERAGE ✭ First in the 17th market*... PROVIDENCE
...the whole market. One million homes...
three states... one billion consumer dollars. WJAR-TV... 100% reach...
continuing leadership in a 3-station market. And... the people are fine.
Come on in.

*Television Magazine March 1963
Volume 7 from Seven Arts' great library of "Films of the 50's" is now available for TV.

Among these new TV "money-makers of the 60's" are such show stoppers from Twentieth Century-Fox as "Desk Set," "Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter," "Hatful Of Rain," "Mr. Belvedere Rings The Bell," "Oh Men, Oh Women," John Steinbeck's "The Wayward Bus," "Siege At Red River," "House On Telegraph Hill," "The Best Things In Life Are Free" and "Between Heaven and Hell."


For a complete listing of the 50 films contained in Seven Arts release of Volume 7 contact your nearest Seven Arts salesmen at the offices listed at right.
(50.7%) said they favor a ratings bureau run by a tripartite board of advertisers, agencies and radio stations; 16.8% are not in favor, and 32.5% are uncertain.

The overwhelming majority of respondents said they feel there is too much emphasis on the ratings services in general (92.4%); 1.3% not enough emphasis and 6.3% just about right.

Only 54.2% of the stations subscribe to a ratings service and in all cases the majority of subscribers felt that raters' work was poor. Pulse, the largest service subscribed to, is bought by 25.9%, and 58.6% of those clients consider the firm's work poor; 5.3% call it excellent; 36.1% say it is fair.

Hooper, which is bought by 12.9% of the stations is considered poor by 64.3% of its clients; 4.5% excellent and 31.2% fair. Nielsen is considered poor by 71.7% of the 8.4% of the stations it services; 5.2% give it an excellent rating and 23.4% a fair one.

Conlum, which is bought by 3.8% of the stations is considered poor by 85.4% of its clients and fair by 14.6%. None of its buyers call its work excellent.

NAB membership is held by 57.2% of the respondents, but of this number only 61.6% subscribe to the NAB code. Of the stations belonging to the NAB, 75.4% feel the code is just about right; 17.1% too strict, and 7.5% too lenient. Two-thirds of the members (66.9%) feel generally favor to whatever the NAB is doing.

The 42.8% of the stations who don't belong to the NAB had a variety of reasons for not being members. At the top of the list were the 47.9% who said their stations are too high. They say the organization is dominated by large stations; 25.8% see no benefit to the station; 23% feel NAB is too nationally oriented, and 20.2% disagree with the association's policies. The remaining 15.4% give other views for not joining.

The Radio Advertising Bureau shows a smaller membership among the respondents (38%) and 41.3% of these members consider the association's work excellent; 47.0% fair, and 11.7% poor.

The FCC's "attempts to improve programming in radio" is considered bad by

---

**Winners in American TV Commercials Festival competition**

Listed below are the winners in the fourth annual American TV commercials Festival as announced May 24 in New York (At Deadline, May 27).

Each listing includes, in order, the product advertised, the commercial's name, the advertiser, agency and production company.

**Best—overall series:** Goodyear Tires—"Goodyear"; Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.; Young & Rubicam; VPI Productions.

**Best—advertisement:** Scotchgard—"Raincoat"; Minnesota Mining & Engineering Co.; Manius, John & Adams; MGM Telestudios.

**Best—appliances (Home):** G.E. Can Opener—"Brand New"; General Electric; Maxon; Eletra Films.

**Special citation—office appliance:** Xerox—"Chino"; Xerox Corp.; Papert, Koenig, Lois; Elliot, Unter & Elliot.

**Best—automobiles:** Volkswagen Station Wagon—"A Gentleman of America"; Doyle Dane Bernbach; VPI Productions.

**Best—tie:** Egg Demonstration—"Chevrolet"; General Motors; Campbell-Ewald; Ty Pennington; Hollywood.

**Best—auto accessories:** Goodyear Tires—"Goodyear, That's My Geo"; The Mennen Company; Grey Advertising; VPI Productions.

**Best—baked goods and confectons:** Laura Scudder Potato Chips—"Old Lady"; Laura Scudder Div, Pet Milk Co; Doyle Dane Bernbach; Elliot, Unter & Elliot.

**Best—baking mixes:** Pillsbury Pancakes—"White On White"; The Pillsbury Company; McCann-Marschalk; Robert Lawrence Productions.

**Special citation—financial:** Chase Manhattan—"New York Is People"; Chase Manhattan; Ted Bates; Sarna Inc.

**Best—bath soaps and deodorants:** Johnson & Johnson—"Baby Powder"; Gillette & Gamble; Compton Advertising; On Film Inc.

**Special citation—baby products:** Genetile—"Baby Bath"; The Mennen Company; Grey Advertising; Saul Bass/WCD, Hollywood.

**Best— blackjack:** Gentile Baby Bath—"New Baby"; The Mennen Company; Grey Advertising; Saul Bass/WCD Inc.

**Best—beers and wines:** Jack—"What's His Name"; Deiterich Distribution; Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Pelican Films.

**Best—breakfast cereals:** Kellogg's Raisin Bran—"Wind-Up Wanda"; The Kellogg Company; Leo Burnett; Hennessey & Barbera.

**Best—candles and waxes:** Windex—"Line-Up"; The Drackett Company; Young & Rubicam; Elliot, Unter & Elliot.

**Tie for best—building products:** Alcoa—"School Constructions"; Aluminum Company of America; Fuller & Smith & Ross; Pelican Films.

**Tie for best—building products:** U.S. Plywood—"Box"; United States Plywood; Kenyon & Eckhard; MPO Video.

**Best—coffee and tea:** La Touraine Coffee—"Not Your Average"; La Touraine Coffee Co.; Hicks & Grelst; On Film Inc.

**Best—cosmetics and toiletries:** Tru-shay—"Five Women"; Bristol-Myers; Grey Advertising; Norman Gaines.

**Special citation—men's toiletries:** Hi Sierra—"That's My George"; The Mennen Company; Grey Advertising; VPI Productions.

**Best—daily, margarines, health drinks:** Foremost Milk—"Drop For Drop"; Guild, Bascom & Bond; Fred Niles Communications Centers.

**Best—detergents and lubricants:** Sinclair—"Long Pullback"; Sinclair Oil Co.; Geyer, Morely & Ballard; Paramount.

**Best—film:** Boy With Trumpet—"The Polaroit Corporation; Doyle Dane Bernbach; American Films.

**Best—women's hair preparations:** Oxn Air Spray Hair; Baby; Oxn Products Inc.; Sudan & Hennessy; On Film Inc.

**Best—home furnishings:** Rubbermaid Bath Mat—"Sound of Safety"; Rubbermaid Inc.; Weinstock & Schall; Van Praag Productions.

**Best—insurances:** Hallmark—"Christopher Columbus"; Hallmark Cards; Foot, Cone & Belding; Robert Lawrence Productions.

**Best—insurance:** Liberty Mutual Business Line; Liberty Mutual; BBDO; WCD Inc.

**Best—laundries and detergents:** Ivory Flakes—"Mother Cares"; Procter & Gamble; Grey Advertising; Mickey Schwartz & Company.

**Best—media entertainment:** Madam—"with Special Thanks to Embassy Pictures"; Ferro, Mohammed & Schwarz; Procter & Gamble.

**Best—marketing:** Coca Cola—"Soft Drinks"; Foote, Cone & Belding; Robert Lawrence Productions.

**Best—marketing:** N. W. A—"Drop Scotchgard"; General Mills; Doyle Dane Bernbach; Tele-Video Inc.

**Best—paper products:** Giften Paper Napkins—"King"; Crown Zellerbach; Doyle Dane Bernbach; Producing Artists.

**Best—pet products:** Gaines Gravy Train—"Jane"; Gaines Sales; Benton & Bowles; Sutherland Associates.

**Tie for best—pharmaceuticals:** Alceuter—"Weed"; Procter & Gamble; Koenig, Lois; Elliot, Unter & Elliot.

**Tie for best—pharmaceuticals:** Excedrin—"Headache"; Young & Rubicam; Audio Productions.

**Best—public service:** Teenage Venereal Disease Prevention—"Rose"; New York City Public Health Dept.; Grey Advertising; Klaeger Films.

**Best—retail stores:** Sears-Roebuck—"Back To School"; Sears-Roebuck; Ogilvy & Mather, Chicago.

**Best—soft drinks:** Sprite—"Spice"; The Mennen Company; McCann-Marschalk; VPI Productions.

**Best—toys:** Goofy Gun—"Elephant"; Walt Disney; Ted Bates; Filmways of California.

**Best—travel and transportation:** Hertz—"Suzy Parker Out West"; Hertz Corporation; Norman, Craig & Kummel; Goofy Gun.

**Best—utilities:** AT&T Long Lines—"Between Planes"; N. W. Ayer & Son; Tele-Video.

**Best—10 second IDs:** Golden's Di- ablo Mustard—"Hot Sandwich"; Charles Golden Co.; Richard K. Manoff; Farkas Studio.

**Best—program openings and billboards:** Ford Fairlane, Libby's, One Ford Division, Ford Motor Co.; J. Walter Thompson; Filmways of California.

**Best—premium offer:** Yukon Coffee—"Glasses Blower"; General Foods; Benton & Smith & Ross; VPI Productions.

**Best—children's market:** Crackers Jack, Inc.; Tis Bas; Andy; The Cracker Jack Company; Doyle Dane Bernbach; Rose-Magwood Productions, New York.

**Best—program cast commercial:** Sid Caesar's "We Hold the Title"; Cigarettes: Pack, Koenig, Lois; ABC-TV; International Man in Office; Whitehall Laboratories; Young & Rubicam, Toronto; Rakbo TV, Toronto.

**Best—French-Canadian market:** Kellogg Co. Canada Ltd.; Leo Burnett Co. of Canada; Peterson Productions, Toronto.

**Best—Southwest market—tie:** Chipmunk—"Wheat"; Chipmunk Oil & Refining; Tracy, Locke, Dallas; Jamieson Films, Inc.

**Best—Southwest market—tie:** Shamrock Oil & Gas Co.; McCormick Advertising, Amarillo, Tex.; Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.

**Best—West Coast market:** Harrah's—"Coming Attractions"; Harrah's, Lake Tahoe, Nev.; Hoefner, Delteich & Brown, San Francisco; Imagination Inc., San Francisco.

**Special citation:** best—banned under 14; Elmer Rains—"General Foods"; Revere Camera Co.; Erwin Wasey, Ruth- ran & Ryan; MGM Telepublications.

**Special citation:** best—locally-broadcast: Bill Hedges—"A Job Well Done"; Burgundy Video.


**Special citation—best black and white cinematography:** Award sponsored by

---

42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
Eastman Kodak Co.; Sprite Soft Drink—"Spice"; VPI Productions; Cameraperson: Leonard Hirschfeld.

68% of the respondents; 16.1% feel the commission's work is good, and it doesn't make much difference to 15.9%.

**Persuasive compliance sought by FTC member**

The Federal Trade Commission should adopt new policies to "persuade businessmen" into voluntary compliance with the law, FTC Commissioner Ev- erett MacIntyre has recommended. Speaking before the Society of Business Advisory Professions Inc. in New York, he said he would urge the agency to adopt new procedures for voluntary compliance to be used before the FTC institutes formal litigation.

Such practices "could mark the real beginning of an effective partnership of government and business in developing a program for voluntary compliance," he said. The end result "would be a greater degree of fairness and far more effectiveness . . ." on the part of the FTC.

Commissioner MacIntyre admitted that his plan is a controversial one among the other four members of the trade commission. He also said that he is against additional delegation of au- thority by the agency to its staff, another move that has substantial support. "I do not believe that any businessman should be made the subject of charges in a complaint unless it has been fully considered and the commission itself has been led to believe that a violation of law has been or is being committed," he said.

Members of the FTC should not be able to shirk responsibility "by pointing to unspecified members of the commis- sion's staff and saying, 'There is where the error was made,'" Commissioner MacIntyre said.

**Plough denies false ad claims on St. Joseph**

Plough Inc. last week denied Federal Trade Commission charges that it has made false advertising claims for St. Joseph aspirin and countered that the FTC complaint is not in the public in- terest.

The trade commission has charged both St. Joseph and Bayer aspirin (manufactured by Sterling Drug) with false advertising because of their use of an FTC-backed medical study of five different pain killers (BROADCAST- ING, March 25).

Plough, Memphis-based firm which also owns five AM-FM combination radio stations, claimed that its ads were factual because the study proved that St. Joseph aspirin is less irritating to the stomach than higher priced com- binations and is, in fact "a competi- tively better buy than any of the other pain relievers studied." The FTC pro- ceeding, Plough and its advertising agency Lake, Spiro, Shurman Inc., Memphis, charged, seeks to withhold information from the buying public which "has a right to know the facts concerning the clinical study of pain relievers."


**Warwick & Legler drops its Revlon account**

Warwick & Legler, New York, an- nounced last week it has resigned its portion of the Revlon account, including Clean and Clear, Silicare, Natural Wonder and Contempora. Billing is esti- mated at $1.5 million.

This move means there is now ap- proximately $6.5 million in Revlon billing that is officially unassigned. In April, Revlon reported it was with- drawing about $5 million in business from Norman Craig & Kummel, New York (BROADCASTING, April 15).

**Rep appointments . . .**

- **KCHU(TV)** San Bernardino, Calif.: John E. Pearson Television, New York, as national representative.
- **WEEW-AM-FM** Evanston, Ill.: Mort Bassett & Co. as national representative.
- **WOMP** Bellaire, Ohio (Wheeling, W. Va.): Roger O'Connor Inc., New York, as national representative.
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GOVERNMENT

Drop-ins end up in short-spaced grave
ADVERSE EFFECT ON UHF IS MAJOR POINT IN FCC DECISION

The FCC last week finally buried its proposal to drop short-spaced VHF channels into seven markets as a means of providing those areas with a third VHF network. The vote on the controversial issue was 4-3.

The commission held that the proposal is no longer needed to improve the competitive position of ABC with respect to CBS and NBC and that approval of the drop-ins would impede the development of UHF television.

The majority also maintained that enactment last year of the all-channel receiver legislation has considerably changed conditions in television since the commission originally proposed the drop-ins two years ago (Broadcasting, July 31, 1961). The commission is counting on the new law to promote the spread of UHF stations.

Solid Victory • Supporters of UHF TV consider the order an all-out victory, for it indicates the commission in the future will be extremely solicitous of UHF's welfare. They say the commission's position on the drop-ins means every proposal for a VHF channel drop-in or change in location—even at standard separations—will have to be scrutinized to determine whether it will adversely affect the development of UHF.

The markets that were to have received the drop-ins are Johnstown, Pa. (channel 8); Baton Rouge, La. (channel 11); Dayton, Ohio (channel 11); Jacksonville, Fla. (channel 10); Birmingham, Ala. (channel 3); Knoxville, Tenn. (channel 8); and Charlotte, N. C. (channel 6).

The commission, in the same order as that denying the drop-ins, modified the license of KOKO-TV, now on channel 5 in Enid, Okla., to specify operation on that channel in Oklahoma City. But, the commission said, the station will be required to observe standard mileage separations and to maintain an auxiliary studio in Enid to provide local service for that community. Originally, the commission proposed moving channel 5 to Oklahoma City at substandard spacing.

Voting to deny the drop-ins were outgoing Chairman Newton N. Minow, his successor as chairman, E. William Henry, and Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee. Commissioners Frederick W. Ford, Rosel H. Hyde and Kenneth A. Cox dissented.

This was the same line-up by which the commission instructed the staff three months ago to draft the order denying the drop-ins (Broadcasting, March 11).

Cox Tries • Commissioner Cox reportedly made a strong argument for a compromise proposal to head off outright rejection of the drop-ins. Under his plan, the drop-ins would have been approved, but successful applicants for the channels would have had to operate dual UHF-VHF stations and then surrender their VHF channels after seven years.

The commission, in originally proposing the drop-ins was concerned about the immediate need for service in the affected markets as well as ABC's need for additional VHF affiliates. And that network was the strongest supporter of the drop-in plan.

The FCC last week, however, said that while programs to assign three VHF channels to major markets have done much to rectify the competitive imbalance between the networks, "they have done little to advance a final solution of utilizing the UHF frequencies. Rather, these programs have prejudiced long-range UHF growth by removing demand for the service.

"In view of what has been accomplished to aid the network television structure and the considerations stemming from the enactment of the all-channel receiver legislation," the commission added, "the continuation of 'interim' programs cannot be justified."

By rejecting the drop-in proposal, the commission jettisoned the second part of a two-part package it proposed in 1961 as a partial solution to the UHF-VHF problem. The other part dealt with the deintermixture of eight markets through the deletion of their VHF channels to make them all-UHF.

That proposal created a storm of controversy in Congress, and the commission, then campaigning for passage of its all-channel receiver bill, promised to drop the plan if the receiver bill were passed (At Deadline, March 19, 1962).
IF IT CONCERNS RADIO OR TELEVISION
LOOK IN THE ...

1963 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK

50 directories indexing the business world of tv and radio

SIX reference works in ONE

"One-book library of television and radio information"

FACILITIES OF TELEVISION: Station profiles; call letters; channels; allocations; applications pending; CATV; translators; group and newspaper ownership, station sales.

FACILITIES OF AM/FM RADIO: Station directory includes executive personnel, specialty programs; reps; call letters; frequencies; Canada, Mexico-Caribbean stations.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT/FCC RULES: Manufacturers & services; new Product Guide; awards and citations; television network map.

CODES/PROGRAM SERVICES: Tele and radio codes; program producers, distributors, production services; news services, talent agents, foreign language and negro programming by stations; broadcast audience data.

REPRESENTATIVES, NETWORKS, TRADE GROUPS: Including regional reps and networks; attorneys, consultants, engineers, associations; U.S. government agencies; news and farm directors.

AGENCIES, ADVERTISERS, BILLINGS: Leading advertisers, agencies and their billings; books and reference works; schools; major trends, events, agency financial profile 1952-61.

Designed for your specialized "must know" references, the 1963 BROADCASTING Yearbook issue is the largest (632 pages) and most complete encyclopedia-type book ever published for the business of radio-tv broadcasting and the associated arts and services. It includes 50 separate directories of basic economic technical and business facts indispensable to all working in or contacting the worlds of radio and television.

Compiled, written and edited by the same staff that produces BROADCASTING—The Businessweekly of Television and Radio—serving the business of broadcasting since 1931.

Please order now to avoid disappointment. Last year's edition sold out earlier than usual despite the increased print order.

LIMITED EDITION
$5.00 copy

USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.

[Box for coupon with address and payment information]
KWK LOSES ITS LICENSE

FCC reverses initial decision by 3-2 vote for 'willful and repeated' fraudulent contests

The FCC last week revoked the license of KWK St. Louis for having conducted fraudulent contests which were "willful and repeated." The commission's latest death penalty was decided by a 3-2 vote, and reversed an initial decision by Hearing Examiner Forrest L. McClennen.

The commission instigated the revocation case against KWK in November 1960. The station was charged with having conducted two treasure hunts in which the treasures were not hidden until the last day. KWK was also cited for operating a "Bonus Club" which the commission claimed caused gross inconveniences to several winners in station contests.

Hearing Examiner McClennen's initial decision, issued last fall, found that the contests had been fraudulent, but that the KWK owners were not aware that they were so. Mr. McClennen decided that the fault lay with KWK's former vice president and general manager, William Jones Jr. (Mr. Jones died in May 1962), and ruled that Andrew Spheeris, president and major stockholder, acted in good faith as soon as he discovered the misrepresentations of the contests.

The Broadcast Bureau opposed Mr. McClennen's findings, maintaining that if the KWK license were not revoked it would be a violation of the FCC's policy established when KRLA Pasadena, Calif., was revoked. The commission then established that an absentee licensee is to be held responsible for the misconduct of its station manager. Mr. Spheeris and associates also own WEMP-AM-FM Milwaukee.

Sympathy Only • The FCC last week said that although it may be sympathetic to the fact that a licensee can be the victim of the wrongdoings of its station employees, it has been shown that Mr. Jones was more than an employee. The commission said that he was also "an officer . . . cloaked with broad authority in the day-to-day operation of the station and the treasure hunts, in particular." The KWK ownership records, at the FCC, also show that Mr. Jones owned six shares of stock at the time of the violations.

In referring to Mr. Jones's last day hiddenings of the treasure hunt prizes, the FCC said "these acts of the station manager which resulted in a fraud on the public were willful and repeated as well as deliberate and intentional . . . justifying revocation." The commission said that KWK is "legally responsible" for the actions of Mr. Jones.

"The nub of the controversy," the commission said, is whether the facts in the case warrant revocation. The commission concluded that the fraudulent treasure hunts alone provide the grounds. The agency would not grant an original application if it felt that such use of a station would be made, nor would it be in keeping with the terms of a license, the FCC said.

In reference to the hardships caused by KWK's Bonus Club to persons who won a "millionaire's vacation" the commission again concluded that the licensee was at fault. The commission noted that KWK had been warned by the St. Louis Better Business Bureau that Trans Continental Airline Agency, which handled the vacation trips, had a reputation for flight delays, lost baggage and refusing to refund unused tickets.

The commission said Mr. Spheeris was aware of this, and that one "vacation" was given after the station had received complaints from a former prizewinner.

Cooperation Questioned • KWK had argued that for similar offenses WNOE New Orleans had only been given a warning and that KWK should get the same. However, the commission decided that KWK's case is "more severe" and that WNOE cooperated with the FCC during the latter's investigation.

"However, we are not convinced that KWK's cooperation extended beyond what Mr. Spheeris believed desirable," the commission said. It has been found, the commission said, that he held back for a month information that the treasure hunts were indeed fraudulent.

In any case the commission said, "the forfeiture provisions of the Communications Act are not available to us here." Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and Robert E. Lee, in their joint dissent to the revocation, said that KWK's violations were prior to the 1960 amendment of the Communications Act, which allows the FCC to fine stations as much as $10,000, but that they felt the commission could give a fine in this case. The commissioners noted that the amendment established a one year statute of limitations, but said the commission could fine KWK if the station waived its right to it. They said it would give the FCC "an opportunity of extending more lenient treatment to the licensee than the gravity of revocation.

"We, therefore, believe that the commission should invite the licensee to submit its views with respect to possible forfeiture," Commissioners Hyde and Lee concluded. Robert M. Booth Jr., KWK attorney and former officer,

Dodd orders extra copies of JD report

Senator Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.) hasn't told the public what's in his juvenile delinquency subcommittee's report on television, but he's asked the Senate to publish an extra 4,000 copies of the 957-page hearing transcript released last month.

Committees are entitled to print 1,000 copies of their hearings with no questions asked, but for extra copies it's necessary to ask permission, which is usually granted.

The senator hasn't said how great the public demand is for copies of these hearings, which cover June and July 1961 and January and May 1962, nor has he given any new indication when his controversial report will be made available.

His last utterance on that was reported in an interview in a Florida newspaper which said April 23: "Father of six children, Senator Dodd says his committee will report in 30 days what they found and what they propose to do about TV's role in mounting crime."

He predicted "his committee's report will 'sing' the industry," the Florida account said. "They promised us they'd clean up TV 10 years ago. They only did worse. We do not propose to allow them to do it again," the article said.

Senator Dodd Potential best seller?
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How to suggest freshness—quickly, lastingly.
WHAT'S MISSING?

The magic of a little girl. What could be added...to show softness, to create eye-appeal?

What's missing in these shots from TV commercials?

What would you add in this picture to stimulate added appetite-appeal, accelerate product-sell?

Turn the page and see...
Color — soft, cool green — sells the freshness for this cigarette. Links TV advertising to the package, to the point-of-sale ... to the color idea.

Color — Here again color makes the difference ... brings out the gentle softness of the tissue, fixes the product and package firmly in the housewife's mind.

Color's the answer!
Just count the ways you profit from using color:
1. Stronger trade-name identification
2. More direct product tie-in
3. Your best prospects see you at your best
4. Less cost increase for color than in print media
5. Black-and-white viewers see even better pictures

And, your commercials need color because opportunities to use it effectively are increasing, station by station, as more and more TV sets go COLOR TV.

For more about COLOR — why you should use Eastman film — why you should film all your commercials in color, even for black-and-white transmission, get in touch with: Motion Picture Film Department, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Or — for the purchase of film: W. J. German, Inc., Agents for the sale and distribution of EASTMAN Professional Film for Motion Pictures and Television, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, Ill., Hollywood, Calif.


Color and appetite ... warm tones of yellow, red and brown make the story complete. Color in TV advertising turns prospects into customers.
General Sarnoff wants Comsat act amended

David Sarnoff, chairman of RCA, has recommended that the Communications Satellite Act be amended to permit the corporation to buy up all existing international communications companies so that it will have a revenue base to operate from.

In a private letter to Comsat Chairman Leo D. Welch, written last April but made public last week after excerpts were printed in Drew Pearson's newspaper column, General Sarnoff warned that the forthcoming transistorized cable, announced recently by AT&T, may very well postpone by several years the economic break even point of space satellite communications.

The transistorized cable, announced by AT&T Chairman Frederick Kappel and AT&T Engineering Vice President James E. Dingman earlier this year, will be able to handle 720 telephone circuits, nearly 10 times the capacity of present trans-Atlantic cables, and one television circuit.

Not only is AT&T working on this project, General Sarnoff pointed out, but so are engineers in several other countries, all with a high density of overseas communications traffic.

In view of this, General Sarnoff said, the Comsat organization should be changed into a U. S. "flag" communications carrier, handling all overseas communications—voice, radio, TV, data, telegraph and facsimile.

In this way, he said, Comsat will have operating revenues that in 1962 amounted to $160 million, with estimated overall revenues of $350 million in 1970. It will also, he stressed, enable Comsat to deal with foreign communications administrations, almost all government owned, on a more equal basis.

Although neither AT&T nor Comsat officials would comment on the letter, it was pointed out that the space communications corporation was established on the assumption that in a decade present radio and cable overseas communications facilities would be badly strained to keep up with the projected traffic. It was also noted that one of Comsat's objectives is to serve as a communications link for newly developed countries, as well as those now heavier users of international communication facilities.

It was stressed also, that the AT&T transistorized cable development is still that, under development. When and how it may be used is not known yet, it was emphasized.

Intervention is not censorship synonym

Government intervention in radio-TV programing is not necessarily censorship, according to FCC Chairman E. William Henry.

"It is the duty of the FCC to aim at broadening the base of expression by giving more choice, more controversy and more fresh ideas," Chairman Henry said in an interview with Paul Martin, Washington bureau manager for the Gannett newspapers.

He said that he is "unalterably opposed to censorship which I consider to be stifling of freedom of expression." Mr. Henry, who took over as FCC chairman today (June 3), said the FCC should improve its examination of license renewal applications and be as strict as money and personnel "will permit in going over with a fine tooth comb whether stations have lived up to their promises."

Speaking to the Gannett organization (owners of WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, WINR-AM-TV Binghamton and WENY Elmira, all New York, and WDAY Danville, Ill.), Chairman Henry said that "all things being equal" among applicants, a newspaper should not be granted a broadcast license.

As a result of the all-channel bill, he said, the only course left open to the FCC is to actively promote UHF intermixed with VHF. There is a psychological factor which has branded UHF as a low grade service that must be overcome, he said. The FCC, he said, must change its rules to aid UHF.

Canon 35 Advocate As a lawyer, Chairman Henry favors Canon 35, which bans microphones and cameras from courtrooms. Radio-TV access to congressional hearings and floor debate is a matter for Congress to decide, he said.

The young Memphis attorney noted that the FCC will "watch closely" the industry's efforts to cure the ratings situation. The FCC, he said, has accepted ratings as a useful tool for broadcasters and that the industry "deserves a chance to right itself and come up with its own solutions."

On the equal time provision of the Communications Act, Chairman Henry said that he would favor suspending the law for candidates for Congress and governor as well as President and vice president. The section (Sec. 315) should not be repealed, however, he said. In general, he stressed, stations have not abused the act's fairness doctrine and licensee's themselves should be permitted to be the judge on fairness matters with the FCC as arbitrator.

Commission denies short-spacing plea

Short-spaced VHF TV channels in Columbia, S. C., were vetoed by the FCC last week, and at the same time the commission announced a proposed shift of channels in Piqua and Dayton, both Ohio. Both actions followed the FCC decision to deny seven short-spaced VHF drop-ins (see page 44). WIS-TV (ch. 10) and WNOX-TV (ch. 19), both Columbia, had asked the assignment of channel 3 to that city, and WECA-TV (ch. 25) Columbia had requested channel 5. The requests were denied, the commission said, because the assignments would not have met the minimum mileage separation requirements.

The FCC invited comments on its...
Loevinger calls for ‘public debate’ on FCC and its programming

Assistant Attorney General Lee Loevinger, who is due to be appointed to the FCC, feels one of the key questions confronting the commission is the extent to which it can go into the area of TV programing without engaging in censorship. He would like to see more public debate on this question.

Mr. Loevinger said last week he doesn't think the commission has overstepped limits of the constitutional prohibition against interference with free speech. But he added that the commission should be acutely aware of the dangers involved before taking any action affecting programing.

Most members of the public, he said, are aware of former FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow's “vast wasteland” speech and “its implicit exhortation to improve programing.” He said “the question of whether it's legitimate” for a member of the commission to concern himself with “the quality of programing hasn't been adequately debated” in public.

He said that while the trade press may have opposed Mr. Minow's position, the debate “hasn't reached the public prints.”

Mr. Loevinger, who has been nominated by President Kennedy to serve the remaining five years of Mr. Minow's commission term, said he has not yet had an opportunity to formulate his views on the issues confronting the commission.

Free Speech Crucial • But he said the question of free speech is crucial. And although there may be “legitimate means” by which the commission can concern itself with programing, he said, “this must be done with the full knowledge of the dangers involved.”

Mr. Loevinger expressed his view in expanding on comments he made in an interview broadcast over WHAM Rochester, N. Y., on May 25. In that interview he said he believes that “government generally shouldn't interfere with the substance of things that are said or expressed or communicated—free speech if you like.”

But Mr. Loevinger, who has headed the Justice Department's antitrust division since 1961, made it clear he doesn't favor a laissez-faire approach to broadcasting. He said radio and television are “quasi monopolies existing by virtue of government grants.” The government, he added, “must use some means to ensure that these monopolies do employ their powers and their grant in the public interest.”

He said his “present inclination” is that regulation in the public interest can best be accomplished by attention “to the economic structure of the radio and television industry.”

“In other words, I believe that diverse and independent ownership is infinitely better than any form of censorship.”

Mr. Loevinger will appear before the Senate Commerce Committee tomorrow (Tuesday) for a hearing on his nomination to the commission.

Commissioner-to-be Loevinger

proposed shift of channel 44 from Piqua to Dayton and assignment of channel 57 to Piqua. Taft Broadcasting Co. requested the reassignment of the UHF channels. The commission denied a petition by WWLP(TV) (ch. 22) Springfield, Mass., asking for the assignment of channel 38 to Dayton, since it would be incompatible with the FCC's UHF allocation plans. In the future, however, if interest in more UHF operations in Dayton warrants, another channel may be assigned, the FCC said.

Commissioners Hyde, Ford and Cox concurred in the Columbia actions, while Commissioner Cox dissented to the Ohio decisions.

McGee sees TV improvement

“Great strides” in improving the quality and quantity of TV programs have been made by some stations and broadcasters, according to Senator Gale McGee (D-Wyo.). Commenting on the Senate floor about the resignation of Newton N. Minow as FCC chairman and the current status of programing, the senator singled out WHAM-Tv Greenfield, Mass., and the UHF licenses of Millers River Translators Inc., of Athol, Mass., which had asked for a reconsideration of the commission's Jan. 30 grant of a UHF translator station in Athol, Mass., to rebroadcast programs of WBZ-TV Boston.

The FCC, in denying the request, said that Millers River Translators Inc., owner of the translator, has received “adequate rebroadcast consent” and that WRBB had failed to show that it provides service to Athol.
On Sunday, May 12, the San Francisco Giants-Los Angeles Dodgers baseball game on KTVU reached a 93% share of audience! This amazing audience domination was reported by ARB who conducted a 2½-hour coincidental survey during the afternoon game on the 12th and the evening games on May 10 and 11. The average ratings listed below reveal that KTVU had an audience as large, or larger than, all the competition combined for the three telecasts.

### Average ratings and share...ARB coincidental surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friday, May 10</th>
<th>8:00-10:30 P.M.</th>
<th>Saturday, May 11</th>
<th>8:00-10:30 P.M.</th>
<th>Sunday, May 12</th>
<th>1:00-3:30 P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KTVU BASEBALL</td>
<td>28 rating</td>
<td>52% share</td>
<td>KTVU BASEBALL</td>
<td>28 rating</td>
<td>KTVU BASEBALL</td>
<td>27 rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station X</td>
<td>8 rating</td>
<td>15% share</td>
<td>Station X</td>
<td>10 rating</td>
<td>Station X</td>
<td>0.1 rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Y</td>
<td>11 rating</td>
<td>20% share</td>
<td>Station Y</td>
<td>11 rating</td>
<td>Station Y</td>
<td>1 rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Station Z</td>
<td>7 rating</td>
<td>13% share</td>
<td>Station Z</td>
<td>6 rating</td>
<td>Station Z</td>
<td>1 rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 rating</td>
<td>2% share</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All ratings based on 2-½ hour coincidental surveys.
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Emergency preparedness will be better

SYLVESTER PROMISES SHORT-OF-WAR CHECKLIST

The Pentagon's information chief promised a House information subcommittee last week that his people will be better prepared to accommodate the needs of news men if the nation should again face another short-of-war emergency such as last fall's Cuban crisis.

Arthur Sylvester, assistant secretary of defense for public affairs, said in closed-door sessions of the Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee Tuesday (May 28) that his office will issue an internal checklist for use by military and civilian information officers in emergency situations.

The subcommittee recalled Mr. Sylvester for a series of executive sessions late last month (the first closed hearings in its eight-year history), following his earlier appearances in its investigation of news control and other government information problems (BROADCASTING, May 27).

Representative John E. Moss (D-Calif.), chairman, said he thought the hearing had shown that the Kennedy Administration did its best to keep the public informed during the Cuban flareup, but he took issue with Defense Department actions on at least two points. Republican members of his group went further in their criticism.

Closed Hearing • The subcommittee has tentatively scheduled a closed hearing Wednesday (June 5) to discuss with the Office of Emergency Planning guidelines for news men in short-of-war situations. The office has plans for news handling in all-out war (BROADCASTING, May 8, 1961), but a question exists whether it has authority to work up plans for short-of-war emergencies.

Representative Moss and several of his subcommittee colleagues disapproved of the Defense Department's Cuba actions in forbidding news men to go to the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, or to board U.S. warships carrying troop reinforcements.

Moreover, the subcommittee agreed that the department should rescind its Oct. 27, 1962 memorandum which requires its personnel to report their contacts with news men to Mr. Sylvester's office.

Representative Ogden R. Reid (R-N.Y.), former editor of the New York Herald-Tribune, said the memorandum is "repugnant" and "inhibits access to the news." A news media panel cited the memorandum to the subcommittee when it listed its grievances about news problems earlier this year (BROADCASTING, March 25).

Representatives Reid and George Meader (R-Mich.), ranking GOP subcommittee member, said they felt the administration did not do all it should have in providing information of the Cuban affair. The complaints of the media panel have not been adequately answered by the administration, Representative Meader said.

Commenting on Representative Moss' statement, the Michigan member said, "I don't see how he can say they told all they could" to the American people when he (Moss) may not know himself what the administration knows about the Cuba situation.

Price cooperation is not price fixing

A House committee hearing on cooperative price advertising has helped clarify the Federal Trade Commission's recent contention that such advertising would be price fixing.

That's the thinking of Representative Joe E. Evins (D-Tenn.), chairman of the Select Committee on Small Business, which brought the FTC and other parties in the issue to Capitol Hill to discuss the controversial advisory opinion. The opinion set off distress cries from small businessmen, mostly retail druggists and grocers, who said the advisory discriminated in favor of large chain stores which were free to use manufacturers' cooperative advertising money while the small merchants were not (BROADCASTING, May 13).

Representative Evins has said that the FTC's testimony implies that the agency will not proceed in cases where merchants cooperate on prices only for advertising purposes. This is expected to be borne out in the committee's report this week.

The counsel for a retail druggists group which requested the FTC ruling has subsequently advised its clients to proceed with plans for joint advertising with prices.

The Senate, however, is not through with the subject. Its small business unit plans a hearing of its own and intends to ask the Small Business Administration to comment on advertising problems small merchants face. Five senators are backing a resolution calling on the FTC to hold off any action in this field until Congress can study the matter.

Census Bureau figures

The House subcommittee investigating ratings has been told by the Bureau of the Census just how much it costs the government to complete interviews for the monthly survey of unemployment which the bureau processes for the Labor Department.

Interviews cost the bureau an average of $2 apiece in the field, but once tabulating, supervising and overhead costs are added, the final figure is closer to $4.50 each, said Dr. Conrad F. Taeuber, assistant director of the bureau.

The figure was requested during testimony by bureau witnesses three weeks ago when the subcommittee was seeking information on bureau standards and procedures in comparison with those of research firms already investigated by the subcommittee (BROADCASTING, May 20).

KXTV(TV) gets renewal; FCC denies objections

The FCC has renewed the license of KXTV(TV) Sacramento, Calif., and denied a petition opposed to the renewal filed by The Citizens for Better Broadcasting Committee of that city.

The committee's petition had based its plea against renewal on the station's alleged dearth of local live programming. This programing constituted only 3.8% of the station's offerings during the composite week in the renewal application, but the commission noted that KXTV had been deprived of 40 production personnel by a strike. The National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists called a joint strike in September 1960, shortly before the composite week was compiled.

KXTV claimed that with a rebuilt staff it presently carries and will continue carrying about twice the local live programming reflected in its application. The station also alleged that two of the officers of objecting committees were also officers of the striking unions.

In granting the renewal, the FCC sent a letter to the committee explaining that KXTV's local live programing had necessarily been cut by the strike, that the station has since bolstered such offerings and that key employees of the station were active in community affairs and had "maintained a continuing awareness of the tastes, needs and interests of the people of its listening area. . . ."

52 (GOVERNMENT)
Why view on a screen ... what they'll see on the tube!

A tv commercial viewed on the conference room movie screen may look to be a sharp winner ... yet turn out to be a dull also-ran on the tv tube. Remember that, next time someone invites you to "screen" a tv commercial. And remember that what you'll see is a far cry from the cropped, out-of-time-phase image that comes through on tv. Like to see your tv films as others see them? View them on a tv monitor. We hope the results will help you realize why more commercials and shows every day are being carried on Scotch® Brand Video Tape!

Tape provides an electronic original, expressly designed for tv viewing. This is no make-do electronic copy of an essentially optical original. Every image is completely compatible with the tv set in the home.

Don't take anyone's word for it—prove it! Bring a film you're proud of to a tv station or tape production house and monitor it. Then view a video tape side-by-side on another monitor. You'll see at once the unique live quality that "Scotch" Video Tape offers. Other plusses: a virtually unlimited array of special effects by pushbutton, immediate playback, no processing costs or delays—either black-and-white or color. Write for brochure on tape editing. 3M Magnetic Products Division, Dept. MBX-63, St. Paul 19, Minn.
Charlie Walker as a statue of liberty?
OFF-COLOR DJ FIGURES IN FREEDOM TEST CASE

Is it possible that Charlie Walker, the erstwhile barnyard humorist of WDKD Kingstree, S. C., is going to go down in history as the saviour of broadcasting's freedom? May be.

Rallying to the side of E. G. Robinson Jr., embattled licensee of WDKD, is the American Civil Liberties Union.

The ACLU has asked Harry Plotkin, former assistant general counsel of the FCC, to prepare a brief to be submitted as a friend of the court in the WDKD case. WDKD appealed the FCC's order last year revoking its license to the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The case will probably be argued in October.

The nub of the ACLU's concern, it's understood, is that the FCC is attempting to censor programing and therefore is violating the First Amendment to the Constitution as well as Section 326 of the Communications Act. The First Amendment guarantees free speech; Section 326 prohibits the FCC from censoring any radio program.

When the FCC denied WDKD's license renewal, it found that Mr. Robinson not only made misrepresentations to the commission, but also permitted disc jockey Charlie Walker to broadcast programs that were "coarse, vulgar, suggestive and susceptible of indecent double meanings" (BROADCASTING, July 30, 1962). After failing in his request to the FCC for reconsideration, Mr. Robinson filed his appeal in the Washington appeals court.

It is the second count of the FCC's death sentence that has sparked interest in the Kingstree case and may make it a bellwether in broadcast law.

Mustn't Touch • The commission refused to accept the contention of Mr. Robinson's attorney, Harry J. Daly, that the Walker "humor" must not be considered by the communications agency in the license renewal proceedings. Mr. Daly urged that unless it were found obscene or profane and therefore liable to criminal penalties, the broadcasts should not be an issue in its renewal hearings. Obscenity and profanity on the air are covered in the U. S. Criminal Code.

The commission refused to accept this viewpoint. In its reply to this point, the commission said:
"Radio could become predominantly a purveyor of smut and profanity — yet unless the matter broadcast reached the level of obscenity" the FCC would be powerless to act.

As part of its obligation to consider the public interest, the FCC said, it must act. It found the broadcasts not in the public interest.

It is this contention by the FCC, many lawyers feel, that is treading close to censorship. It is their feeling that this must be cut down quickly before the philosophy can be used to justify other incursions in the field of broadcast programing.

Mr. Robinson is represented in the appeal by the Washington law firm of McKenna & Wilkinson.

Moot Court • The Kingstree case has already won fame of a sort. It was chosen for the Ames competition at Harvard Law School earlier this year. This is a school-wide contest in which a Harvard's law students participate. Through "clubs" the students brief a current legal case and argue it before guest judges. The contest is judged basically on the forensic ability of the students, not on the merits of the case.

In the finals, held in Cambridge in April, a distinguished trio of jurists, sitting as the guest panel, awarded the accolade to the law students representing the FCC. The panel: Associate Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court Byron R. White, and Circuit Judges Elbert P. Tuttle, fifth circuit, and Sterry R. Waterman, second circuit. They found that the students representing the FCC had more ably presented their case than those representing WDKD.

In a separate action, the protagonist of the case, Charlie Walker, was indicted by a federal grand jury under the obscenity statute in Florence, S. C., last year. His trial is expected to take place this fall.

Harris turns down offer to run station for a day

The Chairman of the House Commerce Committee, critical of broadcasters who run too many commercials and who do not provide a diversified programing service, has declined an invitation to run a radio station in his district for one day.

Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.) told W. N. McKinney, president and general manager of KELD El Dorado, Ark., "I have no intention of telling the radio industry what they should program and how they should run their business."

Mr. McKinney fashioned his invitation after reading a report of the congressman's remarks before the Washington Ad Club last month (BROADCASTING, May 13). He asked "just what constitutes 'in the public interest'" and suggested the congressman collect a group "of these people who you quote as saying that radio is not operating in the public interest... I would like for them to take just one broadcast day on my radio station and program it from 5:30 a.m. until midnight. Just one day out of 365!"

Representative Harris replied, "It is no answer for me, inexperienced in the operation of such a facility or planning programs, to be involved [sic] to assume responsibility for even one day. This is somewhat naive in my judgment to make it my business to describe to the industry what is balanced programing."

Radio's "contribution to the American people... has meant much more than the average person realizes to our progress and development," Representative Harris wrote Mr. McKinney. "In a way my statement was critical but it was more intended as a challenge," he continued. He is working to help broadcasting remain in private hands, Representative Harris said. "As a matter of fact," he replied, "I am giving much time and effort toward policies and procedures that will permit the industry to operate in the best interest and utilize the ingenuity that I know the industry has."

Insofar as what "public interest" may be, Representative Harris said the term is in the Communications Act. It has been "administered and construed all these years...[and] has been interpreted by the courts and if the industry does not know [what it means] by this time, with long years of experience, I think someone had better start doing their homework."

The congressman had said he thought radio's steady diet of "music of various kinds, interspersed with news and advertising...constitutes some waste, unfortunately, of precious spectrum space." He also complained of too many commercials and said that radio "does not provide service at its full potential."
The Burden of Responsible Programming

It seems just about unanimous now. ■ A month ago, a distinguished panel of opinion leaders and critics singled out NBC for numerous and significant Peabody Awards. Previously, the nation's viewers selected a wide range of NBC programs and personalities as their favorites in the TV Guide Awards. ■ And just a few days ago, our colleagues in the television industry presented us with a dazzling array of Emmy Awards—headlined by the naming of “The Tunnel” as “The Program of the Year.” “The Tunnel” was also honored as the best documentary, and NBC News correspondent Piers Anderton received the award for the best international reporting for his work on that program. We also want to add our appreciation for the other NBC Emmy winners: Shirley Booth of “Hazel”; Trevor Howard for his performance in “The Invincible Mr. Disraeli”; (O. Tamburri won an award for camera work in the same program); Robert Russell Bennett for his original music in Project 20’s “He Is Risen”; the “Huntley-Brinkley Report” and “David Brinkley’s Journal”; “Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of Color” (honored for the series itself, as well as the art direction by Carroll Clark and Marvin Davis); “The Andy Williams Show”; and a Trustees’ Award to the late Dick Powell. ■ NBC’s winners this year cover the complete broadcast spectrum, from on-the-spot reporting of great events to unalloyed entertainment. In all, they typify the diverse programming of the entire NBC schedule.
FCC charged with unfair action in AM freeze

COURT HEARS ARGUMENT OF

The FCC's AM freeze, imposed a year ago on new applications for standard broadcast applications, was attacked last week before three judges of the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington.

Nine prospective applicants, who unsuccessfully sought to file in the immediate days following the commission's freeze date, charged that (1) they didn't receive the proper advance notice (2) a freeze requires a rulemaking proceeding and cannot be done by fiat; (3) the refusal of the FCC to accept their applications discriminates against them because applications on file before the May 15, 1962, cutoff date are being processed. Some of the applicants appearing in conflict with some of the applications being processed, it was pointed out.

One example of the alleged unfairness of the commission's action, it was pointed out, is that early in May the FCC announced routinely the list of pending applications scheduled to be processed during the month. It listed May 25 as the deadline for any new applications which might be in conflict with these on the processing line list. Some of the prospective applicants relied on this May 25 deadline, and found themselves frozen out. A hint of ex parte conduct was raised in a reference to the "meeting" between then FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow and President LeRoy Collins of the National Association of Broadcasters. This resulted in the FCC's recent proposal to establish an AM-FM-to-population ratio table to control radio "overpopulation" (Broadcasting, May 20).

Move Defended = The FCC's action was defended by Assistant General Counsel Daniel Ohlbaum who explained that the decision to refuse new AM applications was based on a study that showed no major effect on the structure of AM broadcasting would take place if pending applications were processed, but would if new applications were permitted to be filed.

Stressing the "chain reaction" effect in AM application processing, Mr. Ohlbaum also argued that the commission's decision resulted in the fairest manner of handling the situation.

He also argued that the move was not substantive (requiring a rulemaking proceeding), but procedural only.

Mr. Ohlbaum was on the receiving end of a number of questions by the circuit judges, primarily as to why the FCC didn't stop all processing while it looked into the AM allocations picture. There was also one suggestion from the bench that the commission permit applications in conflict with pending applica-

PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS

tions to be filed so that the facilities at stake not be foreclosed.

Hearing the case were Chief Judge David L. Bazelon and Circuit Judges George T. Washington and Walter M. Bastian.

Ratings firms ask court to drop fraud suits

The A. C. Nielsen Co. and The Pulse Inc., defendants in separate $250,000 fraud actions by two AM broadcasting Co., Miami, have asked that their cases be dismissed for failure to show cause of action.

The suits, believed to be the first court cases to grow out of a congressional investigation of broadcast research practices, were filed in April by WAME Miami in the circuit court of Dade county, Fla. (Broadcasting, May 6). Both complaints claim the ratings firms misrepresented their Miami metropolitan area reports between 1959 and 1962.

A motion by Pulse attorneys to dismiss the Pulse suit will be heard in Miami Aug. 1, it was learned last week.

Attorneys for the Nielsen company were successful in having the action removed to the U. S. District Court; however, WAME will ask that the case be returned to the state court so that its attorneys can litigate Pulse and Nielsen in the same jurisdiction.

VHF channel requested for Fort Smith, Ark.

The KWHN Broadcasting Co., licensee of KWHN Fort Smith, Ark., last week requested that the FCC institute a rulemaking to reallocate channel 9 to that city, deleting it from Hot Springs. KWHN proposed that channel 64 be substituted for channel 9 in Hot Springs. KWHN would apply for the channel.

KFOY-TV Hot springs is on channel 9, KWHN noted, but said that Hot Springs is economically over-shadowed by its proximity to Little Rock. The population of Hot Springs has fallen in the last few years, KWHN said, while that of Fort Smith has been growing and can presently support more than one VHF operation.

KWHN said that KFSATV (ch. 57) Fort Smith, the only TV station in that city, is owned by Donald W. Reynolds, who also owns KFOY-TV. Mr. Reynolds also owns the Fort Smith Times Record and Southwest American, Fort Smith's only daily and Sunday newspapers, KWHN said, and contended that Mr. Reynolds has a virtual monopoly of communications media in the area. Reassignment of channel 9 to Fort Smith would al-

leviate any such monopoly, KWHN said. KWHN also requested that the FCC deny an application by KFOY-TV to reduce the station's visual power from 30.1 kW to 2.63 kW. KWHN said that this will merely make it easier for Mr. Reynolds to lower the cost of maintaining his monopoly.

The Fort Smith AM suggested that the commission could instigate a de-intermixture proceeding such as the agency did in Bakersfield, Calif. In the Bakersfield case the FCC succeeded in modifying the license of KERO-TV to specify channel 23 rather than channel 10 (Broadcasting, Nov. 19, 1962).

Stratton wants FCC to intercede with NBC

Representative Samuel S. Stratton (D-N.Y.) has asked the FCC to help him in his efforts to confront Senator Kenneth B. Keating (R-N.Y.) in a televised debate on Cuba.

The congressman said last week that NBC has denied his request for an opportunity to refute some of the "grave charges . . . on the competence of our intelligence community" made by the senator on Meet the Press May 12.

Citing 1959 amendments to Section 315 of the Communications Act, Representative Stratton told the FCC that NBC is obligated "to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance."

He said William R. McAndrew, executive vice president, NBC News, had explained that four officials of the Kennedy administration have appeared on the program since the Cuban crisis last October and had given ample expression to the administration's point of view.

Representative Stratton argued that only one of these appearances was after January 31, the date of what he considered Senator Keating's most serious charges on Cuba. The subject had not been covered satisfactorily in that appearance or by questioning of the senator last month, he said.

Representative Stratton said the network had invited him to debate with the senator on the Today show in March, but when the GOP senator would not agree to the joint appearance, Senator John Stennis (D-Miss.) was substituted. NBC had indicated he would be invited back, Representative Stratton said, but he's still waiting.

When he saw Senator Keating "get away with murder" on Meet the Press, he asked NBC for an opportunity "to disprove the senator's claim" on equal facilities or to debate him on the air.

Representative Stratton has been recently discussed as a Democratic opponent to Senator Keating, who is up for re-election next year.
Sound Control with Sony

Sony CR-4 Wireless Microphone—The perfect transistorized microphone and pocket-size transmitter for active singer/dancers and TV performers to give complete freedom from entangling cables and obstructing mike stands. Mike and transmitter together weigh only 13½ ounces. Complete with transmitter, receiver and carrying case: $250.

Sony EM-1 Newscaster Portable—A full track, all transistorized portable recorder designed for rugged service and dependable performance in remote locations. Meeting NARTB specifications, the EM-1 is ideal for on-the-spot interviews and sound recording.

- Governor controlled, constant speed spring wound motor
- Rewind while recording
- 13½ pound weight. Complete with microphone and accessories: $495.

Sony MX-777 Stereo Mixer—A six channel all transistorized self powered stereo monophonic mixer featuring: 4 balanced microphone inputs, 2 balanced hi-level inputs and 2 balanced recorder outputs. Other features include individual level controls and channel 1 or 2 selector switches, cannon XL receptacles and switch for bridging of center staging solo mike. Complete with carrying case: $175.

Sony C-37A Condenser Microphone—Remarkably smooth and uncolored natural response through the full range of recorded frequencies has earned the C-37A the title of "world's most perfect microphone." Adjustable for omni-directional or uni-directional. Frequency response ±2 db 20-18,000 cps. Signal to noise—more than 55 db for signal of 1 micro-bar at 1000 cps. Complete with CP-3 Power Supply, carrying case and 30 feet of cable: $295.

Sony C-17B Condenser Microphone—A miniaturized, uni-directional companion to the famous Sony C-37A Microphone. With outstanding background isolation characteristics, the uni-directional cardioid pattern is ideal for TV, night club and solo voice stereo recording application. The slim 7/8" diameter size minimizes visual problems. Complete with CP-3 Power Supply, carrying case and 30 feet of cable: $350.

Sony CP-3 Power Supply—For the C-37A and the C-17B microphones, the CP-3 features: Switch for 3 positions of low frequency attenuation; special high cut filter switch for all frequencies above 10,000 cps.

For more complete specifications and name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc., Dept. 3, Sun Valley, California.

In New York, visit the Sony Fifth Avenue Salon, 505 Fifth Avenue.

All Sony Stereocorders are Multiplex Ready!

SUPERSCOPE The Tapeway to Stereo
But what did Minow do in his spare time?

Newton N. Minow, in his last week as chairman of the FCC, had what was probably the busiest week in his 27-month Washington sojourn. During the week he: (1) appeared on David Brinkley’s Journal Monday on NBC-TV; (2) presided on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday over three full FCC meetings, which made several important decisions (see stories, page 31, 44, 46); (3) visited on Wednesday with President Kennedy at the White House; (4) attended a going-away party given by FCC staff members (also on Wednesday) (see picture); (5) was the subject of a statement on the floor of the House of Representatives by Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee; (6) with Mrs. Minow, celebrated his 14th wedding anniversary on Wednesday, and (7) probably did a little packing, in between his other activities, in preparation for his return to Chicago and a new position with Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc.

In his TV appearance Mr. Minow said television must “divorce the advertiser [from] the editorial department” if it is to be completely independent.

He reasserted his belief in the soundness of the so-called “magazine concept,” under which advertisers would sponsor the commercials but not the programing.

Mr. Minow acknowledged that such a system would probably need exceptions to permit “full sponsor-ship of certain programs.” He cited the Hallmark Hall of Fame as an example. The important thing, he said, is that advertisers “should have nothing to do with editorial judgment or editorial decisions.”

Under questioning by Mr. Brinkley, the retiring FCC chairman also reviewed his philosophy on a wide range of other subjects including service to minority-interest groups, educational television, so-called censorship, editorializing and programing on controversial issues, "concentration" of power in the networks and children's programs.

Mr. Minow suggested that educational television “should take one subject and devote itself to it, and make or break its reputation on it.” He suggested that ETV do "the great course in American history" and enlist the assistance of Presidents Kennedy, Eisenhower, Truman and Hoover in preparing and presenting the program.

He said that if he owned a commercial station in a major market, he would operate it with the aim that "I would get rich in perhaps three years instead of one."

Representative Harris, who has frequently taken strong issue with the FCC and some of Mr. Minow's policies, had friendly words for the retiring commission chairman in his House statement. He said Mr. Minow's "'vast wasteland speech' succeeded in calling to the attention of the American people a vast public problem which to a large extent is still with us. . . ."

"Many persons have labeled Mr. Minow a controversial person," the congressman continued. "No doubt he has created controversy or as I rather would describe it—he has brought about a dialogue which still continues on how broadcasters are to perform in the public interest. . . . Far from being given to controversy we have found Mr. Minow most cooperative in working for solutions of difficult and complex issues in the field of communications."

Mr. Minow "is owed a debt of gratitude by the American people for helping our democracy to identify an important public problem," Representative Harris said.

Mr. Minow's new job is vice president and general counsel of Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., reportedly a salary of $75,000 a year plus additional benefits. His resignation from the FCC to take the Britannica post became effective June 1.

Last Wednesday was a busy day for the departing FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow. He (1) presided over his last meeting as chairman; (2) with his family, called on President Kennedy; (3) was honored at a party given by FCC staff members, and (4) celebrated his 14th wedding anniversary. With Mrs. Minow and daughters Nell, 11, Martha, 8, and Mary 4, looking on, Mr. Minow (left in photo above) received from the new chairman, E. William Henry (r) farewell gifts from the commissioners and FCC staff. These included a gavel and base, the chair Chairman Minow used and a plaque detailing the FCC accomplishments while he was chairman. Mr. Minow told the approximately 200 guests at his going-away party that he hoped to return to "public service." He resigned from the commission to become executive vice president-general counsel of Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc.
Section 315 fans to give their views

Several members of the House Commerce Committee who don't think Section 315 of the Communications Act should be suspended at all will be represented by minority views in a report which was being prepared last week.

The full committee has given its blessing to a proposed suspension of equal time requirements for the presidential and vice presidential races in 1964 (Broadcasting, May 27), but a small group of members — including the ranking men of both parties — oppose the idea.

In their section of the report they are expected to point out that broadcasters were warned once before that they should not use a suspension of Section 315 as a lever for eventual repeal of the equal time law. This warning was made in 1960, but no sooner did this year's hearing on equal time suspension open than the two network presidents used the session as a forum to advocate outright repeal of Section 315, the minority says (Broadcasting, March 11).

At least four members of the committee have been identified with these views: Representatives John Bell Williams (D-Miss.), ranking Democrat; John B. Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking Republican; Samuel L. Devine (R-Ohio) and J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.).

Many other members feel the limited suspension is about as much tampering with the equal time safeguard as they can tolerate.

Next stop for the legislation is the Rules Committee which will decide whether and when to let it go to the floor.

These congressmen also have been critical of broadcasting editorials, especially as they apply to politics and other areas of controversy. Representative Walter E. Rogers (D-Tex.), chairman of the Communications Subcommittee, already is on record in favor of a hearing on editorializing and has said he hopes to hold it sometime this summer, possibly in July (Broadcasting, May 27). No bills on the subject had been offered up to last week, but Representative Rogers said his subcommittee would be glad to hear the views of any member interested in such legislation.

The Senate hasn't been publicly active in political broadcasting problems so far this year. It's waiting for the FCC's report on Section 315 experience from the 1962 elections. But the committee's Freedom of Communications Subcommittee produced a six-volume report last year, and one of its recommendations urged the FCC to provide some ground rules on political editorializing (Broadcasting, April 23, 1962).

The subcommittee offered some suggestions of its own which were intended to give persons who were subjects of editorials an opportunity to know what was said about them and to reply. The suggestions added up to equal time for editorials.

It is expected that these suggestions were in the back of some congressmen's minds when they drafted their minority views, but an outright ban on such editorials might sit well with them, too.

FCC lifts CP for WHYZ-TV Duluth, Minn.

The character qualifications of principals in WDUL Television Corp. again played a determining role in the company's fortunes, as the FCC last week denied WDUL's application for additional time to construct its WHYZ-TV Duluth, Minn., and so terminated its existing construction permit.

A WDUL application for a modification of its CP was denied last July (Broadcasting, July 30), when the commission held that "the applicant's..."
Newton's aware there's Somebody up there

"My God."
Zsa-Zsa Gabor couldn't get away with it, but Newton N. Minow did.
The expletive was "blooped" out by NBC-TV when Miss Gabor used it in a taped interview for the Tonight show about 10 days ago. It was left untouched when the retiring FCC chairman used it in a taped interview for David Brinkley's Journal last week (see page 58).
But Mr. Minow's exclamatory challenge to section 4, paragraph 5 of the NAB television code was not entirely unquestioned. NBC staff executives had fun speculating whether it would be allowed to stand.
Mr. Minow used the phrase in quoting himself. He said a broadcaster once told him that a study had shown that television "hasn't affected [children] at all." Mr. Minow said his reply was: "My God, I can't think of a worse indictment of television than that."
The NBC standards division usually "bloops" such utterances—that is, deletes them from the audio—in entertainment programs, where its jurisdiction is centered. The Brinkley program, presented by NBC News, is under the control of the news division.
The NAB code's "general program standards" provide that "reverence is to mark any mention of the name of God, His attributes and powers."

derelictions and misconduct" and "willful misrepresentations" in connection with an unauthorized transfer of control had disqualified its application. (The FCC at that time also judged the company unfit to be a licensee, but it later relented.) The commission maintained that its decision still stood and that "we likewise now conclude for these same reasons" that additional time should not be granted.
The commission added, however, "we emphasize the fact that the conclusion here reached is based upon the misconduct of the principals in the stewardship of the Duluth permit here under construction. Any bearing this conclusion may have upon the licensee qualifications of WDUL's principals as individuals at other times and places may be considered if and when appropriately raised in other proceedings."

FCC horse racing rule not to be retroactive

The FCC's proposed rulemaking on the broadcast of horse race information (Broadcasting, April 15 et seq.) will not retroactively endanger licensees at renewal time if they have obeyed the present mark, it was explained in a letter, released last Tuesday but dated a week before, from FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow to Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).
The legislator—chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee and also chairman of the Senate Appropriation Committee's Independent Offices Subcommittee, which doles out money to the FCC—had asked whether the presently legal pony programming carried by some stations might, in light of the proposed rules, hamper their efforts to renew their licenses.
Mr. Minow replied, "The proposed rules are, of course, not in effect at the present time, and, as I indicated in my previous letter to you, the commission has reached no conclusions with respect to them." Noting that the proposed rulemaking is a controversial one, he added, "any licensee who conscientiously adheres to our 1961 policy statement [Broadcasting, Nov. 27, 1961] pending finalization of the rulemaking proceeding, need have no fear of being penalized at renewal time... ."

Paterson applicants face hearing for ch. 37

The FCC has designated for comparative hearing the applications by four parties to operate channel 37 in Paterson, N. J. The four applicants are: Spanish International Television Co.; Progress Broadcasting Corp.; Bartell Broadcasters Inc., and Trans-Tel Corp.
The commission also made WPIX(TV) New York a party to the proceeding. WPIX has charged that Trans-Tel's application, if granted, would cause economic injury to the station.
There will be no final authorization made for channel 37, the commission said, until it makes a decision on the rulemaking to prohibit the use of channel 37 within a 600 mile radius of the University of Illinois' radio astronomy observatory in Danville (Broadcasting, May 6). The channel 37 rulemaking would also restrict use of that channel, outside of the 600 mile radius, for television broadcasting between midnight and 7 a.m. The rulemaking if put into effect would be valid until January 1968.
Trans-Tel has suggested that the FCC drop-in a short-spaced channel 14 in Paterson in place of channel 37. Progress Broadcasting said it felt the rulemaking struck a fair balance of use of channel 37 by researchers and broadcasters. Radio astronomers, however, were not satisfied with the FCC's rulemaking, and felt there is a need for a nationwide reservation of the channel (broadcasting, April 29).

FCC Chairman Newton Minow dissented to the commission's action, supporting the contention that channel 37 should be reserved on a nationwide basis for radio astronomy. Chairman Minow suggested that a substitute channel be found for use in Paterson. Chairman-designate E. William Henry warned the applicants for channel 37 that because their applications were set for hearing, they were extended no rights to the channel as such.

USIA reports increases in Voice's audience

The Voice of America's free world listening audience increased by more than 25% last year, the U. S. Information Agency has reported. Facing some measurement problems (gaps in information and troubles in precise measurement), the agency describes its figures as estimates. While the Voice audience increased by more than one-fourth, the overall audience in the noncommunist areas increased by about 12%, the agency said. The largest increase was in Latin America, up more than 50% over 1961.
The Voice's average daily audience now ranges from 17 to 26 million people, but more than twice that number listens to the broadcast service's programs during any given week. About 5 million listeners in the daily audience hear their programs in English; the remaining listnership is divided among 35 other languages.
The Voice's Communist area audience averages from 5 to 10 million daily and twice that weekly, USIA reported.

Sacramento pay TV denial sought in

Camellia City Telecasters last week asked the FCC to deny the application of KVUE(TV) Sacramento and Melco Pay TV Co. to conduct a three-year pay TV test in that city. Camellia said that a grant of such an application would be unfair to its competitive status with KVUE's renewal application for the channel 40 facility.
Capitol TV Co., licensee of KVUE, and Melco applied for the subscription television test this spring (Broadcasting, April 22). Melvin E. Lucas, who developed the proposed system, heads both of the companies.
Camellia told the commission that if the pay TV test is conducted, KVUE would be given a comparative advantage
It’s a fact...
G. E.’s 7629 and 8092 image orthicons are highly sensitive, long-lived tubes...
up to 9000 hours and more...

signal-to-noise ratios, however, were a bit low...
(36:1 and 34:1 average)

Now, in the “A” versions, we’ve quieted them down...
(to 48:1 and 37:1)
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
on programing considerations. Camellia said it would have only a proposed program schedule to show. Camellia noted that its application to compete with KVUE's renewal was already on file at the time the channel 40 station and Melco filed the pay TV test request.

The application for the test doesn't meet the commission's requirements, Camellia contended. It failed to show that Melco and KVUE do not have "an exclusive contract" nor does it give the principals of Melco, Camellia said. Camellia questioned Melco financial qualifications to operate the proposed test as well as KVUE's ability to keep operating. Camellia noted that KVUE has not been on the air since March 19, 1960, and said that renewal of its license is doubtful.

Legalities of space probes

A panel discussion on the legal problems of space exploration is scheduled for tomorrow (June 4) by the Federal Bar Association.

The meeting, to be held at 8 p.m. in the National Lawyers Club, Washington, will hear T. A. M. Craven, former FCC commissioner and now special consultant to the FCC on space communications; Max D. Paglin, FCC general counsel; George Feldman, a director of the Communications Satellite Corp., and J. Henry Glazer, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The panel will be moderated by Kenneth Finch, FCC attorney who is chairman of the space subcommittee of the International Law Committee of FBA.

Network study printed

The FCC has announced that its Office of Network Study report on Television Network Program Procurement, is available to the public through the Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. The report costs $1.25 a copy, and was printed by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the commission said.

The network report was made public last December and advocated several stringent rules to control network program practices (Broadcasting, Dec. 3, 1962).

Mr. Henry's calendar

E. William Henry, who has replaced Newton N. Minow as chairman of the Federal Communications Commission will be interviewed by Harry Reasoner on CBS-TV's Portrait program June 5 (7:30-8 p.m. EDT). The interview will be conducted at Chairman Henry's home in Washington. Mr. Henry will be asked to discuss his life and career leading to his recent appointment. Chairman Henry also has accepted a "major" speaking engagement in New York on Sept. 24. Mr. Henry will appear before the International Radio & Television Society, according to IRTS's new president, Sam Cook Diggins of CBS Films Inc.

KFAB wants ruling on emergency service

KFAB Omaha has asked the FCC for an "advisory ruling" on a plan to provide an emergency locating service to the doctors of the Omaha area. The service, which would aid in contacting doctors for emergency calls, would be handled in cooperation with the Omaha Physicians Bureau, KFAB said.

The station requested a ruling from the commission that it would not be liable to any penalties for conducting an unauthorized point-to-point communications service.

KFAB described the proposed service as a "back-up" measure for the answering service which is available to area physicians. The answering service provides a code number for each member physician, KFAB said, and in cases where the answering service failed to contact a needed doctor, and the station was requested to do so, it would broadcast the code number of the doctor. Such bulletins would be labeled public service announcements, KFAB said, and would not use the name of the doctor.

Line rate hike Aug. 1; news services exempt

New wire rates, higher for leased telegraph lines and lower for leased telephone lines, will take effect Aug. 1, the FCC ruled last week. But the commission said that charges for news services, used by radio stations and networks as well as by the press, will not be changed until a separate study is made.

A rate hike was originally ordered for news services, too, in a final decision of Jan. 28. The commission stayed the decision March 13 in order to consider appeals.

Last week's action noted that rate increases for news outlets "would impair the widespread dissemination of news information." The FCC added: "In view of the authority given the commission to establish a separate press class of service with charges which may be different from the charges for other classes of service, and in view of the public interest in widespread dissemination of news information, we conclude it is appropriate to withhold a determination at this time."

UFH for Los Angeles ETV?

Community Television of Southern California, an organization devoted to obtaining an educational TV for Los Angeles, has filed a notice of intent to apply for UHF channel 28 with the FCC. But it does not intend to drop plans to acquire one of the seven commercial TV stations now operating in Los Angeles.

Rose Blyth, executive secretary, said, "Channel 28 is the last UHF channel available in this area. We have always known that we would need more than one channel to provide the kind of service that is needed and have planned from the beginning for the eventual addition of a UHF facility to the VHF station with which we hope to launch our educational programing sometime in 1964. So going after channel 28 was just a matter of protecting ourselves."

Breakthrough in Ohio senate

The Ohio senate has extended floor privileges to 27 members of the Ohio Radio-TV Correspondents Association.

The senate resolution allows newsmen access to the floor to interview legislators and otherwise gather news. The correspondents, however, are still barred from taking any broadcast equipment on the floor, except by "express permission" of the senate's Committee on Rules.
An engineer at a new investor-owned atomic electric power plant checks out ports in the nuclear reactor head.

There's a big job being done by America's investor-owned electric light and power companies to get electricity from the atom. It's a $1 billion program. Power companies from all over the nation—125 of them—are now participating in 25 atomic electric projects. All this is just one part of the investor-owned electric companies' continuing research and development program to make sure America will always have plenty of low-cost electric power.
The maintenance of jobs, wage increases and royalty or reuse payments loom as the key union demands in 1963 as networks and other broadcast industry groups head into a strenuous stretch of contract talks, starting this summer and extending through the fall and winter.

Six crucial negotiations are scheduled during 1963, and three other contract talks, which will be influenced by the course of settlements this year, are slated for the early part of 1964.

Industry officials have held discussions on new agreements with the Writers Guild of America and the Screen Directors International Guild for the past several months, and have reached tentative agreements, pending the framing of contract language and ratification by members.

But this is only the beginning. While planning the finishing touches to the SDIG and WGA contracts, negotiators have a back-breaking timetable through next February, involving talks with the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists, the Screen Actors Guild, the National Association of Broadcast Employees & Technicians and the American Federation of Musicians.

"You can safely say we are moving into our 'headache period,'" one network executive observed last week.

The wage issue crops up traditionally in labor negotiations, and the broadcasting field is no exception. It is difficult to forecast a percentage increase that will apply to all unions, but a knowledgeable source indicates that 5% (plus fringe benefits), is a reasonable estimate.

**Job Factor** • The maintenance of jobs is expected to be a crucial factor in forging contracts with the technical unions, particularly IBEW at CBS and NABET at NBC and ABC, and with the AFM and Local One of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees at the three networks.

These unions have been grappling for years that automation and improved working procedures are displacing union employees, and the job retention issue is expected to take on heightened significance this year. IBEW will be negotiating with CBS this summer, and lurking in the background will be the specter of the union's new CBS Broadcast Center on New York's West Side, now under construction at a cost of more than $14 million.

"We hear this center is virtually 100% automated," an IBEW official commented. "We realize the network will be trying to reduce technical forces and it is up to us to save jobs."

The extent to which CBS is successful in paring its technician staff this summer will undoubtedly have repercussions on the NABET negotiations with ABC and NBC next January. CBS officials were willing to acknowledge last week that the network's new center, which an IBEW executive said originally was called the "hard core center," will be "highly automated." But he declined to discuss the possible effect it will have on the employment of engineers and technicians.

**Plans to syndicate KYW-TV program canceled**

Plans to syndicate the Mike Douglas Show, a 90-minute daytime live talent program carried on KYW-TV in Cleveland, to four other Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. TV stations have been canceled because of KYW-TV's inability to reach agreement with the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists on a waiver of fees and two other issues.

A memo distributed to the KYW staff on May 24 and released generally last week stated that the Cleveland local of the union never had offered more than a conditional waiver for 90 days, while the station needed a permanent waiver. In addition, in return for the waiver, the union had insisted on demands that went beyond its contract with the station, the memo stated. These were said to include payment to announcers of fees for off-camera announcements and for contribution of 5% to the union's pension and welfare fund on all income earned by staff and free-lance members, rather than present 5% on gross scale income only.

AFTRA's demands, a KYW-TV official said, make the syndication of the Mike Douglas Show "impossible."

The third key item in labor negotiations is expected to be so-called extra payment, applicable to the talent unions (the Writers Guild, AFTRA, SAG and the AFM). These unions are aiming to broaden their pay benefits for performers from royalties (based on a percentage of gross sales) or reuse payments (based on the number of times a program or commercial is used). These benefits are part of many of the existing contracts, but the talent unions are seeking to expand their intake in this area.

Lurking in the shadows of negotiation—but unmistakably present—is the threat of strikes. In the past year, strikes by unions in other industries have been more frequent. In broadcasting, management is concerned mainly with effects of strike action by the technical rather than the talent unions. The rationale is that a prolonged strike by technicians could more seriously hamper operations.

The significance that networks attach to technical union negotiations can be adduced by this development: The networks already are sending hundreds of their executives to training schools to be prepared for any contingency (box, page 65). This move paid off for management in recent years when CBS became involved in a strike with IBEW and NBC with NABET. Executives-turned-technicians manned cameras, control boards, dollies and other equipment, and kept the networks operating for periods up to 19 days.

**A Status Report** • Though management and union officials traditionally are reluctant to discuss proposals, strategy or tactics planned for contract talks, background interviews with officials from both sides and with some outside observers over the past few weeks provided the basis for the following status report for each labor organization:

**Writers Guild of America** • The East Coast branch of WGA has been negotiating with the three networks for a new contract for both free lance and staff writers in non-entertainment programs (news, documentary, continuity). The contract has not yet been ratified, but it is reported the union has gained a basic 5% increase in wages and fees. Present top minimum scales for staff writers: $195 weekly plus commercial fees and overtime at ABC and CBS; $214 at NBC but no overtime pay.

The old contract expired on March 31 and agreement on a new contract...
Nonunion technicians prepare for strike emergency

The networks are concerned mainly with the effects of a strike by the technical unions—the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers at CBS and the National Association of Broadcast Employees & Technicians at NBC and ABC. One solution: send executives and other nonunion employees to a technical training school.

In preparation for coming negotiations with the technical unions (story, p. 64), the networks are sending some of their nonunion workers at main locations throughout the country to a technical school in the area. In New York network staffs are now training at RCA Institutes in Times Square, learning various technical operations, such as operating cameras and audio boards and (see photo) learning the intricacies of film transmission.

Network officials decline to discuss details but it is estimated that approximately 250 staffs from each network are undergoing technical training. One technical union leader commented last week: “We regard the existence of these ‘scab schools’ as a sign that networks are not ready to bargain in good faith.”

A former NBC staff who attended such a school in 1959 told Broadcasting that training was under a unit system. A unit of 10 men was sent to school for 12 weeks, three hours a week. Each man learned a specific skill—cameraman, sound boom operator, dolly pusher and so on. When NABET called a “wildcat strike” in late April 1959, each unit was assigned to specific shows. He noted that these executives-turned-technicians were sufficiently proficient to telecast the Emmy Awards presentation that year in color. He recalled that he received a bonus of $200 at the conclusion of the 19-day walkout.

Network executives study technical operations

reportedly was held up largely because of the guild’s position on a new formula to cover programs rerun in the U.S. and shown abroad. A union official noted that the question of deferred compensation is vital to the writer today and the framing of an appropriate contract provision acceptable to both management and the WGA formed the basis for considerable discussion. The new contract, which is expected to be signed within the next few weeks, will run for two-and-a-half years, retroactive to March 31. It covers almost 300 staff writers at the networks and approximately 800 free-lance writers.

Screen Directors International Guild * The union recently reached a tentative agreement with the Film Producers Association of New York, but a contract will not be signed for several weeks pending ratification by union members. SDIG is understood to have gained additional fringe benefits and an estimated 5% boost over its present pay scale. The directors, who work on film commercials, documentaries and theatrical films in New York, now earn basic wages of $390 a week for a five-day week if they are hired for 26 weeks or more; $465 weekly if they are employed for six weeks to 26 weeks; $540 for one week’s work, and $135.50 for one day.

The union had sought but reportedly did not obtain benefits in certain “working conditions” areas, including payment for preparation of work and for performing assignments in premium time (weekends and holidays).

International Brotherhood of Electric Workers * This negotiation involving CBS shapes up as the critical one on the broadcasting scene this year. In view of its projected move in 1964 to its new Broadcast Center, which is highly automated, the network undoubtedly will seek a contract that will provide for flexibility in the size of IBEW crews. The union is bound to press for maintenance of staffs.

One source close to the union commented: “The union knows it’s going to lose jobs. But it’s going to fight hard to save as many jobs as it can.” The top minimum scale for most technicians at CBS is $200 a week. The union is expected to seek initially a possible 20% increase in wages, but the feeling is that it would accept an added 5% if it gained other concessions. These are said to be various devices that will help save jobs, such as a four-day week, a six-and-a-half-hour day, and guaranteed employment for workers with seniority.

Approximately 1,100 engineers and technicians employed in New York, Chicago, Hollywood and other cities are represented at CBS by IBEW. The dwindling of technician jobs is summed up by an IBEW official in this way: “We now have about 575 men working at CBS in New York. At one time we had more than 800 men.”

Job Decline * Several factors have contributed to the decline of jobs. One is the cut-back in live programing; another is improved working procedures devised out of experience, and the third is the introduction of automated equipment.

Len Bader, international representative of IBEW in New York, declined to discuss details of the coming negotiations but did reveal that the present contract concept is “outmoded” in view of the “changed conditions in the industry today.” He claimed that the use of tape at the networks and the impact it has had on working procedures are not reflected in the contract. The basic pact, he said, was formulated in 1950 when the bulk of the programing was live. The union, Mr. Bader indicated, will aim for changes in working pro-
expressed keen interest in the course, methods practiced, and serves. They claim the fees are too high. Of those who are familiar with Copyright Home Testing Institute, Inc., 1963.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Total audience TkQ*</th>
<th>6-11 TkQ*</th>
<th>12-17 TkQ*</th>
<th>18-34 TkQ*</th>
<th>35-49 TkQ*</th>
<th>50+ TkQ*</th>
<th>Age groups TkQ*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beverly Hillbillies (CBS)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bonanza (NBC)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Red Skelton Hour (CBS)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Death Valley (NBC)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Saturday Night Movies (NBC)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Combat (ABC)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Disney World of Color (NBC)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Andy Griffith (CBS)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Monday Night Movies (NBC)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gallant Men (ABC)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gunsmoke (CBS)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hazel (NBC)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of those who are familiar with Copyright Home Testing Institute, Inc., 1963.

cedures that will recognize the pre-eminence of tape production of programs, but he declined to elaborate.

The present contract is for two-and-one-half years, starting Febr. 1, 1961.

National Association of Broadcast Employes & Technicians * The three-year contract with NBC and ABC expires Jan. 31, 1963. In general, pacts signed by IBEW and NABET are similar, though a rivalry exists between them and each claims it sets the pattern for the other. The basic top wage is slightly higher at NBC and ABC—$202 a week—as compared to $200 at CBS.

Both network and union officials reported last week that negotiations are too distant to form concrete plans. But they agree that the same basic conditions to be discussed in the IBEW-CBS talks will prevail in the NABET-NBC-ABC conferences. There are approximately 1,200 NABET members at NBC and 1,000 at ABC.

"NBC and ABC will be staying at the same basic salaries," a union official observed, "but they can install the same equipment and devise the same working methods as CBS at its new center. Of course, automation is the big problem. Though we all have to learn to live with it, management must realize it has responsibilities to its workers too."

Screen Actors Guild-American Federation of Television & Radio Artists * A negotiation in which advertisers have expressed keen interest is the coming joint talks with SAG and AFTRA on codes governing TV commercials. For the first time, negotiations with these talent unions will be headed by a group of agency and advertiser officials, rather than network executives.

The present three-year contract, which expires on Nov. 15, was formulated by the unions and the networks, accompanied by violent protests from agencies and advertisers. They claimed that networks accepted fairly modest boosts in wages and fees on network programs and commercials, and steep increases in spot commercials. Accordingly, the networks have passed the negotiation reins to the advertisers and agencies in the commercials area.

The principal bone of contention is the reuse formula for spot TV commercials. Advertisers have contended that it has resulted in higher costs, and a joint American Association of Advertising Agencies—Association of National Advertisers study of the SAG-AFTRA residual formula is expected to confirm this contention. The study is expected to be completed within a month.

Neither the unions nor management will discuss projected proposals. A SAG official last week reported that its members earned approximately $25 million on commercials in 1962, representing the initial fee for making the spot and residuals from reuse of the commercial. He claimed that a comparison could not be made with prior years because the figure was computed from performers' contribution to the pension and welfare fund, which went into effect in 1960.

In addition, AFTRA will negotiate separately with networks on scales for performers appearing in live and taped programs plus staff announcers.

One area that is expected to be discussed searchingly is a "more realistic" formula for programs sold abroad. The effect of the present contract, which calls for certain percentages of the original fees to performers on programs sold to foreign countries, has been to keep the overwhelming proportion of so-called "prestige" music-variety, classical music and other tapes shown offshore because producers and networks claim the fees are inordinately high. As a result, the bulk of U.S. programs exported abroad are films, on which there is currently no overseas pay.

Local One, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes * This contract with New York stagehands and associated employees at the three networks expires next Dec. 31. One union official characterized the problem of Local One with this terse remark: "We're losing jobs all the time."

Neither the union nor the networks would reveal employment figures, but it is estimated there are about 225 IATSE members on staff and 350 who work on a casual basis. One union official claimed that at one time there were almost twice the number there are today, but network officials insist the reduction has not been that steep. The union says the reduction in the number of stagehands results from improved working procedures and a decline in live programs at the networks, along with an increase in the number of filmed and taped shows. The taping of a program, a union official noted, speeds up the production process, and the practice of pre-taping has virtually "wiped out" employment during the summer of stagehands employed on a casual basis.

The union's main objective is to maintain a maximum number of employees on the staffs of the three networks. The top basic scale for stagehands is $151.36 per week.

American Federation of Musicians * The main issue with musicians also is job retention. Networks and stations which still employ staff musicians contend there is relatively scant use today for regularly employed musicians, and the networks are expected to emphasize this stand next February when the present five-year pact expires.

The three networks employ approximately 350 musicians on staff in New York, Chicago and Hollywood. This figure does not include musicians who are hired for special or regular programs by networks or independent producers. The weekly wage rate is $242 in New York and slightly lower in Chicago and Los Angeles.

The outlook is that the networks will be able to effect some reductions in staff musicians quotas. There is precedence for this in the last negotiations when the Chicago staff for each network was reduced by 20 musicians over a four-year period. The most vulnerable local is in New York, where each network employs 65 musicians.

Hayward gets rights

Leland Hayward Productions Inc. has purchased rights from British Broadcasting Co. to produce for American television the topical English TV satire, That Was the Week That Was. Marshall Jamison will serve as executive producer and William Harbach producer-director of the 30-minute weekly show whose format will be restyled to be a commentary on American events with occasional excerpts from the BCC show where pertinent to American life. The program package is represented by General Artists Corp.
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CBS, NBC in dead heat in Emmy race

CONTROVERSIAL DOCUMENTARY HONORED AS 'PROGRAM OF THE YEAR'

CBS-TV and NBC-TV shared in total Emmy awards on May 26. The two networks received 12 each in the various categories for outstanding TV program work. ABC-TV won three awards.

The telecast itself started at 10 p.m. on NBC-TV but didn't conclude until 11:50 p.m. EDT, 20 minutes past the scheduled sign off.

Aside from a count of awards by network, the attractions and performers selected acclaimed the following:

**The Tunnel** on NBC-TV, awarded the statuette as the outstanding program of the year, not only was a documentary but also a controversial program that the State Department asked be kept off the air because of the delicate international situation (the program, depicting the digging of a tunnel from East to West Berlin as an escape route for refugees, finally went on the air in December 1962, after a rescheduling).

A top comedy show—**Dick Van Dyke** on CBS-TV—received awards as the standout in several categories. This was true also of Carol Burnett and her appearances in specials on CBS-TV, of The Defenders (CBS-TV), of a Ben Casey episode on ABC-TV and of a Hallmark production on Disraeli (NBC-TV).

The first station to be presented a national Emmy in a new category was WCBS-TV New York for its production of Superficial People. The first international award went to Granada Television Network (United Kingdom) for War and Peace.

Also cited by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, which presents the awards, were AT&T for Telstars I and II; Dick Powell (post-humous), and President Kennedy for his recognition of TV and participation in telecasts of importance.

As in the past seasons, the Emmys were conferred at simultaneous three-city, black-tie dinner presentations in New York, Hollywood and Washington. Following a pattern, ATAS voting selected a mixture of culture, drama, high-level information and regular entertainment.

It was noted that this was the second straight year that the telecast ran 20 minutes over, the 90-minute allotted time. Procter & Gamble, through Grey Advertising, sponsored two-thirds of the program and the other third was picked up by Libby, McNeill & Libby, through J. Walter Thompson.

Estimates placed the "per minute" audience at approximately 30 million.

The official awards list covers presentations of any length, live, taped or filmed. Classifications included cinematography for TV, electronic camera work, film editing for TV and engineering or technical excellence.

The awards list:

**PROGRAM OF THE YEAR**

(That program, created originally or fully adapted for television, which is considered to be the most outstanding presentation during the awards period. Such a program may be either one of a series or an individual presentation, either entertainment, public service or coverage of a newsworthy event, but may not include a duplicate or an approximate duplication of a presentation previously used in another medium.)—


**PROGRAMS**

Humor (regular or special program, or series)—The Dick Van Dyke Show (CBS).

Drama (regular or special program, or series)—The Defenders (CBS).

Music (regular or special program or a series)—Julie and Carol at Carnegie Hall, June 11, 1962 (CBS).

Variety (regular or special program, or series)—The Andy Williams Show (NBC).

Panel, quiz, or audience participation (regular or special program, or a series)—

**A College Because of Participation** in the program.

Children's (regular or special program, or a series)—**Watch Disney's Wonderful World of Color** (NBC).


News (regular or special program, or a series)—Hustley-Brinkley Report (NBC).

News commentary or public affairs (regular or special program, or a series)—**David Brinkley's Journal** (NBC).

International reporting or commentary (Overseas origination—person or program)—


**ACTING PERFORMANCES**

Actor in a leading role (single performance)—**George Reiter** (That program, created originally or specially for the President) on Project 20, April 15, 1962 (NBC).

In art direction and scenic design—Carroll Clark and Marvin Andrus, Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color (NBC).


In writing in comedy—Carl Reiner, The Dick Van Dyke Show (CBS).

In directing in drama—Stuart Rosenberg, The Madman (CBS).


In cinematography for television—John S. Priestley, Naked City (ABC).

Electronic camera work—The Invincible Mr. Disraeli on Hallmark Hall of Fame, April 4, 1963 (NBC).

Film editing for television—Sid Katz, The Defenders (CBS).

**THE STATION AWARD**

Superficial People, WCBS-TV New York City.

**THE INTERNATIONAL AWARD**

War and Peace, Granada Television Network Ltd., Great Britain.

**TRUSTEES AWARDS**

The American Telephone and Telegraph Company—For conceiving and developing Telstar I and Telstar 2. The launching of these satellites into the skies has spanned the oceans with a measureless gift—the promise of instant television communication between the peoples of the world.

Dick Powell—In grateful memory of his conspicuous contributions to and reflections of credit upon the industry as an actor, director, producer and executive; and for his consistent and unselfish cooperation with and support of the academy.

**TRUSTEES CITATION**

"This citation is presented to the President of the United States...

"Because you initiated and have continued to make your news conferences available to television.

"Because you have shown a willingness to expose to the public the thoughts and feelings of your office and have furthered a specially scheduled news conference as part of the first Telstar broadcast.

"Because you have participated in the program: Conversation with the President a new dimension in television communication between the White House and the people..."

"For these reasons...

"And in honor of your continued recognition of television's importance in the dialogues of a free society..." This citation is extended by the Board of Trustees of The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences to the President of the United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy."
High mortality rate

The mortality rate of new television programs this current season which won't be around come next fall is the highest so far—72%—a study made by Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, disclosed last week. Of the 32 new shows which began last fall, a total of 23 won't be back next season, the agency said. FC&B's study of the past 10 years found the previous program mortality high was 66% in the 1959-60 TV year. Ten-year average death rate: 57%.

CBS Radio drops N.Y. Philharmonic

CBS Radio has terminated its 33-year seasonal broadcasts of the New York Philharmonic concerts. The current concert season ended with the performance of May 26. The orchestra was notified the network would not continue the broadcasts another season by CBS Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes.

Mr. Hayes said the broadcasts have been declining in audience over the years. He attributed the drop to several factors, among them the changing nature of network radio program service to principally news and information. He also attributed the drop to broadcast pickups by stations of regional concerts, delayed tapings, and to a growing supply of concert music to the public through recordings and network telecasts. It was noted that the Philharmonic Society has received $90,000 a season for radio rights to the weekly concert plus additional payments which up the approximate total cost to CBS Radio to $155,000 a year. An increment study over a ten-year period on CBS Radio-owned stations found a 72.6 percent drop in audience, it was reported.

WNYC-AM-FM-TV New York, municipally owned and operated stations, offered their facilities for broadcast in New York. They also would tape the concerts for sales to stations elsewhere in the U. S. in the hope of defraying the expected financial loss to the Philharmonic Society.

Country Music Week planned

Preparation of the third annual National Country Music Week, Oct. 27-Nov. 2, is underway by the Country Music Association. CMA's president, Gene Autry, has appointed three regional co-chairmen: Roy Horton, chairman in the East; Steve Sholes in the West, and Bob Panpe in Canada. Ken Nelson will be responsible for the production of a special promotion disc to be sent to radio stations in the U.S. and Canada.

Overseas Press Club presents TV awards

NBC News won top honors in three categories at the annual presentation of awards for journalistic excellence of the Overseas Press Club of America in New York last week. Two first place awards went to CBS News and one to ABC News at the club's 24th annual awards dinner.

NBC News winners were The Tunnel for "the best television reporting from abroad," Scott Berner for "best photographic reporting (motion picture) from abroad," and Peter Dehmel and Klaus Dehmel for "superlative photography requiring exceptional courage and enterprise abroad."

CBS News' Alexander Kendrick received the award for "best interpretation of foreign affairs, radio." The television award in this category went to CBS News for its production of "East Germany—The Land Beyond The Wall," one of the CBS Reports series.

ABC News' Sidney Lazard was named winner for "best radio reporting from abroad."

Citations were presented to NBC News' Piero Anderton and Joseph Harsch; ABC News' Charles Arnot, Howard K. Smith and the ABC News Special Projects Division for Meet Comrade Student and to CBS News for its production So That Men Are Free.

Faulk's life to be filmed

Tandem Productions, Hollywood, announced last week it will produce a motion picture in 1964 depicting the life of John Henry Faulk, radio and television personality. Mr. Faulk won a $3.5 million judgment for libel last year in a case involving "blacklisting" in the broadcast field.

Tandem said it has acquired the motion picture rights to a book by Mr. Faulk now is writing. It will be published by Simon & Schuster in January 1964.

Film sales...

The 12-Hour Grind (Triangle Stations): Half-hour color film of Sebring, Fla., auto race, sold to: WPIX(TV) New York; WLW(TV) Columbus, Ohio; WJRT(TV) Flint, Mich.; WDAF(TV) Kansas City, Mo.; WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WAGA-TV Atlanta; WTVY(TV) Indianapolis; WGR-TV Buffalo; KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.; KFMB-TV San Diego; WPTA(TV) Fort Wayne, Ind.; WSM-TV Nashville; WMC(TV) Memphis; KPRC-TV Houston; KXTV(TV) Sacramento, Calif.; and KRON-TV San Francisco.
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Sarnoff to speak

The initiation of a new weekly series on NBC Radio, "Toscanini—The Man Behind the Legend," will be marked by an intermission talk by Brigadier General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, when the show begins Wednesday, June 5 (9:05-10 p.m. EDT). It was General Sarnoff, then NBC board chairman, who was instrumental in bringing Mr. Toscanini out of retirement in 1937 and launching the 17-year series in which the Italian conductor participated with the NBC Symphony on radio and recordings.

Starring Dennis James, will replace Ben Jerrod, a new series this season in the NBC-TV daytime schedule. The quiz, produced by Four Star Television, will be seen beginning July 1 (Monday-Friday, 2-2:25 p.m. EDT).

Free films for TV • The Broadcast Information Bureau reports that there has been an increase of 10% in the number of available public relations films intended for TV and a 7% increase in the number of organizations underwriting this type of film. Information on public relations film is incorporated in the 10th edition of the TV Free Film Source Book released to subscribers by BIB. The bureau reports that between the release of its 1962 and 1963 volumes, 953 public relations films were added and 622 dropped.

'Hedda Gabler' set

CBS-TV last week set Dec. 9, 1963, as the date it will schedule the 90-minute Hedda Gabler, the Henrik Ibsen play that the network taped for TV using BBC studio facilities in London a year ago. The program appeared on BBC on Dec. 28, 1962.

Desilu extends GAC sales pact

Desilu Productions has extended the contract of General Artists Corp. to serve as exclusive sales agency for Desilu's network television sales through the sales season for the 1964-65 broadcast season.

THE MEDIA

RATINGS MONKEY BUSINESS

American Research Bureau voids Green Bay survey after station asks diary keepers to reveal selves

The May-June American Research Bureau survey of metropolitan Green Bay, Wis., was voided by ARB last week because of a station's admitted attempt to "insure the accuracy of the survey."

ARB stopped the regularly scheduled survey, which was to have been published in mid-July, when it learned that WLUK-TV Green Bay had broadcast announcements requesting ARB diary keepers to call the station. According to field representatives of the ratings firm, the station began running the announcements Friday evening (May 24), one week after the four-week survey began.

Canceling Spots • On Wednesday (May 29), Norman M. Postles, secretary-treasurer of M & M Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLUK-TV, notified ARB that the station was discontinuing the announcements immediately. Mr. Postles said he would go to ARB headquarters in Beltsville, Md., this week to meet with Ralph Crutchfield, station sales manager for ARB, and negotiate for a new survey of the Green Bay market at WLUK-TV's expense.

John H. Borgen, general manager of WLUK-TV, said the spots consisted of a "bulletin" slide with voice-over: "If you have received an American Research Bureau television survey book in the mail this past week, please call WLUK-TV at Hemlock 2-6468. We have an important message and surprise for you."

ARB reported that callers were told the gift would be some scratch paper and a pen and that the station would also send a letter explaining the importance of the diary and telling how to fill it in.

Mr. Postles said the station's move was an attempt "to make the survey as accurate as possible. We are advising people we have talked to, to be most careful, most complete in preparing their diaries."

diaries eliminated revealed no indication of pressure on the part of the station to alter the recorded viewing or the viewing habits of the persons keeping the diaries."

Not The Same • ARB said it could not apply the Sweetwater/Abilene techniques to the Green Bay situation because WLUK-TV had begun its announcements so early in the survey. Mr. Bor- gen said the station had aired the announcements on a run of schedule basis, with most being aired in the morning hours.

Asked how WLUK-TV was logging the announcements, Mr. Postles would not comment.

An official of another Green Bay station reported that an ARB diary-keeper from Appleton, Wis., had apparently seen the WLUK-TV announcement, called his station asking for her "important message" and gift. He said the call was referred to WLUK-TV.

Mr. Crutchfield said the survey had to be voided since the diary-keepers who responded to the television announcements had become "atypical," having spoken with an official of one of the stations.

ARB plans to send a special bulletin and letter to all agencies and clients telling them why the survey isn't being published.

The survey firm's officials were apprehensive of consequences if the station practices in Green Bay and Sweetwater/Abilene were to spread. "If 30 stations started doing it," an ARB official said, it could affect the national sweeps.

Media reports ...

WLS to editorialize • WLS Chicago has started a new editorial policy with initial series titled "Smut On Our Newsstands." The ABC-owned outlet will air editorials as occasion demands. A single issue will be treated continuously for a month or more and many times daily if necessary. Newsman Bernard Miller will prepare and voice the editorials approved by WLS President Ralph Beaudin and editorial board.

New quarters • KNHM-FM Los Angeles has moved to new quarters at 301 S. Kingsley Drive, Los Angeles 5. Telephone remains Dunkirk 5-7421. Continental/International Productions, subsidiary of KNHM-FM, has also moved to the new address.

New salesmakers • Effective June 15, KILO Grand Forks and KDLY Devils Lake, both North Dakota, will join the North Dakota Salesmaker Group. Their regional representative will be Dean & Slaughter Inc., Minneapolis.

Macfadden-Bartell purchase • The Macfadden-Bartell Corp. has purchased

True Confessions and Motion Picture magazines from Fawcett Publications for an estimated $2 million. Macfadden-Bartell also owns WADO New York; WOKY Milwaukee and KCBQ San Diego and Telecuracao, a television station in the Netherland Antilles. It is also the majority stockholder of Macfadden Teleglobe Denver, franchise holder for the Teleglobe system of subscription television proposed to be operated over the facilities of KCTO(TV) in that city.

Colleges get $116,000
CBS Foundation grants

CBS Foundation Inc. has announced grants to institutions of higher education totaling $116,000 for 1963. Seven $3,000 unrestricted grants will be presented to six institutions honoring graduates of those schools who are now CBS executives. The balance will be distributed to 11 colleges and college associations.

The seven CBS executives recognized and their alma maters: Frank Beazley, general sales manager, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Stanford University; Willard Block, international sales manager, CBS Films Inc., Columbia University; Blair Clark, general manager and vice president, CBS News, Harvard University; Ralph Daniels, national sales manager, KNXT(TV) Los Angeles, Pomona College; David Fuchs, director, market development, CBS-TV, Yale University; John McCrorey, assistant sales manager, KMOX-TV St. Louis, Fordham University and Renville McMan, director of engineering, military and industrial systems, CBS Laboratories, Yale University.

The CBS Foundation has given over $1.5 million to colleges and universities since organization of its educational grants program in 1954.

Broadcasters-print men meet under UPI banner

United Press International, believing that broadcasters and newspapermen can learn a lot from each other, held a combined meeting of the UPI Newspaper Editors and Broadcasters of Wisconsin in Milwaukee May 24-25.

Richard Leonard, managing editor of the Milwaukee Journal and president of the UPI Newspaper Editors, noted that the meeting was held "because we both have problems that have a common solution."

Bill Garry, president of the Radio-Television News Directors Association, drew special attention to the joint crusading efforts of WBBM-TV Chicago and the Chicago Daily News. The two media recently joined hands to illuminate Chicago's slum problems (Broadcasting, May 27).
Radio code board meets—and talks

PROPOSED CHANGES IN TIME STANDARDS ARE PLACED ON THE TABLE

There will be no immediate changes in the commercial time standards contained in the radio code of the National Association of Broadcasters, the radio code board decreed last week.

The code board, meeting for one and one-half days in Washington, tabled for the present all proposed changes in the time standards (Broadcasting, May 27). In other actions, the code board:

- Adopted a statement alleging that incorporation of the time standards into government rules "would spell the doom of self-regulation in broadcasting."
- Approved in principle the recommendation of NAB Code Authority Director Robert D. Swezy for a broadcasting-advertising study of the entire problem with emphasis on the "quality" of commercials.
- Heard a report from Charles Stone, NAB code rulemaker, showing that there is 91.7% compliance with the radio code (among subscribers who number some 37% of total radio stations).
- Recommended two minor changes in the code to the NAB radio board.
- Appointed a three-man "screening committee" to consider proposed changes and alternates to the present time standards.

A large portion of last week's meeting was devoted to pending proposals to relax the time standards and the FCC's threat to formally embrace in its rules the industry's prescribed commercial maximums. In view of the serious implications of the FCC rulemaking, "this board feels that it would be doing a disservice to the public, broadcasters now number 409, 70% of all operating stations, it was pointed out.

The present radio code and its time standards have been in effect less than three years and "in that relatively brief period have acquired 1,830 subscribers—over 37% of the much larger and diversified radio business," the board said. An increase of radio subscribers of 19% over the past year "can scarcely be termed an unhealthy rate of growth," the statement continued.

Critics of the radio code ignore its many accomplishments and persist in the allegation that it has been unsuccessful in "restraining what is loosely referred to as overcommercialism," the board charged. "Overcommercialism has never been satisfactorily defined and probably never will be."

The board said that it has become "increasingly aware" that no quantitative measure of the amount of commercials without regard to content, quality and techniques of production can serve as a measuring stick for advertising. Alluding to Mr. Swezy's recommended study, the board said that a more realistic and meaningful gauge must be developed. "But if industry efforts toward that end are to be productive," the board said, "they must not be constrained by government fiat." The board concluded:

"We are convinced that the adoption of the proposal would constitute an ill-considered intrusion in an area in which government dictate is not only unnecessary but unwarranted. We therefore earnestly urge the commission to withdraw the proposal and to leave this matter of the appropriate presentation of commercials to the

At the May 27 meeting of the radio code review board were (l to r): Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane; Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore; Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; Robert D. Swezy, NAB code authority director; Lee Fondren, KLZ Denver; Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C.; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG Worcester, Mass., and Charles M. Stone, radio code authority manager. Absent from the photo: Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis, and Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., board chairman.
NAB's opposition going 'through channels'

There is no "sound need" for a national meeting of broadcasters to crystallize uniform opposition to the FCC's plan to adopt the commercial time standards now encompassed in the radio-TV codes of the National Association of Broadcasters, according to NAB President LeRoy Collins.

Repying to a request by the Georgia Association of Broadcasters that the NAB call such a meeting, Governor Collins said that the NAB will develop its strategy of opposition "through normal channels."

GAB made its proposal to the national association following a May 25 "emergency" meeting of its board of directors. Jack Williams, GAB executive secretary, wrote Governor Collins of the Georgia request and said that GAB would hold off on plans to call its own meeting of southern states to give the NAB an opportunity to act.

Five states already have supported the Georgia position, Mr. Williams said. "We have no desire to splinter or oppose NAB," he told Governor Collins, "but we feel strongly that urgent action must be taken—and soon. . . Georgia broadcasters hope to have and expect NAB's leadership."

Governor Collins, in reply to GAB, said that "no one has any reason to doubt where we stand on this issue." He said NAB opposition will be developed through committees, board and staff considerations "and will be pressed in the manner we conclude will be most effective."

The NAB president told GAB to use "your own judgment as to what meetings you stimulate, but any impression you may give . . . that NAB may not be concerned or not active in its efforts will be wholly erroneous."

NAB plans to ask the FCC for an extension of the present July 1 deadline for comments on the controversial rulemaking. NAB Vice President Howard Bell disclosed in a letter to Mr. Williams. He said the NAB board, meeting in Washington June 24-28, will go over the proposal in planning the NAB's opposition.

N. C. The ninth radio code board member, Richard M. Fairbanks, W4AC Indianapolis, did not attend.

In the face of the FCC threat to adopt the time standards, the board tabled all pending proposals to relax, amend or repeal them entirely. And, while the board was meeting, the concept of expressing commercial limitations in percentages rather than minutes, and computing on a daily rather than an hourly basis (BROADCASTING, May 27), continued to be pushed outside Washington.

No Change In Total = Broadcasters advocating this approach stressed that it could be adopted on a basis that would not change the permissible total of commercial content, yet would permit a redistribution of that content to accommodate the needs of most if not virtually all stations, large or small.

Thus, its supporters maintained, more stations would be "able" to subscribe to the code—and more subscribers would be able to adhere more closely to it.

In television, for example, it was estimated that this could be accomplished by amending the code to read that not more than 20% of the entire broadcast day, not more than 25% of any one hour, should be devoted to commercials.

These figures would in no way represent a relaxation of current standards, advocates emphasized.

These supporters felt that, in addition, there should be a qualitative study such as Mr. Swezey has proposed to learn more about how the nature of a commercial, as distinguished from the simple measure of its length, contributes to so-called overcommercialization. But they urged the adoption of their code revisions now, contending that the qualitative study, no matter how desirable, should not be used as an excuse—or a reason—for deferring valid changes.

Monitoring Report = A random sampling of 244 radio code stations showed 91.7% compliance with limitations on commercials during 1,088 of the most-listened-to hours of the broadcast day, Mr. Stone reported. Hours covered in the monitoring were 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m. during the past 10 months.

During the monitored hours, there were only 91 hours of commercial time in excess of that prescribed by the code, or 8.3% above the maximum. The 91 hours averaged to one minute, 41 seconds an hour above the time standards' allowable maximum of 18 minutes commercial time for any given hour.

Mr. Ellis said the results show "an excellent degree of compliance." He speculated that most instances of violations were inadvertent rather than a deliberate flaunting of the code.

The monitoring report showed that compliance averaged 93.8% during the evening and 89.6% from 7-9 a.m.

The code board recommended that the radio code be amended to include a specific provision against the disparagement of competitive products by advertisers. Another proposed change would state that "religious program shall place emphasis on religious doctrines of faith and worship," excluding the present specific prohibition against the presentation of controversial or partisan views "not directly or necessarily related to religion or morality."

These proposed changes, as well as the time standards, will be considered by the NAB radio board at its June 24 meeting in Washington. The code board cannot make final changes and only recommends to the parent body.

Georgia vetoes Texas plan

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters has voted "unanimously" not to accept the invitation of the Texas Association of Broadcasters to join a proposed Federation of State Associations (BROADCASTING, May 27).

"This is an extremely poor time to further splinter the broadcasting indus-
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Some of those who criticize the NAB (National Association of Broadcasters) defends the NAB's role of leadership "do so in apparent ignorance of the true facts. Frequently, also, the critic will provide nothing more than a vague, general emotional appeal without suggesting alternative courses of action," he charged.

While the NAB is "disturbed by some current FCC procedures," Governor Collins said, he urged that "no one heed the prophets of doom—those on the fringes of our industry who would have us believe that there is implacable enmity between the FCC and the broadcaster. . . ."

He urged those who disagree with NAB policies to work within its established framework to seek changes "rather than attempt from the outside to weaken the whole fabric of industry unity . . . . Otherwise, there can be no recognizable voice of broadcasting, only a meaningless din of chaos and confusion with inevitable ultimate default and failure."

NAB's No. 1 objective is to help broadcasters to become better and stronger, Governor Collins said. The NAB has a strong government relations program to avoid federal incursion into broadcasting.

Renewal Letters • For the first time in public, the NAB president mentioned license renewal inquiries which the FCC is sending to TV stations questioning local live programming. "Certainly one can raise questions on this subject," he said, "but such questions should be direct and meaningful to obtain useful answers. To ask a question of a licensee in a form to indicate to some that a particular answer is desired is, I submit, improper."

The NAB president spoke specifically of two broadcasting problems with government — congressional investigation of the ratings services and the FCC's threat to adopt the NAB's commercial time standards. He said the industry's ratings research plan (Broadcasting, May 27) is a "bold and unprecedented concept that will be one of the most significant developments in the history of broadcasting." The primary objective of the plan, he said, is to assure that audience measurement services are valid, reliable and effective.

If more stations subscribe to the NAB radio and TV codes, Governor Collins said, the FCC rulemaking "would never have seen the light of day." He said this threat of government intrusion is wrong and the NAB will oppose it "with all our strength and effectiveness. Discipline is needed in this area, but this is a proper place for self discipline through our own initiative and resources, not for government stricture."

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

• WOZ Decatur, Ill.: Sold by Frank C. Schroeder Jr. to Stephen P. Bellinger, Morris E. Kemper, Joel W. Townsend, Ben H. Townsend and K. Keith Coleman for $325,000. The buyers control WIZZ Streator and WRAM Monmouth, both Illinois. WOZ is a 1 kW daytimer on 1050 kc with MBS affiliation. Broker was Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

• WRIM Pahokee, Fla.: Sold by WRIM Inc. to Mr. and Mrs. John N. Traxler for $23,000. Station is 500 w daytimer on 1250 kc. Broker was Chapman Co.

• KDWC (FM) West Covina, Calif.: Sold by J. Kent Blanché and associates to Sherman J. McQueen and group of Southern California local businessmen for $15,000. Station, which has been silent since July 1962, operates on 98.3 mc with 810 w. Broker was Wilt Gunzendorfer & Associates.

APPROVED • The following transfer of station interests was announced by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see For The Record, page 88):

• KTVV (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.: Sold by the Los Angeles Times-Mirror to Metromedia Inc. for $10,390,000 (see page 75).

MAAC names permanent group on standards

MBS announced last week that the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee has appointed a permanent research committee to study ways and means of establishing a single-standard of radio listening measurement.

MAAC approved the move at a
meeting of its 25 members in Nassau, Bahamas. Ray Anderson, research and marketing director of the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., parent company of Mutual, was named consultant to the research committee.

MAAC unanimously commended the administration of the network and its news and special events divisions for performing "a most outstanding job in serving the affiliates with a superior radio service."

The committee re-elected Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa., chairman. Other officers elected were Carter C. Peterson, WBOY Savannah, Ga., vice chairman, and Ed Breen, KVPD Fort Dodge, Iowa, secretary.

**WUHY-TV gets CBS grant of $100,000**

CBS-TV continued its financial support of educational television with the announcement last week of a $100,000 grant to assist operation of WUHY-TV, the ETV outlet for Philadelphia.

According to CBS officials, the contribution raises to $1,350,000 the amount which the network has given in cash contributions to various ETV enterprises in the country.

WUHY-TV previously had received equipment, facilities and technical aid from CBS, and when the station's studios were hit by fire in 1960 the CBS-owned WCAU-TV in Philadelphia made its studios and facilities available to WUHY-TV then WHYY-TV.

In making the gift, CBS President Frank Stanton said that CBS supported efforts to make television "a useful tool of instruction, to develop new educational techniques, and to supplement the intellectual and cultural activities of commercial television. We welcome, both the opportunity that commercial television has to learn from educational television's greater freedom to experiment and the increased competition to earn the viewer's attention," he said.

**Microwave for ETV planned**

An agreement to exchange educational TV programing by microwave transmission has been announced by the New Jersey Educational Television Corp. and WHYY-TV Inc. of Philadelphia.

Initially the system will link NJ-ETV's proposed channel 77 Essex with WHYY-TV and later connect ETV outlets in New Brunswick, Atlantic City and Glassboro as part of the "live network." The proposed system will link the four New Jersey educational stations with each other as well as with WUHY-TV.

**FCC okays sale of KTTV(TV) Los Angeles**

**METROMEDIA PURCHASE GIVES IT FULL TV QUOTA**

The FCC unanimously approved the sale last week of KTTV(TV) Los Angeles from the Los Angeles/Times Mirror Co. to Metromedia Inc. for $100,390,000, one of the highest prices for a broadcast property.

In approving the transfer, with Commissioner Robert T. Bartley abstaining, the commission said it was without prejudice to its avowed hope that one of Los Angeles' seven VHF stations might become an educational, non-commercial outlet. This was expressed in the FCC's 1961 notice of inquiry.

The grant was conditioned on (1) the outcome of the ex parte proceedings involving WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla., and (2) that John P. Crisconi relinquish his stockholdings in either Metromedia Inc. or WXTV(TV) Utica, N. Y. The Orlando case involves allegations of ex parte contacts with members of the FCC resultng in the channel 9 grant to Mid-Florida Television Corp. in 1957. John W. Kluge, president of Metromedia, was at that time a principal stockholder in the Orlando applicant. He has since disposed of his interest in that station. WFTV(TV) principals were cleared of the off-the-record taint by the FCC after a rehearing.

Mr. Crisconi owns less than 1% of Metromedia stock and a little over 6% of the WXTV ownership. With the acquisition of KTTV, Metromedia becomes the owner of five VHF and two UHF television stations. In an attempt to overcome this technical violation of the duopoly rule (which prohibits any one entity from owning more than five VHF and two UHF television outlets), Mr. Crisconi placed his WXTV stock in a trusteeship. The commission, however, did not accept this arrangement. WXTV principals recently purchased KSDT-TV Wichita Falls, Tex. (Broadcasting, March 18).

The transaction involves the acquisition of all the stock of the Times Mirror Broadcasting Co., licensee of the channel 11 independent. Robert W. Brehner, president and general manager of the station, will remain in charge.

Still To Come * Still pending FCC approval is Metromedia's purchase of KLAC-AM-FM Los Angeles for $4.5 million (Broadcasting, March 18). Only

---

**EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!**

**MIDWEST**

— Full time radio station in large, prosperous market. This good-powered facility grossed approximately $250,000.00 in 1962 and is capable of doing much better. **Contact—Richard A. Shaheen in our Chicago office.**

**WEST**

— Good power and frequency provide excellent market coverage for this full time radio station. Presently running 15% ahead of 1962 gross of $190,000.00—plus. **Price for a quick sale of $260,000.00 cash. Contact—John F. Hardesty in our San Francisco office.**
three weeks ago Metromedia announced the purchase of WCBM-AM-FM Baltimore for $2 million (Broadcasting, May 20).

Metromedia's broadcast holdings: WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York; KMBC-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.; WTTG(TV) Washington; KOVR(TV) Sacramento, Calif.; all VHF, and WTVH(TV) Peoria and WTVP(TV) Decatur, both Illinois and both UHF; and WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia and WHK-AM-FM Cleveland. It also owns the outdoor advertising firm of Foster & Kleiser.

Fire hits Chicago FM

WDHF(FM) Chicago expected to resume broadcasting over the weekend from temporary studios, James DeHaan, president-general manager, said Thursday. The station went off the air May 24 after a $100,000 fire which also destroyed new stereo and automation gear waiting to be installed.

Petry reps for shortwave station

Some of results of first contract placed by Edward Petry & Co. as sales representative for an international broadcasting service are examined on the desk of Ralph Pennell, marketing director of Electric Storage Battery Co. International, which through Petry placed the campaign on Radio New York Worldwide (WRUL).

ESB, one of the sponsors of WRUL's coverage of the Gordon Cooper space flight, got almost 3,000 letters (average postage: 30 cents) in response to an offer of a Ray-O-Vac flashlight. With Mr. Pennell (seated) are (1 to r), Jack Duffy, Petry sales representative; David Wheeler, ESB sales representative, and Gene Mancini, ESB assistant merchandising and advertising director.

WRUL's appointment of Petry to handle sales to U. S. companies doing business overseas was announced last week. Petry meanwhile has racked up sales to Chrysler International, RCA, Champion Spark Plugs, and Voice of Prophecy. Radio New York, which was acquired Jan. 1 by the Mormon Church, is headed by Ralf Brent. It is an international affiliate of ABC Radio.

'No payola' affidavits sought by KFWB

About 20 record promoters have signed affidavits that they have not made gifts of more than nominal value to any employee of KFWB Los Angeles, J. Joseph Bernard, station manager, said last week. Several affidavits are coming in each day, he said, and he looks for the trend to continue until all, or the vast majority, of the city's record promoters are accounted for. Some are delaying, he said, because they represent companies with Eastern headquarters which must be checked before any local action is taken.

The affidavits are in response to a letter written May 14 by Mr. Bernard requesting all record promoters who submit records for use on KFWB that they have not engaged in any form of payola to get their records played. The letter states that it was written as a result of an anonymous telephone call to Joseph C. Drilling, president of Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Co., owner of KFWB and other radio stations. The call, Mr. Bernard stated, charged that KFWB's record librarian, Don Anti, "demands and receives gifts of monies, clothing, extensive trips and an inordinate amount of entertainment from certain record promoters and record companies." The caller said that if Mr. Anti is not replaced, a report of his activities will be made to the FCC.

Mr. Bernard said that he too had received anonymous calls and has asked for "names, incidents and proof" without receiving any evidence to back up any of the charges. His letter quotes one of the basic CCBC policies forbidding the acceptance by staff members of any gift having a normal retail value of more than $20 or a loan of any amount and adds that each employee signs an affidavit every three months that he has complied with this policy.

"I approach this problem with the premise that all of you are honest and above reproach in the areas mentioned. . . ." Mr. Bernard wrote the record promoters. "I therefore ask each of you in the promotion business to sign and notarize the attached form. . . . If anyone does not do so, it shall become my duty to see that he is barred from the station."

The letter was discussed at a meeting of the Southern California Record Industry Promoters and the question was raised why it was sent to them rather than to the record distributors or manufacturers. "The answer is simple," Mr. Bernard explained. "The promoters are the people we do business with, not the manufacturers or the distributors. The promoters bring the records to us and leave them for us to play and then to decide whether or not they merit use on the air for our program format."

KFWB gets about 200 records a week, submitted almost entirely by record promoters, he said. A committee is made up of the program director, the music librarian and the disc jockies, listens to about 40 records of the total and decides which should go on the station's play list for the following week. "The librarian selects the records for the committee to hear. Therefore his opinion is especially important to the record people," Mr. Bernard said that he believes the anonymous phone caller is a disgruntled promoter whose records have failed to get on the KFWB play list. There are about 100 record promot-
ers active in the Los Angeles area and about 60 of these belong to SCIRP. The president of SCIRP, Russ Regan of Buckeye Record Distributors, and the organization’s secretary, Pamela Burns, an independent record promoter, have both signed affidavits, Mr. Bernard said. To date, he added, no one has flatly refused to sign one.

66 broadcasters enrolled for seminar

Broadcast executives, 66 strong, will invade the Harvard University campus this summer for the fourth annual executive development seminar sponsored by the National Association of Broadcasters.

James H. Hulbert, manager of the NAB department of broadcast management who is in charge of the seminar, said that no more registrations can be accepted for the July 14-26 sessions at the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. Station executives plan to attend from 26 states, Canada, Puerto Rico and an American newsman from England, he said.

The course is designed to develop skills in the analysis and solution of management problems and special attention will be given to competitive programing, personnel, finances and selling. Instruction will be by the “case method” technique developed by the Harvard Business School. Special research materials provided by the broadcasters and specifically tailored for the seminar will be used, Mr. Hulbert said.

A complete list of registrants follows:

COLORADO—Lee Fondren, KLZ Denver.
FLORIDA—Edmund Ansin, WCKT TV Miami; William Faber, WPLA TV Tampa; Kenneth F. Small, WRUF Gainesville.
GEORGIA—Charles Moss, WRCM Rome; Joseph Higgins, WATV TV Atlanta; Virgil B. Wolff, WDDW TV Augusta.
ILLINOIS—Timothy Ives, WJBC Bloomington; Thomas Miller, ABC Television Spot Sales, Chicago.
INDIANA—Hugh Kibbe, WFMB-TV Indianapolis.
IOWA—Kenneth Haste, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids.
KANSAS—Robert Schmidt, KAYS-TV Hays.
LOUISIANA—Roger Davison, WJBO Baton Rouge; Paul Coleman, KNOE-AM TV Monroe; Robert Schuller, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
MAINE—Richard Bronson, WABI-TV Bangor; Robert Maynard, WMTW-TV Portland; Donald Power, WCN-TV Portland; Eugene Wilkinson, WGAN-TV Portland.
MASSACHUSETTS—Leslie Arries Jr., WBDH-TB Boston; Donald Thurston, WMN North Adams.
MICHIGAN—Donald DeSmit Jr., WKOK-TV Kalamazoo; James Gross, WUM-AM-TV Lansing; Michael Lareau, WOOD Grand Rapids; Franklin Sisson, WWJ-TV Detroit.
MISSOURI—Ray Karpowich, KSD-TV St. Louis; Robert Wernigton, WDAF-TV Kansas City.
MONTANA—Edmund Peals, KOOK-AM TV Billings.
NEBRASKA—Ed Hundley, KNCY Nebraska City.
NEVADA—Lee Hirshland, KOLO-TV Reno.
NORTH CAROLINA—Victor Dawson, WFFC Fayetteville; L. F. Jones, WGST Winston-Salem; Penn Watson, Jr., WGMT Wilson.
NORTH DAKOTA—A. L. Anderson, KFYR Bismarck.
OHIO—James Burgess, WDLW Cincinnati; George Campbell Jr., Peoples Broadcasting Corporation, Columbus; Harry Crowl, WAVI Dayton; Lawrence Rogers, Taft Broadcasting Company, Cincinnati; David Stewart, WATN Youngstown; Richard Wolfe, WBNS Columbus.
PENNSYLVANIA—Arthur Carlson WSBA York; E. J. Mehan, Jr., WPBS Philadelphia; Dan Shields, WGAL-AM TV Lancaster.
RHODE ISLAND—Albert Gillen, WPRT Providence; H. William Koster, WEAN Providence.
SOUTH CAROLINA—Bruce Buchanan WFBG, Greenville; Law Eppes, WIS TV Columbia; Charles Sanders, WSFA-AM TV Spartanburg.
TEXAS—John O’Brien, KTON Belton; Edwin Pfeiffer, WFBA TV Dallas; William Terry, KRBC, KACB TV Abilene.
VIRGINIA—Harold Barre WRVA, Richmond; Harold Sodinger, WATR TV Norfolk; J. Glenn Taylor, WAVY TV Portsmouth.
WASHINGTON—Lincoln Miller, KIRO-AM TV Seattle.
WISCONSIN—Arlo D. Bice, Jr., WCWC Ripon; Norman M. Postles, Superior.

Also attending will be:

Dennis Barkman, CFAM Altona, Manitoba, Canada; Rod Macleish, Westwinghouse Broadcasting Co., London; Harlan C. McFadden, WKAQ San Juan; Segismundo Quinones Jr., WPRM San Juan.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Tax reform would hit family-owned firms

BILL CAN ADD $10 MILLION A YEAR TO U. S. COFFERS

High-bracket tax payers who set up personal or family-owned corporations for tax purposes—a grouping which includes some television performers and other people in broadcasting—would be affected by a tax reform proposal tentatively approved last week by the House Ways and Means Committee.

Subject to review by the committee, the proposal is aimed at catching about $10 million in tax revenue which the government says it loses to “incorporated pocketbooks” of the wealthy. Under present laws corporations pay a tax rate of 7.6% on dividend income, but individuals pay from 16 to 87%, depending on their tax bracket. The first $50 is exempt in either case.

The reforms would tighten up restrictions in this area which President Kennedy called “inadequate” in his January tax message. If adopted, the measures
A television system for the blind?

ELECTRIC IMPULSES ON BRAIN MAY MAKE IT POSSIBLE

A television system may someday bypass the eye and send electric impulses directly to the brain, enabling a blind person to "watch" television. This possibility was presented by Dr. Allen DuMont at the International Television Symposium in Montreux, Switzerland.

Dr. DuMont is the founder and senior technical consultant of DuMont Laboratories Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. He said "there are outstanding electronic scientists who are convinced that we will be able, eventually, to feed electrical waves directly to the human brain...with such precision that in combination with the human nervous system, a blind person will actually enjoy television pictures."

Other developments in TV envisioned by Dr. DuMont:
- "There is little question that color television of a 3-dimension type will replace present black-and-white receivers while the sound portion will be stereophonic.
- "Our better receivers will have their own tape recorder in order that particular programs can be taped.
- "Miniaturization will take over in the area of the pickup camera, so that we will have television cameras that will weigh less than a pound.
- "Interconnection from city-to-city or country-to-country will utilize lasers in combination with fiber optics, rather than presently existing coaxial cable and microwave."

FM-stereo in about half of combination sets

Almost 50% of all radio-television and radio-phonograph combination sets produced during the first quarter of 1963 were capable of FM-stereo reception, the Electronic Industries Association has reported.

During the first three months of this year, 24,465 radio-TV combinations out of 62,816 had FM-stereo. In radio-phonograph combinations, 180,752 out of a total of 348,436 were equipped to receive stereo signals. This adds up to 205,217 combination receivers out of 411,252 total capable of receiving stereo. For all of last year, 767,539 combination receivers (nearly 46%) out of a total of 1,677,385 combinations had FM-stereo.

Audio Devices report

Audio Devices Inc., New York, magnetic tape manufacturer, quarterly report for period ending March 31:

- Total sales 868,371
- Total shares outstanding 1,475,000

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

First quarter set sales figures

Production of TV receivers with UHF spurted in March to a high of 76,481, more than any month in the last 15 months, Electronic Industries Association has reported. EIA also said that distributor television set sales for the first quarter of this year were more than 73,000 sets above the total sales for the same period last year. Radio sales for the quarter were down by almost 300,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>TV (With UHF)</th>
<th>Radio</th>
<th><strong>FM</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-March 1963</td>
<td>1,641,617</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-March 1962</td>
<td>1,567,987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-March 1963</td>
<td>1,738,781</td>
<td>2,187,540**</td>
<td>(264,125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-March 1962</td>
<td>1,689,614</td>
<td>4,625,844</td>
<td>(241,736)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Does not include auto radios.
**Includes 1,929,809 auto radios compared to 1,618,331 for same quarter in 1962. FM production does not include FM auto receivers.

Cameras now 'lock on' to track launches

Photographers are now using television to "lock on" to space rockets so that the camera automatically follows a launch.

A compact tracking system, developed by Douglas Aircraft Co. and Admiral Co., was used three weeks ago at the Cooper launch. Motion picture cameras were mounted on top of a 19-foot van, alongside of which was a
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vidicon TV camera trained on the Atlas missile. At launch, the Atlas's exhaust flames created an electronic "signature" for the TV cameras which automatically tracked the flight until booster burnout. Coupled to the TV camera via a servo-mechanism control was the motion picture camera.

Films from the motion picture camera were processed automatically in the van and furnished to the television pool and still photographers. The picture from the vidicon also can be video taped or used for live broadcast.

The system has been used previously to guide radar antennas at White Sands missile range in New Mexico during the hypersonic flight of the Nike-Zeus anti-missile missile; to track an Areas rocket at Wallops Island, and to track the Delta vehicle which launched Telstar II at Cape Canaveral.

Zenith displays new color tube at parts show

Although Zenith Radio Corp. is not expected to announce the start of commercial production and technical details of its color picture tube for several weeks, a factory model of the new 21-inch three-gun shadow mask tube was on display in Chicago at the 1963 Electronic Parts Distributors show.

The new tube was described as the "blood brother" of RCA's standard color tube. It is being made under cross-licensing agreements between Zenith and RCA, it was explained.

The new color tube is being made by Rauland Corp., a Zenith subsidiary, and was on display with other Zenith-Rauland TV picture tubes at the Rauland exhibit. Rauland has supplied Zenith with color TV tubes for some dozen or more years for the set maker's own developmental purposes, a Rauland representative said.

A new UHF all-channel booster to extend fringe area home reception of UHF TV stations was introduced at the May parts show by Blonder-Tongue Labs, which claimed the unit is the first all-channel unit of its kind. Jerroll Electronics also displayed its new line of top-of-the-set UHF converters which enable existing VHF-only set owners to tune UHF too. Models tune all UHF channels 14 to 83 and range in price from $29.95 to $49.95.

Many of the exhibits this year also disclosed increased interest in FM stereo and citizens band radio. The parts show is sponsored jointly each year by the Electronic Industries Association, Western Electronic Manufacturers Association, Association of Electronic Manufacturers Inc. and National Electronic Distributors Association.

Teletypewriter to sell manufacturing operations

Teletypewriter Corp., New York, announced last week that it plans to sell the electronics manufacturing operations of the company to a private group of investors, and henceforth concentrate on its community antenna, closed-circuit and live meeting production services.

Neither the price nor the identity of the prospective purchasers was divulged. Stockholder approval of the sale will be sought at the company's annual meeting in July. The electronic manufacturing division makes the Conley continuous loop magnetic tape cartridges, Weathers high-fidelity components, and products used in broadcasting, government and education.

Teletypewriter had a net loss of $800,000 in 1961 and a net profit of $55,000 in 1962.

Technical topics

Tube plant = International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. has started construction of a $3.5 million Electron Tube Division unit at Easton, Pa. The plant will manufacture "special purpose tubes" and include research facilities for the IT&T system.

New technical handbook = General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky., has re-leased its tenth edition of "Essential Characteristics," receiving tube, capacitor and picture tube handbook. Priced at $1.50, the publication features several innovations from past editions. All receiving tubes with same base pin connections are listed together alongside respective baging diagrams.

Shielded containers - Spun construction netic containers in two sizes, 3/8-inches and 20-inches, are being made available through Magnetic Shield Division of Perfection Mica Co., Chicago.

Animation equipment = S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, New York, has introduced two new animation stands, "Tel-Animastand" models IA and IIA. The IIA is a portable table model with self adjusting platens, motorized vertical camera adjustment and fully rotating camera priced at $4,500. The IA, a similar model with "zoom motor drive," is reported to be suited for titles, TV commercials and other animation production. It lists at $3,250.

Digital gear Digital display units which were part of CBS-TV's election tallying equipment are being marketed by CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn. The units are described as suitable for production control systems, time interval displays, tabulation and a variety of other uses.
Radio month produces crop of promotions
TRANSISTORS ARE STATIONS' FAVORITE GIVEAWAYS

Governors signed proclamations and stations developed contests to promote May as National Radio Month.

In Michigan, where Governor George Romney issued a proclamation for radio month, the Mid-State FM Network presented him with an FM stereo radio. The Connecticut proclamation, read by Governor John Dempsey, was carried by more than 30 stations in the state.

Transistor radios were presented by several stations. KTTR Rolla, Mo., gave away a transistor a day during the month. Listeners were asked to write about what the station meant to them.

At WHAM Rochester, N. Y., the station tied its 41st anniversary to the radio month promotion and offered to swap a transistor radio for any radio receiver manufactured or home-built no later than 1925. Fifty-five radios were delivered at the station's booth at the Rochester Home Show. The earliest was a 1912 Clapp-Eastman crystal set, still in working order.

WSB Atlanta ran weekly contests during the month, with listeners receiving FM radios. The contests included the hours listened most and why; the best joke heard on radio; favorite radio personality, and the number of advertisers the station had during the contest's period.

In Minnesota and North Dakota, five stations operated by Bob Ingstad worked with local chambers of commerce in presenting Fred A. Palmer, sales consultant. Mr. Palmer conducted one-day clinics in each community and spoke to high school students.

WRFG Baltimore used radio month to salute to its competitors. It allotted one day to each AM and FM in the city with a series of vignettes detailing the station's programing, community action and its principals.

The radio industry received a salute from Kiwanis International. Local Kiwanis clubs were asked to let "broadcast people know how much you appreciate the support that they have given...[and] the unflinching stand the broadcasters take in the sacred matter of free speech in a free land."

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters developed several events for its radio month campaign, culminating in a Miss Mobile Radio contest. Five finalists, chosen from a statewide radio promotion, were presented to the Atlanta Advertising Club on Radio Day, and the winner will be chosen at the GAB's annual convention, June 11.

The GAB used specially prepared materials to salute Law Day on May 1, with almost 2,000 spots and programs aired. During the month, the GAB announced the winner of its first $500 radio-TV scholarship and selected its annual Prestige Award winners.

Pick a seat, any seat

A contest with only one prize has been announced by KGLM Avalon (Catalina), Calif.: all 272 seats to the June 24 evening performance of "Billy Barnes, L.A.," a revue now playing at the Coronet Theatre in Los Angeles. The listener who writes the best explanation in 50 words or less of why he wants to be entertained all by himself by the six performers in the show's cast will get the right to invite 271 guests, to sell that many tickets or to tear them up and enjoy the play in solitary grandeur.

How now, experimental cow

A "milkdown" to determine whether a cow gives more milk listening to the uninterrupted musical program segments on WABT Chicago or to the diverse fare offered by the city's "top five" stations was undertaken May 23 by WABT. Two cows were placed in special window stalls at a downtown department store for two weeks of public display.

One cow is wearing earphones tuned exclusively to WABT. The other cow is listening alternately for two hour segments to each of the "top five" competitors selected by WABT and including, alphabetically, WBMM, WGN, WIND, WLS and WYER. Each cow will be milked twice daily during rush hours and the one producing more milk will be the winner. Promotion also includes naming the cows.

19 stations get awards for on-air promotion

Nine television stations and 10 radio stations were cited for on-air promotion of their own facilities in the Broadcasters' Promotion Association's second annual awards competition.

Judging by three advertising agency executives was based on motivation, creativity, execution of idea and contribution to industry. Serving as judges were Robert Boulware, vice president and associate media director at Fletcher, Richards, Calkins & Holden; Samuel Vitt, vice president and media director at Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, and Bern Kanner, associate media director at Benton & Bowles.

The winners will receive engraved awards from the Broadcasters' Promo-
tion Association, at the group's annual seminar in San Francisco, November 17-20.

The winners:
Television (markets over 500,000): Station image: 1st—KFMB-TV San Diego; honorable mention—WABC-TV New York, WJLD-TV Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

Special Events: 1st—WFIA-TV Dallas-Fort Worth; honorable mention—WABC-TV New York, WTVT-TV Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.


Personalities and Programs: 1st—KOB Albuquerque, N. M.

No prizes were awarded in any category for television stations in markets of less than 500,000.

Jaycee safety drive gets radio-TV backing
A year-long traffic safety campaign will be conducted by radio and TV stations in South Dakota in conjunction with local Junior Chamber of Commerce clubs, according to Mort Henkin, KSOO-AM-TV Sioux Falls and president of the South Dakota Broadcasters Association. The drive will begin this week with the two sponsoring organizations working closely with local police departments.

The campaign will include a series of public service announcements geared to teen-age and adult driver education. Al Clark, KWYR Winner, is coordinator for radio and Tom Sheeley, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, for television.

Vicks merchandising award goes to WKDA
WKDA Nashville was announced last week as the winner of a radio merchandising contest for Vicks Vaporub. Second and third place winners were WJLD Birmingham, Ala., and WKKX Raleigh, N. C., respectively.

Thirty-three radio stations in the Southeast participated in the Vicks contest, which was designed to enhance consumer awareness of the product and its 11-week advertising campaign on the participating stations during the winter.

WKDA set up its own contests including a retailer display competition and several on-air consumer contests. In addition, the station helped set up displays in 20 supermarkets and conducted a one-week public service colds prevention campaign. For its efforts, WKDA won two portable television sets and a trophy. WJLD and WKKX were awarded gold plaques.

Drumbeats...

Close guess — Irene Hess, account executive at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff and Ryan Inc., Chicago, came within 0.002 of a mile in winning the WPBM Indianapolis Speedway Sweepstakes. The annual sweepstakes is awarded to the timebuyer who most nearly guesses the correct qualifying speed for the pole position car for the Memorial Day 500-Mile race (151.153 miles per hour this year). Miss Hess, who guessed 151.151 miles per hour, won an all-expense paid trip to Indianapolis for the race.

Pear-shaped answers — Media buyers got their chance to predict listener response in a contest held by KNBR San Francisco. The station awarded a Polaroid camera and a case of pears to each of 18 winning buyers who guessed closest to the number of letters, with pear labels enclosed, sent in by KNBR listeners. At contest deadline, 16,737 letters had been received from listeners to the Pacific Coast Canned Pear Service commercials.

His and Hers — More than 85,000 entries were received by WKML Dearborn, Mich., in the station’s one-month Family Prize Fair. A Detroit couple was first prize winner of His and Hers 1963 Plymouth and Valiant convertibles. Portable TV sets, radios, movie cameras and watches were given to 350 other winners.

Public service report — A 24-page booklet, "Reflections," is being distributed by WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla. The booklet, which describes the station’s public service activities during 1962, is sent to people the station feels should be interested in what WFLA-TV is doing in the community. Depending upon the individual who receives the mailing, certain types of letters go out, one of which asks the recipient his ideas as to what the station should do to better improve its service to the community.
BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Kenneth A. Muri-son, of Los Angeles & Co., Chicago, elected executive VP of Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago. Mr. Murison, who had been with Weiss in 1954 as account executive, was elected VP and group supervisor in 1957, member of board of directors in 1959 and senior VP last year. He is also chairman of account management board.

H. Earl Hodgson resigns as president of Aubrey Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, "to resolve differing management views." Mr. Hodgson had been with the agency since 1948.

David Y. Bradshaw, operations manager in television department of Young & Rubicam, New York, and Sidney Marshall, supervisor of TV commercial production on West Coast, elected VP's.

Robert Schulberg has closed his own agency in Los Angeles to join Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli as manager of its Los Angeles office. He succeeds George Allen, who will concentrate on account supervision. Shirley Kittelson, assistant to Mr. Schulberg, and Jean Craig, copywriter, also moved to GB&B.


Irving Miller, Edwin H. Pfund and William E. Sprague promoted to group managers at Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh. Messrs. Miller and Pfund, both vice presidents, had served as assistant group managers prior to their promotions. Mr. Sprague was account supervisor.


Louis J. Nicholaus, VP of Geyer, Morey, Ballard, Los Angeles, appointed manager of West Coast operations.

Sumner Fineberg joins Public Relations & Advertising Associates, Birmingham, Ala., as art director.

William Miller, formerly of Leo Burnett Co., joins McCann-Marschalk, New York, as account executive.

Orville Benskin, Jane Mars, Veronica McLaughlin, Gene Moss and Bill Olofson join Davis, Johnson, Mogul and Colombatto, Los Angeles. Mr. Benskin, account executive; Miss Mars, co-media director; Miss McLaughlin, art director, and Mr. Olofson, copy chief, all come from similar posts at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los Angeles. Mr. Moss, formerly assistant merchandising manager of Capitol Records, will be copy writer.

Jack Stanley, former creative group coordinator at J. Walter Thompson, joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, as vice president and creative director.


L. E. Miller, VP and account supervisor at Ted Bates & Co., New York, rejoins Lennen & Newell, that city, as senior vice president and management account supervisor. Mr. Miller held same posts with Lennen & Newell from 1952 to 1959.

Joseph S. Hayden Jr., copy writer, named to newly created post of TV-radio coordinator for Bo Bernstein & Co., Providence and Natick, Mass., advertising and public relations agency.

Jack Walters, associate producer at ABC-TV, joins radio-TV department of Carl Byrd & Associates, New York PR firm, effective today (June 3). Mr. Walters succeeds Ed Hyhoff, who is resigning to enter aerospace work.

Frank McDonald, formerly of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, joins Cunningham & Walsh, New York, as senior media buyer. Other new personnel: Tom Della Corte, formerly of Geyer, Morey, Ballard, and Robert Jeremiah, of Lennen & Newell, named media buyers. Agency also appointed Eleanor Accles media supervisor; Joseph Larsen and Angela Nichola, media buyers, and Jay Holland, media assistant.


THE MEDIA

Michael J. Roberts, former VP, general manager of WBBF Program Sales, subsidiary of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., joins broadcast division of Triangle Publications in newly created position of director of syndicated program sales. Mr. Roberts will make his headquarters at Triangle's offices in New York and be responsible for syndicated sales of radio-TV programs produced by Triangle stations, and for sales of Triangle program service. Triangle Stations are WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia; WNBG-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WFBG-AM-FM-TV Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.; WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven-Harford, Conn.; WLYH-TV Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.; and KFRE-AM-FM-TV Fresno, Calif.

Norman L. Posen, sales manager of WCHS Charleston, W. Va., appointed general manager of KDY Santa Monica, Calif. Both stations are owned by Rollins Broadcasting Co.

George W. Crowell appointed station manager of WWMB-AM-FM Jacksonville, Fla. Other staff appointments: Robert W. Ward, commercial manager; Guy Williams, program director; C. Roy King, chief engineer; Lee Simms, public service director; and Bill Greenwood, news director.

Marshall R. Nannis, regional sales manager, promoted to commercial manager of WILD Boston.

Clifford F. Fisher, sales manager of WHAM Rochester, N. Y., joins WKBW-TV Buffalo as account executive.

Stanley Levey, former labor reporter for New York Times, joins CBS News as correspondent specializing in labor, economics and business, effective July
Executive roster posted

L&P Broadcasting Corp., new owner of WYON and WJFC(FM) Cicero, Ill. (formerly WHFC-AM-FM), last week announced its executive roster: station manager, Frank D. Ward, former operations manager of WYIZ Miami; commercial manager, Lloyd Webb, former general manager of WJOB Hammond, Ind.; operations manager, Gwen McDonough, former assistant program director of WYON Chicago; production manager, Tom Johnson, previously operations manager at WSAF Sarasota, Fla.; technical director, Pat Cerone, who was chief engineer at WYIZ; program director, E. Rodney Jones, previously with WYIN; and news director, Mike McGlein, formerly with WBEE Harvey, Ill. WYON’s new format is all-Negro 24 hours daily.

Paul Condylis joins KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles as Sunday disc jockey and part-time newscaster.

Harry Munyan joins WIOD Miami as community relations director.

Bob Chase, sportscaster, named public affairs director-assistant program manager of WWOX Fort Wayne, Ind.

Jack Steck, director of program and talent development for WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, elected president of Poor Richard Club, that city.

Mike Booth joins WAMR Venice, Fla., as air personality-promotion director, replacing Jim Hart, who has been promoted to program director.

Duayne Trecker joins news staff of KING-AM-FM Seattle.

Howard H. Marsh, account executive at Television Advertising Representatives, New York, appointed assistant sales manager of KPIX-TV San Francisco. Both organizations are owned by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Before joining TVAR in 1961, Mr. Marsh had been with Harington, Righter and Parsons; CBS-TV Spot Sales; Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

Richard Leader, radio manager of H-R Representatives, Los Angeles, appointed office manager. Robert Billingisley, television salesman, named manager of firm’s TV department.

INTERNATIONAL

R. W. Bolstad, VP-treasurer of Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto, elected president, succeeding J. J. Fitzgibbons, who became board chairman. Company controls Trans-Canada Telephone, Toronto; owns share of CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., and CKNI-TV and CFCA-TV Quebec City. Eugene E. Fitzgibbons was elected VP for communications management, and K. J. Easton,
VP for communications operations.

John Funston, formerly of CHNS Halifax, N. S., named general manager of CKSL London, Ont.

Allen A. McMartin, mining financier, elected a director of Standard Radio Ltd., Toronto, owners of CFRB and CKFM, both Toronto, and CJAD and CJFM, both Montreal.

GOVERNMENT

Joel Rosenbloom, who had served as legal assistant to former FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, named special assistant to Mr. Minow's successor, E. William Henry. Mr. Rosenbloom, 32, joined commission in 1957 as trial attorney in litigation division of office of general counsel. New chairman is retaining Lillian Watson as his confidential assistant.

Marguerite F. Hubbard, assistant chief of FCC's broadcast license division, has retired. Mrs. Hubbard, whose government service dates back to 1918, has been with commission since 1934.

PROGRAMING

David Gerber, VP of General Artists Corp. Television Division, elected senior VP. Lester Gottlieb, VP at NBC-TV, elected VP at GAC-TV. Malcolm Stuart, VP in literary division, appointed VP for creative programing for GAC-TV, and will retain literary division post. New appointments were announced by Herman Rush, recently appointed president of GAC-TV (Broadcasting, May 13).

Roy Seawright, former VP of Cascade Pictures (Fates & Fortunes, May 27), joins MPO-TV of California, Hollywood, as producer, director-cameraman. Don Sweeney joins MPO's New York office as special effects cameraman. Other additions to New York staff are Paul Kasander, producer; Thomas Whitesell, TV production control; and Cal Schultz, editor.

Dick Berg, who joined Revue Studios in 1961 as producer of Checkmate series, elected VP. He will produce segments of Chrysler show hosted by Bob Hope during 1963-64 season.

Don W. Sharpe, recently resigned as president of television division of General Artists Corp., reappointed personal representative of Lucille Ball and Desilu Production's representative for The Lucy Show. GAC is exclusive sales agency for network sales of Desilu's television properties.

Praise from Boys' Clubs

Memorandum: From the Boys' Clubs of America to the Federal Communications Commission.

Subject: The "invaluable contributions" the broadcasters of America have and are giving to the youth of America.

Proof: The Boys' Clubs of America presented National Association of Broadcasters' President LeRoy Collins with an engraved scroll for the "immeasurable assistance" radio-TV stations have given "with sight, sound and personal support" to the youth of America. In presenting the scroll, A. Boyd Hinds, associate national director of the youth-guidance organization, revealed that $6 million in free air time was donated by broadcasters last year in telling the BCA story.

NAB President Collins was keynote speaker at the annual BCA convention in Toledo, Ohio.

Lucy Show. GAC is exclusive sales agency for network sales of Desilu's television properties.

Frank DeVoll, who wrote theme for My Three Sons, reappointed by Don Fedderson as executive producer of ABC-TV series, to compose and direct scores for all 38 segments of series for its fourth year.

Edward Sargoy elected president of Copyright Society of U. S. A. Charles B. Seton, former secretary, and Sidney A. Diamond, former treasurer, elected VP's and trustees. Other new offices: Alan Latman, secretary; Edward M. Cramer, treasurer; Morton Goldberg, assistant secretary; and Stanley Rothenberg, assistant treasurer.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Donald Spanier resigns as VP-general manager of Harman-Kardon Inc. (hi-fi equipment), subsidiary of Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia.

Frank A. Seghezzi named manager of contracts for Raytheon Co.'s communications and data processing operation at Norwood, Mass.

Charles L. Winchester, director of advertising for Allied Research Labs, Glendale, Calif., joins Eitel-McCullough Inc. (electronic products manufacturer), San Carlos, Calif., as publications services specialist.


Dan O'Connell, sales manager for Taco consumer products division of Jerrold Electronics Corp., appointed marketing administrator for distributor sales division.

ALLIED FIELDS

Irving Levine, veteran entertainment industry attorney who has represented theatrical, motion picture and television interests in both New York and Hollywood, appointed special consultant and counsel for Theatre-Vision Color Corp., subsidiary of National General Corp., which is developing national closed circuit color TV network for theaters.

Philip Mazur, member of special tabulations department of American Research Bureau, division of C-E-I-R Inc., Beltsville, Md., transfers to ARB's Midwest station sales staff. Mr. Mazur joined ARB in June 1962. He formerly served on staffs of WOSU-AM-FM-TV and WBNS-TV, both Columbus, Ohio.

John F. White, president of National Educational Television and Radio Center, elected to board of directors of Foreign Policy Association (nonprofit educational organization), New York. Eric Johnston, president of Motion Picture Association of America, and Arthur B. Toan Jr., partner of Price Waterhouse & Co., were also elected FPA directors.

A. Bruce Rozet, VP of Gencron division of Electric Mirror, wholly owned subsidiary of Capitol Records, resigns to join Stanford Research Institute in Palo Alto, Calif. He will serve as senior staff member involved in corporate planning, contract negotiations, and international corporate negotiation.

Dallas W. Smythe, research professor of communications at University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, resigns to become first head of social sciences division of University of Saskatchewan, Regina. Dr. Smythe served as chief economist of FCC before moving to Urbana in 1948.

DEATHS

A. Fred Gibson, 34, Carolinas' sales manager of wbtv(TV) Charlotte, N. C., died May 29 at his home in that city. Prior to being appointed Carolinas' sales manager in 1961, Mr. Gibson served four years as assistant sales manager of wsjs-TV Winston-Salem, N. C.

Osborne C. Wade, 51, air personality at WKME Keene, N. H., died May 22 of heart attack.
TAX MAY BE TOO MUCH
ATV says it will go out of business if revenue levy on advertising is made into law

Associated TeleVision Ltd., one of Britain's major TV companies, is prepared to go out of business if the levy on advertising revenue becomes law. The company, which made over $14 million last year, has told the government that the levy would make it no longer worth while to continue in television. It doesn't intend to apply for broadcast license renewal next year if the levy is imposed.

Norman Collins, deputy chairman of ATV, speaking at the annual convention of the Radio & Television Retailers Association, said that the levy would result in drastic production cuts which would mean big unemployment throughout the industry.

The levy on advertising revenue would reduce profits of some companies to the level of a depressed industry. It would mean the end of the commercial network as viewers know it today, he said.

"British television would take a big step backwards," and the BBC-TV would not maintain its present standards without vigorous competition, Mr. Collins continued.

He foresees the end of the export of British TV films, adding that during the past seven years ATV had earned $23 million from the Western Hemisphere. "If our revenue is to be slashed by a levy we could never afford the huge long-term investment... which film making involves." If money has to be taken from the TV companies then profits should be taxed, not revenue.

Mr. Collins said that the levy will probably be scrapped before the new television bill became law.

Commercial TV companies received $159.6 million in advertising revenue last year and spent $98 million leaving a $61.6 million profit. This year their revenue was expected to be about $154 million and with the proposed levy taking $50.4 million most of their profits would be eaten away.

Dealing with the suggestion that a profit tax is unworkable because the TV companies would attempt to evade it, Mr. Collins said, "The whole thing is an insult to the whole structure of our free enterprise society."

He said there are about 200,000 shareholders spread over the 15 companies. Unless the government thought again, a lot of money that had been invested could never be recovered.

Two local TV companies have said that they do not intend to go out of business because of the proposed levy on advertising revenue.

Scottish Television Ltd. said, "We do not think we are in any danger and whatever happens we will not be throwing in the towel."

Anglia Television Ltd. said, "No change in Anglia's established service is contemplated."

A spokesman for the Screen Writers Guild has commented that it is opposed to the levy, "But it is strange to hear the companies squealing for all they are worth when for the past few years they have been enjoying fat profits which have never been passed on to writers, actors and technicians. It is sickening that the companies, in an attempt to cut their losses, turn immediately to the creative people in the industry and threaten redundancy and cuts in expenditure."

Financial loss causes drop of local shows

Britain's newest TV company, Wales West and North Ltd., which went on the air last September, will no longer produce local shows but will carry only network programs.

WWN has about 320,000 viewers in a coastal belt from west to north Wales. Its accounts to December, representing 16 months expenses and three and a half months time sales, showed a $445,000 loss.

The chairman, Dr. B. Haydn Williams, has resigned, but will remain on the board of directors.

British post office bans 625-line TV tests

The United Kingdom post office has banned 625-line test programs by a mobile television station owned by a TV set manufacturer. The station has already made several broadcasts.

Negotiations between the company, Pye Group Ltd., and the post office for a license have been going on for several months. Pye wants to operate the station all over the country. The post office wants to limit the four-mile range broadcasts to the London area where BBC begins 625-line transmissions next April.

More publicity should be given to BBC-TV 625-line broadcasts on its new channel scheduled for next year said Michael Keegan, director of the Radio
U.S. TV can learn from European cousins

Eric Boden, an international television advertising consultant, has said in the past that "the know-how shoe has slipped onto the other foot and now it's Britain that has much to teach America" in advertising technique.

In New York recently to observe samplings of U. S. television commercials, Mr. Boden in a special interview with Broadcasting expanded his views to mention contributions which the continental countries might make to American advertising.

A former head of Schwerin Research's Great Britain division, Mr. Boden now acts as an independent consultant, watching TV and cinema commercials by the thousands and logging miles by the tens of thousands. In 1962 he estimates he saw 7,000 commercials and journeyed 25,000 miles.

His close affiliation with European television, however, has not jaundiced his views of American advertising—indeed, he's quick to admit that much of European advertising, for one reason or another, is in the rudimentary stage. But he's just as quick to point out that a little more observation of their European counterparts might be a boon to U.S. advertisers. "Nothing strikes me more than the lack of cross-pollination between the commercials of different countries," he said, admitting that there is "surprisingly similarity in commercials," but that the ideas have traveled mostly "in one-way traffic" from the U. S. to Europe.

Soft Sell • In Great Britain, the only European country which could seriously rival the U. S. for the commercialization of its television, Mr. Boden describes great progress in the matter of "soft sell" or indirect selling techniques.

"They don't need 60 seconds to create a mood," he said, "they can do it in 30 or sometimes 15 seconds. It seems that they succeed mainly because they don't try to say too much; they don't try to cram as many points as possible into a given length.

"I remember one in particular where the message was the simple identification of a soap product with the theme of mother love. Very simple, and yet sales of the product proved the commercial was successful."

Elsewhere in Europe, where commercial television is still in its infant stages, very limited or even non-existent, Mr. Boden said there are techniques which could be applicable to U. S. advertising men.

As an example, he pointed out that nowhere is the German propensity for formalism more apparent than in its television advertising. The Germans' close attention to pictorial arrangement and graphic qualities of a commercial, have led them to effective use of split-screen or triple-split-screen devices.

Although he claims the Germans remain a bit heavy-handed, Mr. Boden added that they, too, are skillful in the shorter, crisper commercial.

Arty in France • France, though it doesn't have commercial television, has a counterpart in cinema advertising. Mr. Boden scoops that French commercials as "maddening" and "over-sophisticated" and says that they too often are the product of an "arty" producer and a gullible advertiser, who completely bypass the agency. But he said that Americans, plagued with the continual necessity for originality, may find in France a rich source of new ideas.

Italian television advertising Mr. Boden dismissed as "surprisingly bad," explaining that the strict limitation of commercials makes prac-

and Television Retailers Assn. speaking at the group's annual convention. He complained that the new BBC television network had been considered by TV set manufacturers as a potential booster of business but it was a disappointment.

He attacked BBC's development plans for the new network which would transmit only to the London area in 1964 and in Birmingham by 1965. There was no date set for the rest of the country.

All the public knew was that there is to be a change of line standard. It must be told by BBC that a new network would soon be on the air and if it wants to tune in to it, it will need new sets and antennas.

A criticism of the "secrecy" about the new network was made by association President Cyril Butterfield who said that the choice of BBC-2 as a name was "unenterprising and unimaginative."

TV-radio advertising up

National advertising in Canada on radio and television for January was ahead of a year ago, according to Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto market research organization. National radio advertising in January 1963, totaled $1,196,811 against $1,189,920 in January 1962. Television advertising in the same period totaled $4,825,836, up from $4,010,445. Foods and food products advertisers were the largest group in radio both January periods, while drugs and toiletries were largest group in this January period in television, replacing foods and food products advertisers the previous year.

WEST GERMAN TV

Spot selling is brisk despite limitations

West German regional broadcasting organizations registered a total of 7,789 TV spots representing a sales total of close to $7 million in February 1963. Only part of the West German total TV time is open for commercials and spots are the only type of TV advertising. There are still no sponsored shows. Spots are grouped in special daily slots while the rest of the schedule carries no advertising at all.

February figures are higher than the comparable January figures and those statistics from February 1962. Figures of February 1963 for different regional German television broadcasting organizations are as follows: Bayerisches Werbefernsehen (Munich, Bavaria) 1,094 spots, $700,000; Werbefernsehen Berlin (West Berlin), 1,210 spots, $550,000; Hessisches Werbefernsehen (Frankfurt, Hesse), 1,233 spots, $625,000; Norddeutsches Werbefernsehen (Hamburg, Northern Germany), 1,227 spots, $1,475 million; Saarländisches Werbefernsehen (Saarbrücken), 1,172 spots, $350,000; Werbefernsehen Südwest (Stuttgart and Baden-Baden), 956 spots, $825,000; Westdeutsches Werbefernsehen (Cologne, Western Germany), 888 spots, $2.4 million.

Television set saturation in West Germany is growing at different rates in different areas of the country. Westdeutscher Rundfunk in the heavily populated industrial area of West Germany reports a saturation of 57% in March, this year. This is the highest saturation percentage registered in West Germany. Lowest saturation percentages are reported from Südwestwestfunk, Baden-Baden, and Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, both in Southwestern Germany and both having a TV saturation of 35%. The same 35% figure is reported by Bayerischer Rundfunk, Bavaria.

Mountains and resulting propagation problems are given as a reason for low saturation figures in these areas. In
Eric Boden  
Professional commercial watcher

tically every campaign in Italian television a successful one.

But in smaller countries, such as Portugal and Finland, he expressed admiration for their ability "to get around simple ideas effectively with a very low budget...there's seldom the slightest relationship between the production cost of a commercial and what it does to viewers."

other parts of West Germany TV saturation is around 40-50%. The figures are increasing at a moderate but regular pace. There is no longer a "television boom." Set makers have cut back their production rates and a larger than expected share from the total is now going into replacement set sales as VHF transmitter construction is now all but completed and new transmitters added are mostly in the UHF band. All German set models are now equipped for UHF reception.

Theatre sports network set up in Canada

A closed circuit network of nine theaters has been established by Paramount Pictures Corp., in Toronto, to present a complete schedule of professional sports events on large screen television.

International Telemeter Co., pay-TV subsidiary of Paramount, and Famous Players Canadian Corp., partly owned by the movie company, will be aligned with Trans Canada Telemeter in a four-year agreement with Toronto Maple Leafs for the presentation of hockey games at the theaters in the Toronto area. The games will be shown at the theaters at the same time they are being telecast to Telemeter's home TV subscribers.

A seating capacity of 11,000, with tickets priced at $1.25, $2, $2.50 and $3, will be provided by the theaters.

R. W. Bolstad, president of Famous Players, pointed out that "this is only the second step in the building of a theater television network across Canada that could grow to over 100 theaters."

The nine-theater network is an outgrowth of the presentation last season of the Maple Leafs' away from home games at the College Theater in Toronto.

Canadian radio set sales up

Sales of made-in-Canada radio receivers was up during the first three months of this year compared to the same period last year, while television receiver sales for the period were down, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa. Radio receiver sales totaled 167,074 in the January-March period 1963, against 153,881 sets sold in the same period last year. Canadian-made TV set sales numbered 92,965 in the January-March 1963 period compared with 93,379 last year.

Imports of transistor radio receivers in the first eleven months of 1962 amounted to 750,760 units, while 14,900 TV sets were imported in that period.

CBC, union in deadlock

New radio and television equipment designed to streamlining broadcasting operations has led to a deadlock in contract negotiations between the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians. Negotiations broke off when CBC demanded a preliminary agreement on its proposal that NABET abandon its jurisdiction over the equipment. The Canadian government's Department of Labor has appointed Bruce McRae as conciliator to mediate the dispute. The union, which represents 1,500 CBC technical employees across Canada, is seeking wage increases and adjustments which CBC estimates at 16.5%, and a reduction in the work week from 40 to 35 hours.

WAB meeting postponed

The Western Association of Broadcasters annual meeting has been delayed from June 11-13 to September 8-11. WAB, representing Canadian broadcasters of the four western provinces, will meet at Jasper Park Lodge, Jasper, Alberta.

Abroad in brief...

Canadian TV award - An annual television film award is being established by Friends of three Canadian Broadcast Corp. film men who were killed in an airplane crash on Feb. 25. The award, for which $5,000 is being collected, will be in memory of CBC producers Norman Caton and CBC camera men Charles Riegler and Len MacDonald. They were killed in a plane crash in the interior of British Columbia while filming a production for Camera Canada.

'English by Television' - The British Broadcasting Corp. has introduced a series of 39 television programs, English by Television, consisting of a full elementary course in English grammar. Each program runs 13-1/2 minutes. The series is now being shown in Finland, France, Egypt, Germany and Switzerland, and reportedly will begin shortly in Algeria, Argentina, Denmark, Indonesia, Morocco, Thailand and Uruguay. Negotiations are currently underway with several other non-English speaking countries.

FM network completed - Radiodifffusion Television Francaise completed national FM radio coverage in France last week by adding 17 new transmitters to the four already in service in its French 1 network. Like its predecessors on FM,
France IV and France III, the new Paris-Inter chain will provide 95% of the continental French radio audience with high fidelity sound. The few remaining blank spots in FM coverage will reportedly be eliminated later this year with the installation of 10 more relay stations on France I and three more on France III.

Resumes service = The British Broadcasting Corp., which suspended in 1957 radio broadcasts to Portugal, resumed service to that country (half-hour daily) last month with world news, reviews of the British press, and comments reflecting the British point of view on world events.

RFE sets power increase to Eastern Europe

Radio Free Europe announced plans last week to double the power of its signal to its five-country East European target area.

RFE, which operates on a reported $11 million budget, will spend approximately $1.75 million to put four new 250 kw transmitters into operation at its main transmitting station near Lisbon. All of the transmitters, on order from International General Electric Co., are expected to be operating by next April.

The new broadcast operation was contingent upon an agreement recently signed by the Portuguese government allowing the increased power and renewing RFE’s authority to broadcast from Portugal for 10 years.

C. Rodney Smith, director of RFE, explained that effective penetration of Eastern Europe necessitated higher power because of increased man-made and natural interference. He said that jamming of RFE service had increased 43% since 1954. The other is a four-year period of “sun spot low,” an ionospheric condition which hinders sky wave transmission. RFE is dependent on sky wave transmission in reaching the Communist satellites and hopes to overcome the difficulty with increased power.

Canadian sales arm formed by CBS-TV

CBS-TV on June 1 will form a wholly owned subsidiary, CBS Television Network Sales of Canada Ltd., to direct the sale of CBS-TV programs in Canada. The board includes CBS-TV President James T. Aubrey Jr., Vice President Thomas K. Fisher and Willard Z. Estey, Canadian attorney. Officers of the new firm also are CBS-TV executives. CBS also had announced William Cooke as general manager of its subsidiary.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting May 23 through May 28 and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

This department includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules and standards changes, routine roundup of other commission activity.

### Abbreviations:
- DA: directional antenna
- CP: construction permit
- ERP: effective radiated power
- VHF: very high frequency
- UHF: ultra high frequency
- ant.: antenna
- vis.: visual
- kw: kilowatts
- mc: megacycles
- day: night
- : local Sunset: modification, transmitter, unlimited hours, kc: kilocycles
- SCA: subsidiary communications authorization
- STA: special temporary authorization
- SH: specified hours
- edu.: educational

#### New TV stations

### APPLICATIONS

- **Little Rock, Ark.**
  - Arkansas Educational Television Commission, VHF channel 2 (64-66 mc);
  - ERP 100 kw vis., 58 kw aur.
  - Ant. height above average terrain 1,014 feet, above ground 938 feet.
  - P. O. address c/o Thurl E. Tom Tyler, 1010 West Third Street, Little Rock.
  - Estimated construction cost $627,971; first year operating cost $229,300.
  - Studio location Little Rock, trans. location Jefferson, transmitters coordinates 34° 22' 12" N., Lat. 93° 10' 07" W.
  - Type trans.: RCA TV-2CL, type ant. RCA TP-4CL.
  - Legal counsel John C. Doerfer, consulting engineer Willis C. Beecher, both Washington.
  - Principals: board of commissioners.

- **Roswell, N. M.**
  - Hon. H. Parker, VHF channel 10 (156-158 mc);
  - ERP 12.5 kw vis., 6.82 kw aur.
  - Ant. height above average terrain 1,014 feet, above ground 188 feet.
  - P. O. address 2nd floor, Union Fidelity Life Building, Dallas.
  - Estimated construction cost $155,147; first year operating cost $189,900;
  - Studio and trans. locations both Roswell.
  - Geographic coordinates 35° 33' 51" N., Lat. 104° 31' 21" W.

### New AM stations

### ACTIONS BY FCC

- **Morris, Ill.**
  - Grundy Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new AM on 1550 kc, 250 w-D.
  - P. O. address Louisiana, Mo. Estimated construction cost for first year operating cost $48,220; revenue $55,000.
  - Owners are theatre owners and Mildred Armentrout (each 50%), Chmn. Minow and Comr. Cox not participating; Comr. Lee dissenting.

- **Crawfordville, Ind.**
  - Radio Crawfordville Inc. Granted CP for new AM on 1350 kc, 250 w.
  - P. O. address 311 Ben F. Butterfield Building, Crawfordville.
  - Estimated construction cost $6,897; first year operating cost $42,000; revenue $48,000.
  - Richard E. Lindsay (16.7% of WMRI-AM-FM Marion, Ind.) owns two-thirds; Ralph J. Bitter (33.5% of KGRN Grinnell, Iowa) owns one-third.
  - Chmn. Minow and Comr. Cox not participating; Comr. Lee dissenting.

- **Lynchburg, Va.**
  - Griffith Broadcasting Corp. Granted CP for new AM on 1350 kc, 250 w-D; pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities precluded. Estimated construction cost $30,372; first year operating cost $58,183; revenue $79,533.
  - Alfred H. Griffith Sr. (96.5%) and A. W. Hall Griffith Jr. and Mildred Wright Griffith (each 3.5%).
  - Chmn. Minow and Comr. Cox not participating; Comr. Lee dissenting.

- **Lake Geneva, Wis.**
  - Southern Wisconsin Inc. Granted CP for new AM on 1550 kc, 1 kw-D.
  - P. O. address c/o John F. Monroe

### For the Record

#### EDWIN TORNBERG

Negotiators for The Purchase and Sale of Radio and TV Stations

**Appraisers • Financial Advisors**

New York—60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast—1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-3164
Washington—711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D. C. • DI 7-8531
### SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING, May 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lic.</th>
<th>Cps</th>
<th>Cps</th>
<th>TOTAL APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>3,601</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>1,088</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOT ON AIR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cps</th>
<th>Cps</th>
<th>Cps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING, May 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>TOTAL TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-commercial</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC, April 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licensed (all on air)</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cps on air (new stations)</td>
<td>3,696</td>
<td>1,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized stations</td>
<td>3,824</td>
<td>1,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (not in hearing)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (not in hearing)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (in hearing)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gifts deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes 3 stations operating on unreserved channels.*

---

**KNIA** Knoxville, Iowa—Seeks assignment of license from Mitchell Broadcasting Co., to KNIA Broadcasting Co., wholly owned subsidiary of Mitchell. No financial consideration involved.


**WTT Ocean City, Md.—** Seeks assignment of license from WTT Ocean City Broadcasting Corp., owned by majority owners of WTT. Consideration is assumption of debt. Ann. May 23.

**WILD Boston**—Seeks assignment of license from The Seagram Co., d/b/a Noble Broadcasting Corp., to Leonard E. Walk (50%) and Bernard M. Friedman and James Rich (each 25%), tr/asc Greater Boston Broadcasting Inc. Consideration $135,000. Applicant owns WAHO-AM-FM-88 KURL and WUFO Amherst, N. Y. Ann. May 23.

**KEVT(TV)** Omaha—Seeks assignment of license from the Herbert family to Northwest Agencies Inc. (contingent on grant of transfer of control of KOWT to Northwest). No financial consideration involved. Ann. May 23.

**WTLK** Taylorsville, N. C.—Seeks assignment of license from Robert B. Brown (100%) to Mr. Brown's new station WTLK, N. C. Consideration is transfer of control of KMYC-Rocky Mount. No financial consideration involved. Ann. May 22.


**WDOT** Burlington, Vt.—Seeks assignment of license from Hope & Anthony Broadcasting Inc. to Robert J. Wright Jr. (20%) and others, tr/asc Hunter Broadcasting Inc. Consideration $110,000. W. A. Hunter is operations and news director of WVTW-TV Pittsfield, N. Y.; J. Hunter is assistant VP of trust company. Ann. May 22.

**KGGM(FM)** Seattle—Seeks assignment of license from WDAF-AM, d/b/a WDAF Radio Co., to Dave W. McCray (10%), individually and control of additional 2% (through 55.4%) ownership of International Good Music Inc.) and other(s) d/b/a KGGM Inc., to J. Elrey McCaw (46%), A. Stewart McCormick (14%), and Thomas W. P. R. Hunter (10%), and W. W. Shaw (10%), tr/asc Metropolitan Radio Corp. Consideration $25,000. Ann. May 24.

**WNAM** Neenah-Manasha, Wis.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Neenah-Manasha Broadcasting Inc., from W. F. Wirth, d/b/a Robert McKenna Jr. and Hudson Broadcasting Corp. (each 45%) and Dave W. Wright (10%), tr/asc WNAM Inc. Consideration is transfer of control of licensee corporation, licensee of WMCB and permittee of Channel 3 (TV), both 100% owned by Mr. McKenna; he also owns KGGM, to W. W. Shaw. W. W. Shaw, Minn., has interest in WAWA West Allis, Wis., and is partner in Washington law firm; Mr. Wirth is manager of WNAM. Also see application below. Ann. May 23.

**WNAM** Neenah-Manasha, Wis.—Seeks assignment of license from Neenah-Manasha Broadcasting Inc. to WNAM Inc. (contingent on grant of application above) No financial consideration involved. Ann. May 25.

### Hearing cases

**INITIAL DECISION**

- Hearing Examiner Herbert Sherman issued initial decision looking toward (1) granting to Hearst Broadcasting Corp. for new daytime AM on 1,070 kHz, Washington, D.C. Docket 10-1 in favor of applicants, (2) granting use of new stations on same frequency for now AM stations on same frequency for new AM station on 1,460 kHz, Washington, D.C.

**DESIGNATED FOR HEARING**

- By memorandum opinion and order, commission designated for hearing applications for new stations on same frequency for new AM station on 1,460 kHz, Washington, D.C. Docket 10-1. Applications for new stations on same frequency for new AM station on 1,460 kHz, Washington, D.C. Docket 10-1.
**OTHER ACTION**

* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.

**Routine Roundup**

**ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD**


* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.

**ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD**


* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.

**ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD**


* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.

**ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD**


* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.

**ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD**


* By order, commission granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended time to June 3 to file application for review of Review Board's April 17 decision, which reduced, to 1 kW during critical hours, in Mocksville, N. C. Action May 27.
RADIO

Help Wanted—Management

Southern California, Immediate opening for solid salesman, capable of management, with top station multiple chain. Good starting salary. Box G-12, BROADCASTING.

Managers, small and major market managers needed in established eastern group operation. Prime opportunity to successively advance with programming and community service appreciation, excellent character and long range career potential. Send full details. Box G-329, BROADCASTING.

Southwest manager for small single market station. Strong on sales, first phone, some technical and prefers Jim Minster. Rapidly growing market. Salary, profit sharing opportunities. Good references essential. Box H-13, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for general manager of a Texas station. The opportunity is waiting for the right man. Send background and full information in first letter to Box H-25, BROADCASTING.

Manager sales manager upper Midwest on established, growing station. Good salesmen, Good candidate. Send resume to Box H-45, BROADCASTING.

Columbus, Ohio. Immediate opening for good salesman for management. Must be ready. Top Independent. Good character and experience, must have in mind. Please write fully. Box G-13, BROADCASTING.

Announcer for established, successful good music station San Francisco Bay area. First class license preferred. Good voice important. Send tape. Knowledge of classical music, ability to handle news Helix important. Permanent position with definite management potential. Must have good board performance and ideal of living. Box G-355, BROADCASTING.

Needed: Experienced announcer and control board operator for Western North Carolina station, new, all types music. Box G-358, BROADCASTING.

Wisconsin early morning first phone, permanent position for farm oriented announcer with good voice. Box H-70, BROADCASTING.

Good announcer with first phone for network, with long range potential, according to ability. Our staffs knows of this ad. Box H-57, BROADCASTING.

Rockford Illinois metropolitan market has lucrative position for experienced radio salesman, full of ideas and energy. Opportunity for real solid income with a solid established operation. Family man preferred. A good 20% commission, car allowance. All replies confidential. Box G-310, BROADCASTING.

Salesman—operator to operate remote studio in county seat town of 5000. Midwest, Send resume and tape. Box G-368, BROADCASTING.

Salesman—operator to operate remote studio in county seat town of 5000. Midwest, Send resume and tape. Box G-368, BROADCASTING.

Salesman—operator to operate remote studio in county seat town of 5000. Midwest, Send resume and tape. Box G-368, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Sales

Expanding sales force. Need young fast moving, intelligent salesman. Must have hidden faith in pone presentation or write sales tapes. No phone calls. Mail resume, in confidence to, Bill Gallagher, Jr., General Sales Manager, WPIX, Virginia Theatre Building, Alexandria, Virginia. WPIX serves the greater Washington D. C. area with adult programing.

Announcers

Experienced staff announcer for Maryland independent. Mature voice, good references, necessary. Send air check and resume. Box G-259, BROADCASTING.

Newman to gather, write, and air local news. Midwest, $110/send tape, resume and photo to Box G-285, BROADCASTING.

Want stable studio man who can enjoy small market but with emphasis on quality. Want man with knowledge of equal sound equipment, and good voice. Send resume, picture, tape, references and salary needs to Box G-317, BROADCASTING.

First phone engineer-announcer. Chicago FM station maintenance-announcing required. Send resume. Box G-347, BROADCASTING.

New eastern seaboard daytimer needs experience announcer-engineer with first phone. Box G-357, BROADCASTING.

Needed: Experienced announcer and control board operator for Western North Carolina station; news, all types music. Box G-358, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer newman for New Jersey independent. Salary commensurate with ability. Box G-362, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer for 5000 watt network station in Western state. $90 per week to start, with fringe benefits. Give complete details of yourself and tape in your first letter. Box H-56, BROADCASTING.

A Broadcast journalist with a mature voice who is skilled at gathering, writing, and broadcasting radio news. Hard, challenging work. Box H-62, BROADCASTING.

KLIX, a 5000 watt network station in Twin Falls, Idaho needs an experienced announcer-engineer, with live late night program. Some experience needed. Send tape and back ground to Box H-6, BROADCASTING.

Newman with 1st phone for metro east coast indie. No maintenance. Basic plus talent. Heavy emphasis on local news. Send tape and background to Box H-6, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Announcers

Outstanding Midwest market wants you! Benefit loaded station needs most happy and professional under sees to meet and beat tough competition. Morality is fine, experience essential. Rush tape, background information and salary expected. Box H-4, BROADCASTING.

New job—announcer with good market potential. Send tape and background to Box H-219, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer capable do general TV or radio news and commercials. Good tape and resume. Box H-313, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening at station KOH, Reno and KBEK, Modesto. First PCC ticket required. Permanent position, excellent company. Apply in person or send detailed resume to station managers or personnel department. McClatchy Broadcasting Co., 1st and Q, Sacramento, California.


New York experienced announcer newman for adult music station. Send preliminary tape and resume. Permanent for quality, community with growing organization. Salary open. Send resume and resume to WJJD, St. John's, Michigan.

First opening in four years. Middle of road, with ambitions leading toward management. First phone preferred. Salary open. Send tape, resume, and references to Bryan Hanna WADA, Shelby, North Carolina.

Immediate need for 1st class radio engineer. State salary requirements and qualifications of other phases or radio. Write Dwight Snyder, Manager, WCKM, Winnsboro, South Carolina.

Modern Negro disk jockey for morning spot. Must be able to do bright, tight program. Send resume, show tapes and photos. Box H-337, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for morning man, capable of on news, spots, commercials. Send 35th. Tape and resume. WDDY, Detroit, Michigan.

DJ's learn the professional way to introduce a record. $000 interchangeable, intelligent intros by excellent writers for vocals and instrumental. $3.50 Broadcast Intro. 875 North 35th, Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin.
Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Technical
Growing chain wants capable First Class engineer, AM station. Good atmosphere for good man. Many fringe benefits. Including salary requirements to Box G-349, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer midwest directional AM. Some announcing ability and production experience preferred. Box H-49, BROADCASTING.

Kentucky dailies need first class engineer. State salary requirements and early arrival date. Box H-43, BROADCASTING.

An opportunity in Phoenix, Arizona for a sound recording technician. Must have wide experience recording on tape, disc and film, making dubbing and technical background in recording techniques, understanding and know how of recording problems. Background in radio, television recording and motion pictures, with administrative and executive abilities to head and develop sound recording facility of expanding industrial motion picture producer. Box H-76, BROADCASTING.

Engineer announcer capable of assuming complete responsibilities of studio engineering work with our transmitter engineer. Also must carry some air work. Personal interview essential. Tell all references to KPEG, E. 3810 Boone, Spokane 24, Washington.


Top chief engineer position available immediately in Puerto Rico, for going successful tv am fm operation. Will meet salary requirements of right individual. Apply by letter sending resume of experience and other details to Mr. F. Pons c/o Lamborn Associates, Inc., 99 Wall Street, New York 5.

Southern California major metro area adult kilowatt must have competent engineer who can operate and maintain stations and repairs and who has good air personaly with plenty of announcing experience. Do not apply unless able to handle all engineering chores. Bonus pay for best announcer. Clinton Station, Zimmern Area Code 714. Phone number 686-2690.

Chief engineer announcer. Non directional 1 kw CBS affiliate. Light air shift. Resume and salary requirements to KBZB, Ottumwa, Iowa.

Need transmitter engineers in Wichita Falls Lawton area. Permanent positions. State salary requirements and experience. Box 1053, Wichita Falls, Texas.

Production—Programming, Others
Two engineers with first phone, one for chief, salary open. Contact Richard Wright, WTTF, Tiffin, Ohio.

WANTED
director of programming to take charge of all new FM and TV in Kenosha Wisconsin. Contact Bill Lipman, WLP.

Sports director, some staff. Considerable play by play. KHAS, Hastings, Nebraska.

Louisiana, experienced announcer for morning shift on adult, popular music station. Call collector, manager KSYL-NBC, Hilcrest 2-6811, Alexandria, Louisiana.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Production—Programming, Others
WTAR-radio television Norfolk is expanding into public relations department. Immediate need for experienced radio television newsman. Emphasis on imaginative reporting plus solid writing and editing abilities. Opportunity for creative work in news and on daily and weekly production. Programming in southeast's fastest growing area. Contact Chuck New, Director, WTAR, 720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Virginia. Telephone: 625-6111.

RADIO
Situations Wanted—Management

WANTED 13 years broadcasting experience. Past station manager. 32, family, college grad. First phone. Box G-359, BROADCASTING.

General manager. Large market. For sale a pretty fair property built on ability, hard work, a lot of luck and via not too many pasture changes. Box H-1, BROADCASTING.

Experience Carolina manager-salesman desires association with growth and stability station in southeast. Have two Carolinas. Box H-11, BROADCASTING.

Management or pd with management future, for hard work and ability. 8 years experience management, programming, announcing, continuity, sales, all references. College graduate family. 30. Box H-14, BROADCASTING.

ATTENTION S. C. or Ga., Alabama, Florida stations. Working manager strong on local, regional sales, programming, and management desires small or medium market. Best references. Box H-15, BROADCASTING.

Manager, midwest preferred. Radio experience small market to #2, includes programming, sales, announcing, and this station is one you would like to be a part of. 27, family man. Box H-19, BROADCASTING.

Not distress merchant. Honest, sharp, hard working engineer with unusual flair for creative sales. 6 years multi- pie station experience to present radio management post. Property sold. Considering all offers but final decision will depend on owner’s reputation. Your references must be as excellent as mine. Confidential. Box C-215, BROADCASTING.

Experienced manager currently operating successful station in competitive market. Strong on sales, programming, promotion. Looking for advantageous change in medium sized market. No time urgency. Let’s get acquainted. Box H-41, BROADCASTING.

Currently manager, seek manage or operations manager position. Young, aggressive-10 years experience good record as program director, news director, sales manager and management of medium market. Box H-43, BROADCASTING.

SITUATIONS WANTED—Announcer
D.J./Announcer wants to locate permanent-ly troops experience middle of the road. Tight board, young, married, dependable. 28, single. Year’s experience June 15. Minimum $75. Box G-556, BROADCASTING.


Disc jockey newscaster, young, experienced, can play by play by play, will locate anywhere for right offer. Box H-10, BROADCASTING.


This morning personality maintains a number one rating with middle music policy against all types of competitors. Nothing a little different. Box H-16, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer Dop dependable, versatile young, single. Authoritative newscaster, knows top 40 and middle of road. Box H-17, BROADCASTING.

Experienced toptop 40 personality with emphasis on production skills. College background, tight, fast, swinging production. New experience, was at larger market. Box H-22, BROADCASTING.

Fast, smooth, funny pro wants to spend a longer while with an organization in medium to major market with major university. My ad lib is my product. Lots of good background, references and love for money. Educated. No problems. Box H-24, BROADCASTING.

Personality DJ, first phone, tight production ready to move up. Box H-47, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, 21 single, 1/2 year experience. Phone 313-838-6118.

Beston. Experienced announcer desires position while attending college. Box H-33, BROADCASTING.

Seasoned announcer, sixteen years radio-tv. Congenial personality, authoritative. Box H-34, BROADCASTING.

Personality. First phone. Best references. Available immediately. Box H-38, BROADCASTING.

Professional attitude, experienced radio/tv announcer/Interview by: Limitless. Details include combination radio/tv position in medium to eastern market. Box H-41, BROADCASTING.

Desire to relocate in Arizona. 12 year veteran of radio as dj personality writer, producer and pd. Box H-43, BROADCASTING.

West coast only: Major midwest market dj 1st phone. Nine years experience all phases. Wants tight top turn around, family friendly. Box 392-524-0625, or write. Box H-48, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster you don’t want me, I’m not an alcoholic. I believe in mature, conscientious work, loyalty to my employer; in working at my profession instead of playing politics on my own time. Ten years radio and tv major college football and basketball. Two years professional basketball, three years with professional organizations. What’s happened to the industry? Aren’t they making the qualifications?

I am available July first. Box H-56, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING, June 3, 1963
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Situations Wanted—Continued

Announcers

Looking for reliable experienced announcer? I'm an engineer, 15 years in radio and television. Now doing both. Need growing market. Box H-81, BROADCASTING.

Florida any price. Top sports, good news, music, etc. Experience. Box H-94, BROADCASTING.

Male DJ seeks girl partner for comedy radio show. Minimum 3 years experience. Must be funny, quick on feet, good voices helpful. Phone No. 1-399-7401 (area code 201) or tape to Box H-64, BROADCASTING.

Energetic, enthusiastic young man wants job with strong, small outfit. Runs tight board, works hard. Available immediately. Programs, commercials, news. Full or part time. Write resume, references. Box H-85, BROADCASTING.

Young man, 21, married announcer and DJ. Good voice. 1/4 year experience, programs, C & W, R & B, top 40 material. Seeks day hours. Desire to move up. Will move. Box H-66, BROADCASTING.

What is my forte? A casual, nostalgic “man next door” show. Voice to go along. Runs tight, well. Experience desired. Retail minimum. Box H-72, BROADCASTING.


First class combo man, wants change. Prefer eastern or northern Carolina. Replies by June 30. Write P. O. Box 1096, Elizabethan, North Carolina.


Sparkling first phone morning man. Presently chief engineer and chief announcer. 10 years experience all phases. Interested in learning sales your way. Box H-74, BROADCASTING.

Ben Casey can’t perform your operation as well as I can. Experience, tight board, showmanship. Box H-72, BROADCASTING.


Technical


First phone, beginner, career type, afternoons. Kansas City vicinity, GL 2-5053, Box G-65, BROADCASTING.

First phone. Transmitter position. Some FM exp, Western states area, will consider others for opportunity. Box G-34, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first phone, experienced, seeks summer position N.Y.C. area. Box H-7, BROADCASTING.

Transmitter technician first phone, about to retire wants part time job. New Jersey or Central Ohio. Box H-9, BROADCASTING.

First phone announcer. Some college and technical school training. Prefer large or medium size city. Box H-28, BROADCASTING.

Engineer announces nine years experience maintenance news, country music wants position Louisiana, east Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Corpus Christi, San Angelo. Nights, Hamp Clark.

Situations Wanted—Continued

Technical

Am presently a member of one of nation’s metropolitan radio news staffs, writing, airmg local news, doing beep, soft, phone shows, specials. Seek better personal situations, or large stations. Variety will visit sincere parties. Box H-49, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer. Will assume complete responsibility for technical operation of amateur, FM-television station, or group of stations. Experienced to 50 kw, with directional antenna systems. Now on west coast, will relocate. Prefer salary with stock arrangement. Box H-86, BROADCASTING.

Former field engineer for a well known company. Experienced in all phases of studio and transmitter engineering. Seeking a position as field engineer, working chief, or in construction and maintenance. Box H-37, BROADCASTING.

Satellite wanted as engineer in small TV, fm or AM station in western Montana, Idaho or eastern Washington. First class FCC with 12 years experience. Resume will be furnished. 2313 Martin Avenue, Dayton 14, Ohio.

Chief 11 years experience, all phases including sales. Good announcer. Directional am and fm, constructed 4 stations. Run middle of the road type, with good classics. Last 2 years in Chicago radio. Call anytime before 8 p.m. Walt Adams, 2-662-6519. 2000 Waukegan, Illinois.

Production—Programming, Others


Key man for locked box! 15 years major markets drive time personality, creating production program director. Desires responsible position. Employed. Box G-507, BROADCASTING.

Program director. Airman loves long hours, broadcasting money, 14 years experience. Top references New England Middle Atlantic. No rock, immediate move. Box H-73, BROADCASTING.

College grad., married, 5 years experience. Can do writing, tight morning shift, intelligent stringer work. Likes to sell good stories. Not a drifter. Box H-39, BROADCASTING.

News director. College radio TV major. 3 years experience, gathering, writing, editing, Family man seeking permanency in larger city, $10,000 plus. Box H-97, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Announcers

Announcer. Experienced. Southwest leading network. Above average talent opportunities. Excellent benefits. Send resume, pl, tape or VTR. Box H-84, BROADCASTING.


Technical

First phone engineer for studio operation and maintenance. Immediate opening southeastern city 30,000. Experience desirable; not essential. Box H-31, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Continued

Technical

Supervisory engineer small tv station in midwest prefers an experienced professional. E. M. Sears, Personnel Manager, Sarkes Tarzian Inc., E. Hillside Drive, Bloomington, Indiana.

Florida—chief engineer experienced in studio, transmitter, and tv operation and maintenance. Need soon for e.tv station. Channel 7, Box 7, Jacksonville, Florida. Phone 369-3974.

Production—Programming, Others

Producer director . . . fully experienced, well trained tv producer director; full time desired. College graduate, MA., or work towards it. Excellent opportunity. Sam Siders, Manager WMWS, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Television artist wanted by station located in N.E. Should be experienced in all phases of art work utilized in tv slides, set design, and construction requirements newspaper and magazine advertising. Contact any time before 8 p.m. Write for resume. Box H-49, BROADCASTING.

Continuity director. Must know station operations. Capable of taking over in highly competitive 50,000 p.m. market. Salaries 400 month. Box H-53, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted—Management

Advertising and promotion manager. Experienced young man, college grad. Real offers you creative advertising talent plus some experience with major media. He’s looking for a station that believes in sales as much as merchandising. Real responsibility and hard work provide a challenge. For resume, references, write: Box H-62, BROADCASTING.

Operations manager: Presently employed. Thirteen years experience medium major market TV. Seeking change for valid reasons. Capable, ambitious, strong engineer, and administrative background: directing, programming, producing, FCC, Labor negotiations, etc. For resume write. Box H-68, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Newman writer announcer available immediately. 15 years experience east coast. Middle Atlantic references. Box H-61, BROADCASTING.

Versatile, ambitious radio tv announcer desires more lucrative market. College grad., 15 years experience. Strong on news and play by play. TV sales experience. Will relocate anywhere. Box H-68, BROADCASTING.

Professional tv announcer — experience sales, traffic, design, production, presently have nine top rated live shows per week with Canadian network station. Commercially scripted and ad lib. Wish to relocate with view to responsible management position. Married. Three children, Brochure, film on request. Box G-398, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Have you opportunity for engineer with 12 years television experience including color, planning, construction. Indiana. Box G-384, BROADCASTING.

Midwest, 1st phone. 4 years am and fm announcing experience. Dependable, married. Box H-35, BROADCASTING.

Former field engineer for a well known consultant. Experienced in all phases of studio and transmitter engineering. Seeking a position as field engineer, working chief, or in construction and maintenance. Box H-37, BROADCASTING.
Assistant studio maintenance supervisor for remote control, etc. 11 years TV experience. Good references. Box H-48, BROADCASTING.

Assistant chief wishes to relocate. Experience in studio construction, equipment, maintenance, tour guide, photography, video tape, color, audio, etc. Sharp. Box H-71, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Experienced, employed television announcer, newsmen, desires advancement, announcer, news, programming, married. Box H-440, BROADCASTING.

News director. Highly successful major market record. Top rated on the air delivery, proven administrative ability, award winning news photographer. Extensive special events and public affairs programming experience. Has college degree and includes current employer. Write available. Box H-12, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

Equipment

Gates 256 C-L used working when removed from KVOM. Gates Model 710 limiter (modified as is, used). Gates model 25A automatic control unit. Two each 1469 kc Biley crystals in oven. Total price for all $450. Box H-58, BROADCASTING.

One surplus 330 video splices available, one or two $50 each. Not usable due to client requiring unspliced tape. Box H-13, BROADCASTING.

AmpeX VR-1009 spares part. Send for list. Karl Troeglen, KCMO, Broadcasting, Kansas City, Mo.

Used UHF 1 kw RCA Transmitter excellent condition, price delivered $1500. WCET, 222 Chickasaw Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Tower Stainless type G-17 Guyed, Galvanized steel, 50 foot with lighting, 1 choke, PE Case. 8 years old. Down, ready to ship. $750. KCPX, Gilroy, California.


Television / radio transmitters, monitors cameras, microwave tubes audio monitors. Electroend, 440 Columbus Ave., N. Y. C.

Two Dumont TA-124-A cameras, working condition, less tripods and tit heads. Best offer. Box G-33, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

Equipment

Complete Gates RCMO remote control system, including crystals, motors, $800. Windcharger 350 foot guyed tower, Lighted, best offer, you dismantle. WAAA, Winston- Salem, North Carolina.

Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Billey and J-K holders, including an hour reel. BC-404 crystals and Conelrad. Also A. M. monitor. Testimonials are unsolicited and always praise our products and fast service. Edison Electronic Company, Box 96, Temple, Georgia.

Factory reconditioned tape cartridge equipment with full 90 day guarantee. Cartridge player accepts 7-1/2, 15, and 30ips recording amplifiers at $150, (24) F-150 and F-150 series, (8) A-150 and A-150 series. The following equipment is available in like-new condition: (1) MacFarta Carousel @ $975; (1) RCA Cartridge Recording Amplifier @ $390; (1) RCA Tape Cartridge Playback @ $450. Also, recently traded, the following RCA Magnetic disk equipment. Make an offer. (2) BQ104 Disc Changers; (2) BQ51A Disc Recorders; (2) Disc Erasers. Automatic Tape Control, Inc., Bloomington, Illinois, Phone 305-225-2078.

Thermometer, remote electrical: used by over 100 stations, enables announcer to read temperature from his microphone. Installed in less than an hour. Send 10 cents for brochure. Box 6111, San Diego, California.

WANTED TO BUY

Equipment

Will buy or trade used tape and disc recording equipment—AmpeX, Concertone, Magnecorder, Presto, etc. Audio equipment for sale. Boynton Station, 10 B Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Need 3 or 6 layer super turntable antenna and 20 kw continuous bandwidth filter for television channel 2. Write stating make, condition and prices. Box G-32, BROADCASTING.

Audio limiter. Send description and price to J. Deneufville, WGLM, Richmond, Indiana.

All equipment between the microphone and the 150 foot tower necessary to build a 250 watt station. Gates transmitter preferred. What do you want to trade. Cash available. Box C-25, BROADCASTING.

New or used heads for AmpeX 450-A or 450-B. Used heads must be in good condition. Box G-94, BROADCASTING.

Tower wanted. Approximately 450 feet self supporting. 5000 hill Audio, Box 35, Greenville, North Carolina.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Unlimited funds available for radio and television properties. We specialize in buying and brokering broadcasting properties. Write full details to Box 205A, BROADCASTING.

Miscellaneous

Capital needed: Reliable, experienced and successful radio station owner wants to borrow $600,000 to purchase 3rd radio station and is seeking best terms. Excellent bank credit. Good collateral. Box H-35, BROADCASTING.

Announcing jobs available in Philadelphia announcers; tape your spots. Inquiries and applications: 2231 West Lehigh, Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania.
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36,000 Professional Comedy Liner! Topical laugh service featuring deejay comment, music, commercials. Free publications: Orben Comedy Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

"Quick Quips" jokes, one-liners, comedy ad-libs for deejays. Also "Dixie Hits," record info. $5.50, Del Mar Radio Features, P.O. Box 61, Corona Del Mar, California.

Heieltaps for lease yearly, for traffic time newsmen, promo. Very reasonable rate, tax deductible. Box E-33, BROADCASTING.

SCA background music service facilities for lease in Terre Haute, Indiana. Write P. O. Box 453.

Broadcast Comedy is listed in the new "Comet's Guide" of "Talk" comedy. Write for free 24 page booklet on your letterhead. Show-Biz Comedy Service (Dept. B), 63 Parkway Court, Brooklyn 3, New York.

INSTRUCTIONS

FCC first phone license preparation by correspondence or in resident classes. Grantham School is licensed in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City and Washington, D.C. Write for our free 49-page brochure. Grantham School of Electronics, 40 N. Western Ave., Hollywood 27, California.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory, leading to the F.C.C. First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Announcing programming, console operation, twelve weeks intensive, practical training. Finest, most modern equipment available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35, Texas.


Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.


Since 1937 Hollywood's oldest school devoted exclusively to Radio and Television communications. Graduates on more than 1000 stations. Ratio of jobs to graduates approximately six to one. Day and night classes. For 46 page free graduate placement list. Don Martin School of Radio and Television Arts 4645 North Cherokee, Hollywood, California.

"Do you need a first phone? Train for and get it. FCC first class five (5) weeks with R.E.I. in beautiful Sarasota, Florida. Associated with modern commercial station. Free placement. Write: Radio Engineering Institute of Florida, Commercial College Building, P. O. Box 1069, Sarasota, Florida."
SALES MANAGER
For Midwest UHF station in VHF market. No conversion problem for fast growing station. Need hard worker and sales leader.
Box G-218, BROADCASTING

RADIO
Situations Wanted—Announcers

Ambitious first phone announcer with creative ideas. College graduate, twenty years old, married. Interested in working with a top flight station. Willing to relocate. Excellent credit rating. Presently employed; desires to move up.
Box H-23, BROADCASTING

Employment Service
MOVE UP?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
MINOR-MARKET MIDWEST SATURATION
WRITE FOR APPLICATION NOW
BROADCAST EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
4825 10th Ave. So. Minneapolis 17, Minn.

For Sale
Equipment

1 890 ft. Blaw Knox Tower
70 lb. sq. ft. windload-guyed.
1 12 Bay Super Turnstile
Channel 10 Antenna
1 TT 50 AH Transmitter
Channel 10
1 TS 21 Switcher
12 input -6 output.
2 TG 2A Sync. generators.

Also other equipment available—list upon request. Public Service Television Corp., P. O. Box NAL, Airport Mail Facility, Miami 59, Florida, Telephone NEwton 3-6311, Extension 345.

Help Wanted
Announcers

$14,000 MINIMUM
For
GREAT RADIO PERSONALITY
For
GREAT STATION
In
GREAT MARKET
Tape, photo, and story to:
Box G-232, BROADCASTING

Technical

“Chief Engineer Wanted” for WFMN, Chicago’s fine arts duPont-Peabody award FM station. Top experience required in high power, stereo, and audio. Bernard Jacobs, Station Manager, 221 North La Salle Street Chicago 1, Illinois. State 2-5568.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted—Announcers

NEWSCASTER-NEWSMAN
Major eastern market TV station with large & aggressive news operation is seeking an on the air newscaster with solid journalistic background. Minimum guarantee $10,000 per year with opportunities for more. Send S.O.0. or Video Tape with resume.
Box H-29, BROADCASTING

For Sale—(Cont’d)

Equipment

We are cleaning house.
Schafer 1200 CMA Automation System ($18,300 new) used, reconditioned $12,800
Schafer 400-BA Remote Control System ($13,795 new) used, reconditioned $1,295
Schafer Automation System, Model 60, used, as is, Good Condition $3,500
GE Univel, used, as is $7
GE Univel, new $150
Gates Extension Meter Panel for MOD-800 freq. Modulator $75
Rust 10 function Remote Control System, as is $500
Collins Limiter 26U1, like new $300
Miratel Aneal Conelrad Receiver, as is $25
Ampex PR-10 Recorder with 4 channel mixer, as is $400
Ampex 354 Stereo Recorder, used $1,250
Hewlett Packard 2000 audio oscil- lator, used $100
Sekor 2000 LU, used, as is $400
ATC PR-1-190 Cartridge Recorders, used $400
ATC Record Amplifiers, new $900
Eico 1600 KEI Tape Deck, new $50
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED...

Miscellaneous

A Great Radio Salesman
You too can have your own newsletter, telling the importance of radio to prime prospects, no- ting your achievements with salesmen; tell them you are really in the business with a Great local territory. Designed for timely mailing. Promotional with station emblem, a prestige promotional publication. Last $16.50—it can be an effective salesman. Write, wire today for samples and prices.

RADIO REPORTS NEWSLETTER
11th Arrington Ln., LaLaide 5-8181
San Jose, California

Colorful Combination
RADIO MARKET SHEETS and COVERAGE MAPS
Address Radio Dept. on your letterhead for FREE information and samples.
EVEREADY ADVERTISING
1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Tenn.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
For the first time in the history of the broadcasting industry, a franchise offer is being made in one of the most basic and vital facets of the business—never before opened to outsiders. The franchisee is one of the few known companies in our field; the name will be instantly recognizable to you. Qualified franchisees will have an immediate assured income following a modest investment, and the cherished opportunity to be in business for themselves. Applicant must be responsible members of their community and broadcast professionals, heavy in sales background. 20 men in the nation will qualify—one each in the following major markets: Boston, Minne- apolis, Dallas, Memphis, San Francisco, Seattle, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, St. Louis, Denver, Houston, Rich- mond, Kansas City. Reply today: this is the opportunity of a lifetime.
Box H-81, BROADCASTING
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WANTED TO BUY

Wanted Radio Station in Arizona-
New Mexico-Colorado.

Marketing & Advertising Consultant ex-
pertied in radio station operation and
management wants to buy, or buy into
single market operation with fu-
ture. Principals only contact.

Box H-47, BROADCASTING

For Sale—(Cont’d)

Florida-Central

Daytime-non-directional-$13,000 down to
qualified buyer—excellent terms.

Associated Media Brokers

Suite 328 Bayview Building

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Phone Logon 6-7843

Bob Flynn

Myles Johns

Florida-North

Daytime-harmony exacting priced realiz-
lities.

Associated Media Brokers

Suite 328 Bayview Building

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Phone Logon 6-7843

Bob Flynn

Myles Johns

Florida-Major Market

Full-time—Florida’s fastest growing area
profitable—purchased realistically—good
terms to qualified buyer.

Associated Media Brokers

Suite 328 Bayview Building

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Phone Logon 6-7843

Bob Flynn

Myles Johns

SOMETHING TO BUY

FOR SALE

500 W Daytimer in Southeast coast
town. $50,000 with 29% down. Ba-
ance at 6% over 5 years.

Box G-370, BROADCASTING

Continued from page 91

record in proceeding on its application and
that of Valparaiso Broadcasting Co. for new

BROADCAST ACTIONS

by Broadcast Bureau

Actions as of May 27

WNBW Wellshore, Pa.—Granted license
covering installation of old main trans. as
aux. trans.

KHEP Phoenix, Ariz.—Granted CP to
make changes in ant. system (increase
height).

Tillamook TV Transmitters Inc., Tillamook,
Ore.—Granted CP’s to compens. expired per-
mits for new UHF translator signal booster
station no. 1 for KTIJL, KFAM, and
K7BRE.

KJWZ Camden, Ark.—Granted mod. of
CP to move ant.-trans. and change
type trans.

WJNL Olney, Ill.—Granted request and
cancelled CP to increase power, install new
trans. and make changes in DA system.

KRGB(PM) Las Vegas—Granted SCA on
sub-carrier frequency 67 kc.

KVEN-FM Ventura, Calif.—Granted mod. of
SCA to change from 87 and 29 kc to 41
and 67 kc and make changes in equipment.

Actions of May 24

WSIX-FM Nashville—Granted CP to
install new ant.; increase ant. height to 1,110
feet; ERP to 100 kw; and make changes in
ant-system.

WCHU(TV) Chicago—Granted mod. of CP
to change ERP to 155 kw; aur. to 100
kw; ant. height to 650 feet; change trans.
and studio locations; type trans. and ant.,
and make changes in ant. structure and equip-
ment.

Following were granted extensions of com-
pletion dates as follows: WGAU-TV
(aux. trans.), Lancaster, Pa., to June 15;
WKAM-TV Savannah, Ga., to Oct. 1, and
KSNM-TV Albuquerque, N. M., to Nov. 26.

Actions of May 23

KIDD Monterey, Calif.—Granted mod. of
license to change studio location and oper-
ate trans. by remote control; conditions.

WMFD Wilmington, N. C.—Granted mod.
of license to operate trans. by remote con-

KPCG-Flagstaff, Ariz.—Granted authority
to remain silent for period ending June 30.

KBPS Portland, Ore.—Granted authority
to remain silent for period beginning June
1 and ending Sept. 22.

Actions of May 22

*KVCR(PM) Santa Bernardino, Calif.—

Granted CP to increase ERP to 1,100
w.; change ant.-trans. location (coordinates
only); no change in description; make
changes in ant. system (FM ant. to be
installed on KVCW-TV); ant. height
300 feet; and make changes in ant.-
syst.

KSEA(FM) San Diego—Granted mod. of
CP to increase ERP to 25 kw (horizontal); 10
kw (vertical); ant. height to 220 feet; change
trans. and studio; remote control and
ant.-trans. site; change type trans. and ant.
and ant.-syst.

WGRV-FM Greenville, Tenn.—Granted
mod. of CP to increase ERP to 4.6 kw; decrease
ant. height to 225 feet; and make
changes in ant.-syst.

WWLV-FM Buffalo—Granted extension of
demotion period to Nov. 24.

Actions of May 17

Norton Chamber of Commerce, Norton,
Kans.—Granted CP for new VHF FM trans-
lator station on channel 4 to translate pro-
grams of KAYS-TV (ch. 7) Hays, Kan.

Actions of May 16

Lauglin Peak TV Authority, Willits, Calif. —

Licensed CP for new VHF TV translator on
channel 9 to translate programs of KRON-
TV (ch. 4) San Francisco.

Rulemakings

TERMINATED

*WWLP(TV) Springfield, Mass.—Petition to
amend table of allocations by deleting
cell no. 38 from Connersville, Ind.; and
reassign same channel to Dayton, Ohio.

PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FILED

*Symphony Network Association Inc.—

Requests institution of rulemaking pro-
ceeding so as to assign channel 72 to Birm-
ingham, Ala. Received May 22. (FOR THE RECORD) 97
What can one company do to improve audience measurement?

INTENSIFY METHODS RESEARCH!

A good research service doesn’t just happen. It takes months—sometimes years—of development and continuing refinement and improvement. It takes meetings and component testing and more meetings and more testing to reach out for solutions to some of the problems of audience research. We may never solve them all to perfection.

Now, at ARB, this activity is being intensified, particularly in our search for possible biases and sources of error both in sample selection and in recording within the sample homes. This pursuit strikes at what is currently the most important area for improvement in audience research.

This operating philosophy of research and development has always been a part of ARB. It had a great deal to do with our decision to double samples. It accounted for the recent completion of a comprehensive study, The Influence of Non-Cooperation in the Diary Method of Television Audience Measurement, soon to be published in book form.

There have been other advancements which you have seen reflected in the service offered by ARB over the years. There will be more.
OUR RESPECTS to Basil Francis Grillo

He moved from accountant to top TV producer

The jumping frogs of Calaveras county, whose prowess was immortalized by Mark Twain and is annually tested in the competitions at Angel Camp, Calif., may have provided the inspiration that turned an Angels Camp boy, Basil Francis Grillo, from an accountant into one of television's top producers with the title of president of Bing Crosby Productions. But if there is any astonishment at this mammoth leap, it is not shared by Mr. Grillo.

"Look closely at the producers in Hollywood televisions," he said last week. "You'll find very few who started out as producers. Very few actors become producers, very few writers. Most creative people are not businessmen and if you don't have a good business operation you're not going to have a very long life in television production."

Please Yourself * "For 20 years I've been responsible for saying 'We'll do it' or 'We won't' and I'd better have the taste and judgment or I'd be in a lot of trouble. I'm not a creative man, but I know what I like and that's the only sound basis for making any decision. You can't do more than guess about what someone else will like and if your taste is a reasonable representation of the general public's you'll be OK. If not, you'd better get out of TV production fast, because if you don't you'll damn soon be forced out."

The success of BCP's Ben Casey leaves little doubt about Basil Grillo's ability to please the public taste as well as his own. And Mr. Grillo has high hopes for Breaking Point, a series of psychological dramas to start this fall on ABC-TV, the same network that broadcasts Ben Casey.

Program production today takes up about 90% of Basil Grillo's time, but in the nearly 20 years he has been associated with Bing Crosby, he has gotten him in and out of scores of ventures including real estate, savings and loan associations and broadcast properties, as well as records, radio and TV programs and tape recording.

The Crosby association with tape recording goes back to the World War II years, when Bing's records were dubbed into broadcasts for Armed Forces Radio. The singer was fascinated by the idea of recording his radio programs at the time most convenient to him and to get away from having to show up at the broadcasting studio every week at the same time to do his programs live. In 1946, ABC agreed to let him try it.

Discs to Tape * "We started out recording the shows on acetate discs," Mr. Grillo related, "but after a transfer or two we began running into too great a loss in quality. We tried all kinds of recording speeds, We tried recording on wire. Then Jack Mullin, our recording engineer, came in with some German tape and a recorder he had brought back after the war. The result was so good we began using tape for our shows in the fall of 1947."

"But after a couple of months of continuous use the recorder began to show signs of wear, so Mullin asked some of his classmates from Stanford, who were working at Ampex, whether they could build new tape recorders for us."

They could and did. The machines worked splendidly and Bing Crosby Enterprises became the sales agent for Ampex until 1955. BCE was also active in video tape development but after Ampex had become the first to develop a practicable unit for broadcast use, BCE sold its tape operations to Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing.

Basil Grillo left his native Angels Camp (Oct. 8, 1910, was his birthday) at an early age; grew up in San Francisco and was graduated from the University of California at Berkeley, where he was a top miler, in the mid-depression year, 1932. For the next 10 years he had a variety of jobs—salesman, credit manager, tax auditor, CPA. He was associated with the accounting firm, Andrew Anderson & Co., in 1944, when on the recommendation of Mr. Crosby's tax attorneys, he was hired to organize Bing Crosby Enterprises.

Bing's Big Business * "Up to that time Bing had been a performer, receiving a salary for his radio and motion picture work, a royalty from his records. Now, BCE began packaging his radio shows and movies. We set up a record company, co-owned with Decca. We got into tape. And as a result of a golf game Bing had with Jock Whitney, we got into frozen orange juice. Mr. Whitney was telling Bing about Minute Maid orange juice, a product of Vacuum Foods, a Whitney company. Bing said he'd like in, so he did the company's 15-minute radio shows and got the West Coast franchise, which we operated for several years until they bought it back."

In the early 1950's Bing Crosby Enterprises went into the TV film business, producing Fireside Theatre, TV's first half-hour anthology series, for Procter & Gamble. "We made 52 shows for them and had the next-to-top rating, right behind Milton Berle. Now, a dozen years later, P&G is one of Ben Casey's sponsors and will be in on Breaking Point."

BCE decided early to get into TV station ownership as well as program production. "We filed for Yakima, Tacoma, Spokane, Seattle; then the freeze came. When it was over, Ed Crane, radio station operator who had also filed for TV in Spokane, suggested we go in together instead of competing for the grant. After 45 minutes I agreed. He went back home; I drew up the agreement and sent it to him; he signed it and sent it back. It was the greatest relationship I've ever had. No argument, no fuss. We wanted to do business together and we did. We got one of the first post-freeze grants and built the station (KKLY-TV). Later on we sold it."

Bing Crosby was also part of a group which purchased KCP(TV) Los Angeles, subsequently transferring the station to NAFI Corp. (now Chris Craft Industries) on a stock deal. He was co-owner of KMBY Monterey, Calif., with John Cohan who bought out his interest and subsequently defeated the Crosby bid for a CATV license there.

A man of many interests, Basil Grillo has learned French, Spanish and Italian ("I can read them but I'll never be a linguist") and studied history and other subjects in evening classes, perhaps to keep from getting bogged down in business worries. He keeps slim and trim with golf, hunting and fishing.

He and his wife, the former Jane Nutter, live in Encino in the San Fernando Valley. They have three sons: Gary, 27, an assistant director; Basil, 23, broker, and Michael, 15.
EDITORIALS

Facts of life—or death

The most pressing problem now confronting radio and television broadcasters is that of deciding how to resist the FCC's proposal to adopt, as part of its own regulations, the advertising time restrictions of the National Association of Broadcasters' radio and television codes. To judge by the statement issued last week by the NAB's radio code board, the problem may be bigger than the broadcasters can handle.

The radio code board came out in opposition to the FCC's plan, but with arguments that would lose a debate in any responsible forum.

The radio code is a model of self-regulation, said the board. In the past year its subscriber list increased 19%, never mind the disagreeable fact that less than 4 out of 10 existing stations are subscribers or that at the present breakneck rate of growth it would take 10 years to enfold in the code the more than 3,000 stations that are still outside it.

Critics are unkind in saying that the code has failed to prevent over-commercialism. The truth is that nobody can define over-commercialism, said the radio code board, and the time allocated to commercials may be an unimportant factor in audience response.

What the radio code board was evidently trying to do was to eulogize the code as a living document of unquestionable merit—and at the same time to begin disentangling itself from the only troublesome section of the code, its commercial standards. Commercials are not apt to be impressed. The cry, "I love you; be mine," lacks a ring of sincerity when uttered by a husband to the wife he is escorting to divorce court.

In a sense, however, the statement of the radio code board may serve a useful purpose. It betrays the futility of trying to glorify a system that has never worked and cannot be made to. It does so in time for the television code board, which meets June 10 in New York, and the main boards of the NAB, which meet later this month in Washington, to recognize its weaknesses.

The only defense that the broadcasters can hope successfully to use is that of facing up to facts, however embarrassing they may be to certain broadcast leaders who have been personally identified with the writing and enforcement of the codes. The facts are that a majority of radio stations and a good many television stations have found it impossible to abide by the commercial standards of the codes—and would find it no more possible to survive if the same standards were imposed by the government.

If the FCC adopted those standards, it would force some stations out of business and turn others into loss operations. We cannot imagine that any FCC, no matter how tough-minded its majority, wants to start signing station death warrants in bushel lots.

Exit Mr. Minow

An era ended today. It was a short era that lasted 27 months, but it left an impression that will be deeply etched in the history of broadcasting.

Today the FCC is presided over by E. William Henry who at 34 is the youngest head of an important agency in a government that largely is populated by young men. The gavel was handed him by Newton N. Minow who at 37 is one of the youngest men ever to retire from high government office.

Mr. Minow made an important office more important. In his 27 months he was certainly the most controversial and colorful chairman the FCC has ever had. Whether he left the FCC better than he found it depends upon where one happens to sit. He was the darling of the bureaucrats, the educators and many politicians. He was anathema to the majority of broadcasters, even though some privately may have given him lip service in commending his campaign of goading and needling.

Mr. Minow's campaign succeeded in its obvious mission of frightening broadcasters. His legacy includes the imposition of fines and forfeitures, suspensions and short-term licenses, filing fees and poison pen letters to licensees at renewal time.

Instead of encouraging stability, the crusade has brought unrest. If these conditions had existed after World War II, we venture there would have been few companies willing to risk investments of millions for speculative television services.

In radio's early days there were complaints about the sameness and dullness of programs and about over-commercialism. That was while Chairman Henry and Mr. Minow were somewhere between diapers and their first pair of long pants. That also was before radio became a serious competitor of newspapers and magazines. It wasn't big enough to be shot at. Politicians didn't understand this complicated gadget.

Conditions changed. Everybody became an expert. Broadcasting attracted outside investors and was labeled big business. A presidential election was won by the Great Debates. Broadcasting suddenly had become too important to be left to the interplay of free enterprise.

It was in that climate that 35-year-old Newton Minow assumed the chairmanship on March 2, 1961. It must be assumed he has carried out the mandates of the administration. Mr. Henry promises that his stewardship will be just as tough. Those around him—particularly the staff-level executives—say he will be tougher.

We wish Mr. Minow success in his new work as a corporate officer and chief counsel for William Benton's prospering Encyclopaedia Britannica enterprises. At EB he will be working with President Maurice Mitchell, famed for "Mitch's Pitch" in the pre-television era of radio broadcasting and one of the best salesmen the air media have produced.

Back at the FCC it seems the script calls for more shooting. If the aim is to improve broadcasting's end product, the proper course would be to encourage stability in broadcasting ranks. Longer licenses would be one simple way of going about it.
"A Prestige Builder with Our Customers"

This is the look of leadership for the years ahead—new excellence of design and brilliant performance. With two TR-22 Deluxe TV Tape Recorders, this station can record on one unit while on air with the other. The two units occupy the space of a previous single tape unit.

Fully transistorized design does away with the problems of power and heat, reduces maintenance, and assures a new standard of excellence. Clients are impressed with the efficient "look," the quality of performance, the increased versatility. It's a prestige builder with customers. Your own studio can benefit from this symbol of the finest in TV Tape.

See your RCA Representative. Or write RCA Broadcast and TV Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.

RCA The Most Trusted Name in Television
Sheer delight to have on

KABL

Music

THE McLendon STATION FOR SAN FRANCISCO